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at £2 00 a year.
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a

Rooms to Let.

iu
rates of Advertising : One inch of space,
leng.li of column, constitutes a “square.” cents
per
£.50 per square daily first week; 75
00; continuwsek after; three insertions, or
ing every other day alter first week, 50 cents.
<5
or
cunts; one
less,
Half square, three insertions
week. £ 1 00; 50 cents per week after.
additional.
J9PECTAL Notices, ono third
Under head of “Am dshkments,” £2 00 per square
or less £1 50.
per week; three insertions
Advertisements inserted in the “Maine State
hi every part
a
circulation
has
large
Press” (which
of the State) for £1 00 per square tor first insertion,
inserfor
each
cents
subsequent
and 50
per square
tion.
to
all
communication,
Address

mWO pleasant front rooms
A at 21 £ Free streat.

less,_$1

febGdtf

jan7

A Few Good Bents
applied for at once.

IF

_

LET.

TO

large brick store in tlie Rapklcfl Block, corner
of Middle and CeurcU streets—basement and
first floor, elogantli finished and adapted to jobbing
dry goods or other similar trade.
ALLEN HAINES.
Apply to

scptlldtf

MiVINE.

!

STBOUT & HOLMES,

FEMALE COLLEGE.

OEO. F. HOLMES.

Xintcliinson,
has removed to

Ztl Spring St., cor. Spring & Park.
jan3i
__tf

SCRIBNER & JORDAN,
Attornevs and Solicitors

Foreign Patents,

COFFIN, Conmliiag Engiaerr.
cor. Exchange Sin., Portland,

74 Middle

Me.

Examinations made by our agent in Washington
when desired. Consultation free. Letters of inquiry
cheerfully and promptly answered. All business in
respect to an application for Patcut can bo transacted by mail.jy2 T T & S tf

Spring Session of

The

under tho continued charge of

Book, Card

Orders may be left at F. F. Hale’s picture gallery
O. M. & E. P. Brooks’, No. 333 Congress St.
6g£r’All Order* promptly attended to.
tf
jai»25

ana

Law,

PORTLAND. ME.

janlQ_tf
F. & C. B. NASH,
NO. 172 AND 174 FORE STREET,
PORTLAND, MAINE,
Having been appointed Agents for one of tho
argest Load Manufactories in New England are
ow prepared to offer Sheet Lead and Lead Pipe, to
the trade at Boston prices.
de2$tf

THE

—

Congress Street,
Paik.)

Office Hours from 8 to 10 A. M., and2 to 4 and 7 to

COUNSELOR

AT LAW,

No. 30 Exchange St., Portland.
Formerly of the U. S. Treasury Department and
Attorney in all the courts in the District of Columbia,
will attend to the prosecution of claims before the
Court of Claims and the various departments at
octl l-l f
Washington.

ROSS k STURDIVANT,
WHOLESALE COAL DEALERS
190 Commercial

at lowest market

Wflkesbarrc, Scranton, Lackawanna,

price,

and Pittston

Coals, shipped from the vicinity of New York. Yesjels procured for the tranportation of coals from
port of shipment > any point desired.
tfapr27
PORTRAIT T?AJLNrriSlI&.

CLOUDMAN,

*I4N EXCHANGE 81.
jan22tf

J. If. LAMSOJV,

PHOTOGRAPHER,
No. 152 Middle
PORTLAND,

Street.
order.

to

All the new styles, Berlins, ltembrants, Medallion,
be Porcelain, or Mezzotint card, and the retouched
card, by which new process wo get rid of freckles
moles,wrinkles and all imperfections of the skin. Call
and judge for yourselves.

—Good work
to Plcdie.

Moderate

nt

may 20

Aim

7

—

■r-j

J^2©

MACHINEWORKS
(FORMERLY

C.

SON,)

STAPLES &

Marine, Stationary and. Portable
STEAM

From Feb. 1st

YOU

attended to.
PIT'Ncw and Second-hand Engines for
Highest cash prices paid for old Iron.

sale.

Commercial Street,
FESSENDEN.
se '513 Cm Portland, Me.

_

^

H

BUY

H
H

-AT~

linen

Collar.

JUL

—AT

C 8 Cents Each. H
Rubber, H
(/Rouud Combe,
€ 5 Cents Each. H
9
yard.JJ
JJpnre I.inon
Better
lO cents,
fj
bet-JJ
15
yet
warranted

ones

ter

\j

for

a

and

for

cents.

JJ* inchyard.
v

l.QoJJ

all boiled Rash Ribbon
per
inch all boiled Sash Ribbon
cents.
All other Ribbons fin

CO

88TT

II

Proportion.^

S

^COGIA
C
HASSAN,g
JL1UUIH

£11(457
C

it 11U

—HAVING TAKEN THE—

XEST ATTRACT
under the New City Building in Lewiston, for the
term of live years, would now say to the public that
in every-respcct.
wc intend to keep a first-class place
with the Portland
Our Bill of Fare shall l>e in keening
Lewiston do not
Those
visiting
and Boston Markets.
forget to call at

Manufacturers’

ami

Merchants’

Streets.

CITY BUILDINGr, Pine

Street,

liElVISTOjr, MAINE.
LEWIS C.

JOHNSON,

A. JOHNSON,
dlyneweSn

JOSEril

Jau21

Ship Timber and Knees.
HAVE the largest and best stock ot Ship Knee?
in the State. Also best quality seasonod White
Oak Treenails, and can furnish

I

'Hackmatack, Hardwood or Wliite
tl)c lowest cash prices.

Portland, Dec.

I/.

30,1872.

TAIIjOB.
It

Outfit
PUBLISHING

sent

for

$1.

TEBBETS~ HOUSE,
SPRINGVALE.

WILL BE SOLD CHEAP!

IN ONE MONTH

our

it
the
IT
like
Over
50.
More
Wanted.
$2
only
Agents
NOTICE—Bo not deceived by misrepresentations
made to palm off high-priced inferior works, but send
for circulars and see Proof of statements and great
success of our agents.
Pocket companion worth $10,
mailed free.
HUBBARD BROS., Publishers 53
St.
Boston
jan25t4w
Washington

FREE TO BOOK AGENTS.

AN ELEGANTLY BOUND CANVASSING BOOK
for the best and cheapest Family Bible ever published
will be sent free of charge to any book agent. It contains nearly 300 fine Scripture illustrations, and
agents are meeting with unprecedented success, Address, stating experience, etc., and we will show you
what our agents are doing, NATIONAL PUBLISH
ING CO. Phila., Pa.jan25 4wt

D O N

Negotiate

Lonns

ALSO

on

&

—

mortgages and other

Securities.
REFERENCES:

Hon. John P. Healey.
Hon. Isaac S. Morse.
Hon. J. S. Abbott.
Gen. J. S. Whitney.

Harvey Scudder& Co.
Kemble & Hastings.
Joseph Dix, Esq.
Utley Sc Boynton.
John P. Squires & Co. R. A. Ballou, Esq.
F. W. Polton, Esq.
Sam’l B. Krogmau, Esq.
ood&wtf
fel>8

Laundry

i

undersigned having assumed charge of a new
and spacious Laundry would respectfully announce that he is prepared to do washing for Steamers, Hotels, Families, See., with special attention
paid to Ladies Dresses, Skirts. Laces, Gents Shirt*
and every description of fine washing.
This Laundry being provided with the newest and
most approved Machinery, and experienced help, the
Proprietor believes he can guarantee perfect satisfac-

THE

Location, Bradbury’s Court, En-

trance on Fore near India St.
JOHN SPENCER, Supcrintendant.
Late Steward ot St’r John Brooks, Boston and Portland Line
febldlyr

Colby’s Book Store,
TO HE CLOSED
IT* A FEW WEEKS.

1"^«L!£.™iwt'vei.t0

Baltimore.
m"g T'lth,’m r«gard to cost tor

a

few

119 EXCHANGE STREET.
49
decad&wtf_

Sanford’s Improved Refrigerator^.

West.

SAMUEL D. TEBBETS.

BUSINESS

DIRECTORY^

Agency for Sewing Machines.
W. 9. DYER, No. 272

middle 81. All
Machines for sale and to let*

Repairing.
Bakers.
W. C. COBB, Nos. 98 and .*10 Pearl Street.
On direct route between New Custom
Honsc and Pod Office, near the Market.

Booksellers and Stationers.
HOTT, FOOO & BREED, No.91 middle
Street.

T!

WOT. A. QUINCY, Room 11, Printer’s
Exchange, No. Ill Exchange St.
SOT AUE A SHACK.FORD, No. 35 Plum

warned, never neglect a cold, it is easily
cured in its incipient state, when it becomes chronic
the enro is exceedingly difficult, use Wells’ Carbolic
Tablets as a specific.
JOHN Q. KELLOGG, 18 Platt St,* New York,
Sole Agent for United States.

Carpenters and Builders.
WHITNEY Sc
positc Park.

MEANS, Pcnrl Street,

op.

Dentists.

a

DR. W. R.-JOHNSON,

orcr

II. II.

liny’*.

Dye-House.
F. SYOTONDS, India St. Velvet Cloaks
dyed and finished.
FOSTER’S Bye House, 94 Union Street.*

WAETER COREY ft CO., Arcade, No.
IS Free Street.
7
GEORGE A. WHITNEY, No. 30 Exchange St. UpboUtcring of all kinds
done to order.

Aek your grocer

always gives satisfaction. Try it.

PEARL

BLUE

for the laundry has no equal. SOLD BY GROCERS.
H. A. BARTLETT & CO., 115,117 N. Front-st., Phila..
143 Chambers-st., N. Y., 43 Broad-st., Boston.
4wt
ja27

points ot exceilenco which I claim, are:
1st; constant and thorough circulation of pure air;
2nd; ryness, no dampness mould nor taint; 3rd; no
intermingling of odors; purity and active air, the
elements of its success. Call, or send for circulars.
Manufactured and for sale by J. F. MERRILL, between Cross and Cotton sts., near Leavitt, Burnham
jc4dtf
& Co.s Ice House, Portland. Me.

REMOVAL!
HURL & CO.,.have removed lo their
New Shoe Factory, 220 and 222 Newbury Street.
taw3w
jaiioO

111*1

tt

1798
1381
2583

T?

E. F. HOYT, No, II Preble Street.

bolstcriug

Cost to

Up.

done to order.

Horse and Ox Shoeing
possible manner by

S.

No. 100 Fore St.
t Jan 2173

r-..

■ ■

Gnrpet-Bags.
DURAN Me CO., 171 Middle nnd
116 Federal Streets.

J. R.

Masons and Builders.
N. E. REDLOIT, 9.33 1-9 Congress

St.

Paper Hangings, Window Shades, and
Carpetings.
EOTHROP.DE VENS Be CO., 61 Exbangc
Srcet and

49 Market St.

Photographers.
A. S. DAVIS A CO., No. SO Middle Street;
159 Middle St.,cor. Cross.

J. H. Id AOTSON,

Plumbers.
MILLER, No. 91 Federal Street.
Every description of Water Fixtures arranged and set dp in the best manner.
Jobbing promptly attended to.

JTAMES

Plasterer, Stucco Worker, &c.

P.

FEENY, Cor. Cumberland and Frank-

lin Sts.

Beal- Estate Agents.

M. PEARSON. No. 99 Temple St., near
Congress. All kinds of Silver nnd Plated
Ware Repaired.

Dr. Wells

among all classes. Old people, the middleW aged, those wlio are just entering life, and
*2 youth of both sexes buy and read with the
^greatest profit.

J0L1Y FRIEND’S SECRET

•£

rK

^

DIO LEWIS’ last and best book.
if meeting willi Ike greatest Success;
»and there's
MOM: v IJV IX.
t

a rreseTO££

AGENTS!

Schools.
ESGLISH nnd FRENCH SCHOOL, 430

A

Street.

Stair Builder.
stairs.

©. L. HOOPER Ac CO., Successors to
Eittlefleid Ac Wilson, Cor. York Ac Ma-

ple

Streets.

Watches, Jewelry, &c.
J. W. * n. H. MCDUFFEK, Cor. Middle
& Union si*.

Choirs, MusioaX Classes, Conven-

ATTENTION!
the following Cholco List of
NE W CANTA TAS ! ORA TORIOS ! ANTHEMS
to

4

►

and attractive Cantatas.

FORTY-SIXTH PSALM.Dudley Buck. 1.00
FESTIVAL CANTATA.Eugene Thayer. 1.23
GOUNOD’S CHORAL MUSIC. 80
Well worthy ot carefuLstudy.

MUSICAL ENTHUSIAST.Hewitt. SO
An amusing and very melodious musical extravaganza
NEW ORATORIOS.
ST. PETER.,J.X. Paine. ITS
PRODIGAL SON.Arthur Sullivan. 1.00
Pine effective compositions.
anthem books.
SABBATH GUEST.Emerton & Morey. 100
BUCK’S NEW M0TETTE COLLECTION.2-80
BAUMBACIPS SACRED QUARTETTES,[Ncw]2.50
IN FRESH.—NEARLA RE AD A.
STRAUSS’S DANCE MUSIC. Violin and Piano. 1.00
The' hove books sent, post-paid, for retail price.
OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston,
o. H. DITSON & CO., New York.

RARE

\OU WANT NEAT, SLICK AND
FAT AND HEALTHY HORSES USE

Ip
fi^ish^d Grows’ Condition Powders.

CHANCE

au24

!■

of

beginning

Amr

57 79
(57 «wj
ai

u.!

%{

44

53
102 85

3218

44

20,800

44

v*

44

28 34
9171
217 50

8 46 0

44

88 47

7552

44

78 97
292139

44

59
54
38
12
10
86
8
11
8
21
7
22
14
37
20
15
25

A. K. Shurtleff,
Miss M. J. Patten,
Est of John Anderson,
Albert Marwick Sc als,
J. W. Henry,
City of Portland,
Mrs. D. C. Gay,
James Thompson,

2773
2046
4316
5712
5253
3660
1193
1051
W. H. Turner,
8290
St. Stephen’s Parish,
844
Charles M. Duvis.
1106
Hannah & Mary A. Kilbourn, 775
Mrs. Jane G. Burns,
2045
706
Joseph Foye,
2104
Timothy J. Scanlin,
1350
Joseph Foyc,
3595
City of Portland,
Mrs. William Bowen,
1950
Mrs. Sarah McMain,
14C3
Mrs. William Bowen,
2465

Rate.
52 6-10
4*

44
44

4513
44
44
44
44
44
44
44
44

‘4
44
44

44
*•

74
93
27
48
99
69
82
57
09
38
38
00
12
59
39
29
76

Heirs of Daniel Rafter,
S. L. Lyford,
Heirs of John II. York,

Joseph Reed, (Agent,)

Michael

George Waterhouse,

Heirs of John Anderson,
James L. Racklctt,

Timothy Carey,

Moses Gould,
Thomas McGinniss,

1681
3777

44

1688

44

44

44

44
44
44
44
44

44

44
44
44
44
44
44
44

44
44
44
44
**
44
44
44
44
44
44
41

5465

Mrs. S. P. Leavitt,
Henry R. Sticknev,
James B. Moore,

Heirs of James Decring,
Dorcas A. Chase,
Mrs. C. H. Gilman,
Mrs. Elizabeth K. Bryant,
Thomas Lucas,
Cyrus Cressey,
Edward Newman,
Joseph S. Ricker,
Leonard W. Twombly,
■i

Chas H. Merrill,

Josiah H. Drummond,
John B. Thaxter,
A. K. Shnrtleff, (2 lots,)
Abby A. Steele,
Mrs. Betsey Winslow.
Jabez C. Woodman, Agent,
William Rand,
William E. Edwards,
Lemuel W. Leitcn,
City of Portland,
Daniel I. Deland,

'•

11

4476
6354
«

14,691
12,925
1886
1950

«

Morgan

Rate.
68 3-10

2000
2216
2302
2050
2050
9723
3790
4500
1400
1400
7231
1942
2840
6275
5568
1759
2902
5023
1401
9600
3059
4754
3996
9315

Matthew Burns,

and

16,091
10,722
I960
2041

10,531
15,778

10,028

Rnfus

6261
Dunham,
H. P. Morgan and Rnfus
43 83
Dunham,
Heirs of Rufus Horton,
2684

234,107

25
8
19
8
34
20
16
15
16
30
15
22
37
17

00
85
87
88
73
21
82
32
34
32
29
83
12
91

33
25
21
18
24
14
21
29
24

90
43
50
39
73
34
38
16
36

17
16
8
20
10
15
22
8
14
11
35
28

15
15
80
06
95
78
02
68
68
84
72
75

A’mt.
31 77
28 23
30 26
13 67
1514
15 73
14 01
14 01
66 44
25 90
30 75
9 57
9 57
49 41
13 27
19 41
42 88
38 05
12 02
19 83
34 34
D 57
65 60
20 90
82 48
27 30
63 65
30 58
43 42
100 38
88 32
12 89
13 32
109 95
73 26
13 39
13 96
7193
107 81
72 62
42

78

29 95
18 31

Sum to be assessed,
Area assessed, 69,424 sq. ft.
Rato per 100 sq. ft. 87 8-10.

Abby A. Steele,
S. and M. Griffiths,
F. A. Waldron,
Abby A. Sieole,
A. t. Shnrtleff,

((

OK K1

Oxnard,

Divid Yerrill,
Clarence Oxnard,

42 31
1716
38 96
3136
25 42
35 34
2185
27 65
2185
40 31
44 42
19 71
3818
3120
26 37
19 07
26 56
19 07
25 41
19 07
19 07
25 61
20 34
22 56
38 76
22 88
7149
20 65
17 94
17 93
79 4-10

180,115

CITY

OF

Board

cf

$1430 G2

PORTLAND.
Mayor & Aldermen, 1
)
January 25,1873.

assessments contained
the foregoing Report of the City Civil
ORDERED,
Engineer
made
the lots
to the
tnerein
That the

be

adjacent

upon

in

sewers

described, towards defraying the expense of constructing and completing the same, that the City
Clerk give legal notice of such assessments, returna-

ble at the Aldermen’s Room in Portland on the 17th
day of Februars next A. D. 1873, at 7£ p. ro. aud certify the same to the City Treasury for collection.
And it is hereby determined that the lots assessed
as aforesaid are benefitted by such sewers in proportion to the rate of snch assessment, and that said assessments do not exceed snch benefit, nor do they exceed in the whole three-fourths of the cost of said
sewer, and we deem them just and reasonable. Bead
and passed.
Attest:
H. I. ROBINSON, City Clerk.

CITY

PORTLAND.

OF

l

City Clerk’s

Office,
J
January 26,1873.
is hereby given that a hearing will be

NOTICE
givea by tho Municipal officers of Portland upon
the
matter
assessments at the
subject

of the above

Aldormen’s Room in the City Building on MONDAY,
the seventeenth day of February next, at 7J p. m.,
when and where any
person dissatisfied with the
same may appear and object thereto.

Per Order,
H.I.

jau3QT&F& law2w

ROBINSON, City Clerk.

Saw Glimmer & Sharpener.
A CHEAP, simple, and durable Machine—easily
operated and runniug wheels from 8 x J inches to 12
x

linch.

#15.

Price of'Machine,
;

Wheels which bevelled, double bevelled and round
face from $2.X£2 to $7.35, according to thick-

ness.

Heavier Machines

$70

and

$90,

run-

ning Wheels np to 24 inches in diameter.
For illustrated Pamphlets or Photographs, address
THE TANITE CO.,
Stroudsburg, Monroe Co., Pa.

SPECIAL NOTICE,
of the TANITE CO.’S good are directat their own Factory and under
their own‘Patents and Processes.
It is cheaper to buy Standard Goods directly from
well known manufacturers than to buy of Dealers or
get low priced or poor goods. The fullest information on all point s connected with Emery Wheels and
All

ly made by the Co.,

...

609.18

sq.ft.

3239
3128
2689
3318

Company.

$202.89
Amt.
Rato.
87 -810 $28 44
*

HAMBURG
EDGINGS!
()AAA YARDS just received, and
a&UUU MUST BE SOLD AT ONCE !

LESS THAN CAN
25c.
BE BOUGHT ELSEWHERE.

PRICE

IsTELSOISr & CO.,
297 CONGRESS ST.,
Jan29

(JUST ABOVE PREBLE HOUSE).

WF&Stf

GAS^ NOTICE.

19 18

»8j
««

»**

****

M *7

56

J2

25
03

A very dry tap—The tap of the
drum.
He

wet iu min eye neon a stalk,
in Ills owen lie caunot seen a balk.

call

But

Hoary Verdict Against the Eta* utv.
The New York World has the following;

an,l one-call in a note. The
policy
of forfeiture in case of
'n- ,he Payment of th«
paid on the ™ pte„miu,“ of I860 was not
and the com'
pany claimed that
thus forfeited. Thoulaintlfr r" p,)U°y

Want

Paul Morphy is alluded to iu a rural paper
“the inventor of Morphenc.”

as

Hanging Committees

are

called

advance^

In the New York supreme court, circuit
before Sir. Justice Barrett, Mrs. Ruth lv!
Doan sued the /Etna Life Insurance company
of Hartford on two policies laken out by her
late husband Henry Dean for her benefit 5*
$5,000 and $10,000 in I860. The policiee
were
participatory policies, and the premium
payable on Sept. 20 was to bo paid one-half

“String

7a nsual clause

premiumsUnThSUty

tiScpt<;mbcr’

before the 20tli ot

or

Sepiemt1™011

How to turn

heads—Como into

people's

a

that

011

_

The antithesis of him who “died of a rose
in aromatic pain” is furnished in the case of
a Colorado
youth who recently deceased from
the bite of a skunk.
Strauss anticipates making a great deal of
money during the Vicuna Exhibition next
Summer. He says the Yankees will be sure
to fill his concert hall every night.
We arc sorry Dixon is dead. Had he lived,
he might have made another charming discovery. He has just died in Maryland, and
his chief earthly

glory

covery that oysters

and honor was the diseatable.

are

pipes,

if left at the

Office in the Morning will be attended to

same

day; if leit late in

the day, they may not receive attention till next day.
Argos and Advertiser copr.

jan31dtf

NOTICE TO MANUFACTURERS.
FOR SALE OR RENT
35 x 50 feet,
two stories and largo
attic, finished and well lighted, good cellar, desirably located near the depot, exempt from taxation
10 years as a

BUILDING

BOOT AND
SHOE FACTORY.
Also Machinery, Tools and Fixtures, and some unmanufactured Stock;

now occupied by the ThomasManufacturing Co.; will l>e sold
rented low as an Inducement for parties to establish here. Also on band
100 CASES THICK BOOTS,
of superior quality, stitched and sided by hand, and

ton Boot and Shoe

or

warranted. Also men's russet sbppcrs.
Will be
sold low and In lots to suit purchasers.
For further particulars address
E. A. ROBINSON. Treas.,
feb7eodlm
Thomastok, Maine.

Stable for Sale.
being about to leave the

subscriber,
State,
will sell his Stable in Gorham Village, with the
THE
be desired. This is one
not
stock therein
or

as m

>y

the best places for a Livery Stable In the country,
aud will bo Bold a great bargain.
F. J. BERRY,
Gorham, Feb. 7, 1873.
•fcb8-d*w&W2t

of

How Much Milk

An old lady in Springfield, Ohio, who read
telegraph dispatches that the cholera
was ravaging Turkey, went to work and
slaughtered her entire flock of seventy turkeys, so as to get the start of “Old Asiatic.”
in the

There is

in Baltimore who locks

a woman

the house up,
enter by the
under the

Of

course

and, when her husband tries to
window, fires a pistol at him,
impression that he is a burglar!
she thinks

A writer on

so.

physiognomy sagely

says: “A
doesn’t amount
to much,” Whereupon another writer observes that “a human nose without a face
doesn’t amount to much, either.”

human face without

a

nose

The Western youth amuses himself in the
“dull waste and middle of the night,” by
pasting “small pox” notices on innocent
men’s houses. The discovery of the little
game had a very noisy effect on the Western

youth.

or

of my

Butolder

friends in the

same business as myself, the
question, and not being able to obtain
very satisfactory answers, I found myself
The course of
compelled to solve it alone.
reasoning pursued was, that a fair answer
could only be obtained from a comparison of
the product of a large number of cows, and

above

that it would not do to base an answer upon
the doings of one cow or even one dairy,
though a large one. I obtained a report of
seven butter factories in New York, representing 108,873 pounds of butter per annum
from over 800 cows; from these I found that
a careful average showed that one ponnd of
butter required twenty-three and one half
pounds of milk: It was also evident that
either there was a difference in the quality of
111 uiv

juiuisiieu

iu

iuc

uuicrciib

utcwrie?,

else in the perfection of the plan pursued
by each one in separating the butter, for
these averages varied from twenty pounds of
milk at the Davis factory, Herkimer county,
or

to twenty-five at the Berry lactory, at Malone. Although not propel ly in place, I may
state that the average price of the 208,873
pounds of butter was thirty and one quarter
cents per pound.
The Davis factory is essentially a cheese factory, but by an accident to their boiler, they
were compelled to convert one day’s delivery
of milk into butter; this amounted to 4,000
pounds, and to the surprise of those engaged
in the manufactory, made 200 pounds of butter. The Keeler factory reports an average
of 20f pounds of milk to each pound of butter. The Engil factory reports one pound of
butter from twelve quarts, wine measure, of
milk. Experiments with my own dairy of 20
cows, duriDg last month, has convinced me
that one pound of butter from 23 pounds of
milk is a fair average, and yet I could select
individual cows from my dairy whose average
would require much less milk.
It is but reasonable to suppose that, other
things being equal, ft will require more milk
to make a pound of butter in June than in
December; that the same comparison will
hold good with regard to the milk of a fresh

nearly dry; and also with a cow
kept on dry fodder and meal, and one fed altogether upon green clover, though I have

cow, and one

not found green corn to decrease the average
of butter iu anything like the proportion that
good clover pasture will.—Journal of the

Farm.

_

The Boston Advertiser says: “February is
sometimes called the German month, bjeause
of the many German festivities by which it is
marked.

Pocxd

to a

ter.—Having asked several

iuc

Hr. Bcllew, the English elocutionist, according to New York critics, had altogether
too much of the bellow when he read “Vital.
Spark” with organ accompaniment and the
singing of the “Angel Chorus,” out of tune.

There

are

commentators, however,

who suppose it is dedicated to the Germans
on account of there being a bruary in it.”

A Preacher Denounces Masonry.
A New Tork paper says: The Rev. Mr.
Mathews, pastor of the Free Methodist church
at Third avenue and Twenty-first street,
Brooklyn, in his sermon last Sunday evening,
described the mystic brotherhood of the

square and compass as “hay, wood and stubble.” Some of the congregation responded
Angora cats, which used to be common “amen!” while others hitched uneasily in
pets in the days of our grandmothers, are their scats. Encouraged by the stir he bad
said to be coming into fashion again. They I created, the pastor thundered another anathema against Masonry.
At this juncture a
are valuable in proportion to the pure white| gentleman in the body of the house arose,
the
ness and
length of their silky hair, and and, addressing the pastor, said; “Sir, that
is false.” Several ladies and two gentlemen,
their purr is softer and more musical than
who seemed to be in sympathy with the hold
that of the ordinary cat.
challenger, arose, and following him, walked
out of the church. Instantly their was a stir
Madame Demorest writes to the New York
all over the congregation. The chorister was
Sun insisting that Madame Loyson, while
awakened from sleep bf the shuffling, and,
she was Mrs. Emilie J. Meriman, was interthinking the meeting bail been dismissed,
ested in the manufacture of a corset and that
she traveled in behalf of the same. And this
is the latest
mendous

regarding
importance.

a

controversy of tie-

An American found himself brought face
to face at Rome, last month, with an old
school-fellow whom he had not seen for years.
“You hers!” “Yes, my dear fellow, I have
just been married, and am come to pass the
honeymoon in Italy.” “And your wife?”
“My wife? Oh, I left her in New York.”

was about to strike up the
doxology. Others
who had been drowsy began pulling on their
overshoes preparatory to retiring. Iu the
midst of this disorder the pastor raised bw
voice and said exultantly:
“My dear brethren and sisteis, I bstve
driven the devils from the church, and I aui
glad of it.”
Order was then restored; a sweet and holy
calm pervaded tho building, and the chorister went to sleep again. The geutlemau who

interrupted the pastor, and insisted that hb
language was conspicuously inexact, is the
Rev. Mr. Wlllbridge, a Baptist clergyman of
Chicopee, Massachusetts, who is tarrying
with friends in Brooklyn.

nenry vnay
an

once

accuseu

aristocrat.

In

uonu

a

ivanuoipu

voice whose

shrill, piercing tones penetrated every ear in
the House, Randolph exclaimed, “If a man
is known by the company he keeps, the gentleman who has just sat down is more of an
aristocrat than I claim to be; for he spends
most of his nights in the company of kings,
queens and knaves.”

In

letter to his friends at home, an intelligent foreigner states that “when a great man
dies in the United States, the first thing done
is to propose a fine statue in his honor; next,
to raise part of the necessary money; next, to
forget to order any statue, and last, to wonder what became of the money.”
The remark shows close observation and clear judga

Orders for removal of obstructions in service

an^thi

the cash hall should he paid in
cash
other three-fourths be taken in notes at thir
ty, sixty and ninety days. There was con'
Young ladies in Kansas sign a pledge not siderable conflicting evidence as to whether
such an agreement was made, and this
to marry any man who drinks the ardent.
was
the main question of facts in the case.
On
Nov. 5th, the money was offered
Monday,
For she bad taugbt him
silent
talk
her
by
and refused.
a
,<’a” 11U! safe—and dangerous ways to balk.
And
Henry Dean died Nov. 19th, and according
Ida God with liim, liim wilb bis God to
brought
wal*.
to the testimony of the plaintiff's witnesses
—Fletcher.
application was made to the general agent for
The riven in the northern
of Maine blanks on which to prepare proofs of loss, and
part
arc frozen solid down to
the bottom, anil the
tl ese were refused: that proofs of death were
people are blasting tor fish,— World.
then made up as they best could be and taken to the general agent, who refused to reA 4\ ostem paper speaks of a
and said they must be sent to
young lady ceive them,
the president of the company; that they were
who has sued the city of Dcs Moines^ for
a
sent by mail to Hartford, and that the agent
“side-walked arm.”
subsequently admitted that they had been received.
This the agent and the company
For never resting time leads Summer ou
botli denied, and the want of proofs of death
To hideous winter, and confounds liim there
was their second ground of defense.
Bavs checked with frost, and
luSly leaves qulto gone
The court charged that the general agent
Beauty o ersnowod and bareness overywhere.
of an insurcnce
—Shakspeare.
company could not revive a
lapsed policy, and that therefore, if no agreeColonel Forney offered to donate a free li- mcn such as claimed was made till after Sepbrary to a Texas town. The citizens voted tember, 30, 1869, it would, if made, be invalid. But be
charged that it was within tho
to accept buckshot aud shot guns instead, if
powers of a general agent, before the policy
it was all the same to him.
was forfeited, to make
any arrangement or
agreement as to the terms and manner of
As Valentine’s Day approaches the little payment. 11 therefore such an agreement as
was set up was made on or
before the 20th of
birds are already beginning to do an active
September it was valid and the policy was not
business in hops, in preparation for their forfeited. As to proofs of loss he
charged
that there was evidence from which the
home brood.
jury
could infer that they reached the
company.
He further charged that if they fouud for the
The Atlantic Monthly is published in Lonplaintiffs on these points they would give a
don simultaneously with its appearance in
verdict for the amount of policy and interest,
this country.
Both editions are printed in
deducting the easli tendered but not received
on the 5th of November, and the notes to the
this count! y.
company which matured before ninety days
after the proofs of death, The jury found a
Mrs. E. B. Washburne, wife of the Ameriverdict for plaintiff for $17,192.33, to which
can minister, has returned to Paris from
the court added an extra allowance to counNice, ahd resumes her receptions at the Le- sel of $500. Mr. Choate for plaintiff, exJudge Strong for defendants.
gation Monday afternoons.
concert late iu thick hoots.

ment.

27 46
23 61
29 13

85
“E*
2169

Pams.

Gossip and Gleanings.

of being

63

street.
The bottom of sewer at point of beginning is nine
(9 ft. below surface of street, nine and three-tenths)
(9 3-10tlis ft. below at north line of Brackett street,
and nine and one-tenth (9110) ft. below at south line
of Congress street.
Sewer, 18-tnch circular, cement pipe.
Cost of Sewer,
$811.37
•
$202.89
City's proportion,

No"*1"1'"'

Flaherty,
Clarence

Thomas

17 25
8 76

3-10 $1599.68
NEAL STREET SEWER.
Beginning at a point one hundred (100) ft. son 111
easterly from first angle in Neal street, thence northwesterly through centre of Neal street, a distance of
six hundred ami sixty (600) ft. to sewer in Congross

Cost to City,
Owner or Occupant.
James F. Slater.
Major H, Sweotsir,
Horatio Merrill,
Geo. H. Cook,

George Cusick,
Roger McGuire,

8 78
25 99
2511

18 07

OOIO

F.mp.rv-Grindinff-Machinerv will be furnished bv this
ieb8eod3m

Owner or Occupant.
Sq. ft.
5089
Elbridge Stiles,
Portland R. E. & Building
4131
Company,
4428
Alexander Edmond,

P.

Joshua Carey,
Mathew Hayes,
John B. Cummings,
Thomas McGinniss,
Michael Sullivan,
Francis Gallagher,

Amt.

wuy,

Frederic Davis,
Chester D. Small,
Mrs. Eunice G. Hunt,
Selh B. Hilborn,
J. W. C. Morrison,
Samuel Libby,
Nathaniel Eaton,

Philip Flyn,
William Haywood,

John Donahue,

$13 55

land street.
The bottom of Sewer i.t point of beginning is nine
(9) feet below surface of street, seven (7) feet below
at a point one hundred and eighty-five (185) feet
northerly fivm north line of Congress street, thence
seven. (7) feet to terminus.
Sewer—18 inch brick oval.
Cost of Sewer,
$2,133 01
$533 25
City’s proportion,
Sum to be assessed,
$1,599 76
Area assessed, 234,107 sq. ft.
Rate per 100 sq. ft,, G8 3-10.
220 00
Cost of culverts,
west to

Welch,

Patrick Feeney,
Patrick Ford,

$270 83

2275

44

5328
21C0
4905
3948
3200
4450
2750
3481
2750
5075
5593
2481
4808
3929
3320
2400
3344
2400
3200
2400
2400
3234
2560
2840
4880
2880
9002
2600
2260
2260

Patrick McGowen,

In

6600
3840
3196
2912
3106
57G3
2905
4339
7056
3405

44

Adams,
T 1-nnl,

Silas M.

is
of
at

154424 52 6-10 $812 50
GREEN STREET SEWER.
(From a Point 70feet northerly qf Congress Street to
Portland Street.)
Beginning at a point seventy (70) feet northerly
from north line of Congress street, thence through
centre of Green street, a distance of thirteen hundred and eighty-three (1383) feet to old sewer iu Port-

H.

jan!8S&W&wlyrwl

We will pay all Agents S40 per week im rn.h —i..
will engage witn us at once. Everythin uumeueu
*
and expenses paid. Address
fiibl2t4w A. COULTER
CO., Charlotte, Mich.

sq. ft.
2537
1668
4939
4772

«

tions,^Academies.

New

City,

«

R. F. LIBRA, 17 1-9 Union Street, up

Extract of Jnrnbeba

retains all the medicinal virtues peculiar to the plant
and must be taken as a permanent curative agent.
Is there want of action in yonr. Liver &
Spleen? Unless relieved at once, the blood becomes
impure by deleterious secretions, producing scrofulous or skin diseases. Blotches, Felons, Pustules,
Canker, Pimples, &c., &c.
Tako Jnrnbeba to cleanse, purify and restore
the vitiated blood to healthy action.
Have yon a Dyspepstic Stomach ? unless
digestion is promptly aided the svstem is debilitated
with lose of vital force, poverty of the Blood, Dropsical Tendency, General Weakness or Lassitude.
Take it to assist Digestion without reaction, it will
impart youthful vigor to the weary sufferer.
Have yon weakness of the Intestines?
You are in danger of ChronicDiarrhooa or the dreadful Inflammation of the Bowels.
Take it to allay irritation and ward off tendency to
inflammations.
BInv« yon weakness of the Uterine or
Urinary Organs ? You must procure instant relief or you arc liable to suffering worse than death.
Take it to strengthen organic weakness or life becomes a burden.
Finally it should be frequently taken to keep the
system in perfect health or you are otherwise in great
danger of malarial, miasmatic or contagious diseases.
JOHN Q. KELLOGG, Iff Platt St., New York,
Sole Agont for the United States.
Price One Dollar per Bottle. Send for Circular
feb8
'4wt

rf)

ABKEB LOWELL, 301 Con fro Street.

Congress

point

Old Ladies’ Home lot,
Harris C. Barnes,
George M. Stevens,
Andrew P. Morgan,
M. L. & E. J. Tyler,
Day Heirs, Geo. E. B. Jack6143
son, Agent,
4833
Benjamin Ilsley,
4086
S. D. Warren,
3496
Benjamin Ilsley,
4701
Henry F. McAllister,
Thomas Sherry,
2720
4063
George H. Fuller,
5543
William J. Bradford,
4630
Albert Fuller,
Heirs of Triphena Williams,
3259
Geo. H. Fuller, Agent,
3069
James H. Merrill,
1672
Job R. Duran,
3813
A. W. H. Clapp,
20 81
Theodore Johnson,
3000
Rosanna Wall.
4185
P. & R. R. R. Co.,
A. W. H. Clapp,
1660
44
4
27 90
4
44
22 5 0
44
*•
6789

Hair Goods and Toilet Articles.
9 Clapp’s Rloch
Congress Street, opposite Old City Hall.

J. F. SHERRY, No.

Silver Smith and Gold and Silver Plater.

It is not a physic which may give temporary relief
to the sufferer for the first few ao.-es, but which, from
continued use brings Piles and kindred diseases to
aid in weakening the invalid, nor is it adoctored liquor
which, under the popular namo of “Bitters’* is so
extensively palmed oft on the public as sovereign remedies, but it is a most powerful Tonic nnd
alterative, pronounced so by the leading medical
authorities of London and Paris, and has been long
used by the regular physicians of other countries with
wonderful remedial results.

44

I. P. Farrington,

$270 83

John B. Pike,
Charles A. Donnell,
Edward A. Glidden.
Samuel S. Rich,
Frank H. Morse,
Wentworth P. Files,
Mrs. Louisa G. Call,
William H. Darton,

Upholstering.

t. rnutJXKB, no. v,i Exchange
Street*
GEO. R. DAVIS & Co., No. 301 1-9 Congress Street.

l«Mi

Mis. Eliza Banks,
Heirs of John Merrill,
Nathau Cummings,

19 70
1513
28 31

44

Elswortb,
Day Heirs, Geo. E. B. Jack3279
son, Agent.
1661
John L. Brackett,
Day Heirs, Geo. E. B. Jack4753
son, Agent,

jvun

I

St. John Smith,
Samuel A. True,

$ 812 50

Nathaniel

DAVID W. DEANE, No. 89 Federal St.
All kinds of TJphols rringand Repairing

Done in tbe best
YOUNG & CO.,

at

Owner or Occupant.
James W. Buck,
Edward Mason,
Andrew P. Morgan,

done to order.

Furniture and

sewer

Sum to bo assessed,
Area assessed, 154,424 sq. ft.
Rate per 100 sq. ft., 52 6-10.

Street.

it.

Bartlett’s Blacking

of Portland,
Edwin Churchill,

20 71

eight and four-tenths (8 4-10) feet below surface

BEN J. ADAMS, cor. Exchange nnd Fedcrnl Streets.
HOOPER Sc EATON, Old Post Ofllce,

Exchange

5526
4606
6499
7828
5098
9837
3077
2710
8770

City

Amt.
$17 03
1811
12 64
8 42
13 88
12 29
16 41
54 98
16 54
42 85
38 09
17 87
24 38
2911
16 22
28 31
32 50
32 34
13 89
31 53
67 CO
110 36

Uate

12,359 $1,04 6-10 $129.24

**

street, eight and three-tenths (8 3-10) feet below
north line of Oxford street, eight and two-tenths
(8 2-10) feet below at south lino of Lincoln street and
three and two-tenths (3 2-10) feet below at terminus.
Eight hundre l and four (804) feet 15 inch cement
pipe, circular; remainder of wood, 15 inch box.
Cost of Sewer,
$1083 33

Furniture and House Furnishing Goods.

jan27-4wt

Friend.

Pnrtov

Geo. C. Peters,
Elizabeth Jenson,
Robert Donglass,

City’s proportion,

Farnitnre—Wholesale and Retail.

Send for circular.

box

44

44

The bottom of the

Be

Price 25 cents

44

13,650

sq.il.

David Thompson.

Mrs. Sarah J. F. Brown,
alhan Cummings,

ELM

Mnnnfi,„iurrrs of Trunks, Talises and

TABLETS.

41
44
44

THE

IN

Bands” in Kansas.

33,788 $1 09 6-10 $370 19
STREET SEWER.
(From Cumberland Street to Back Cove.)
Beginning at a point fifty (50) feet northerly from
north line of Cumberland street, thence through
centre of Elm street to Baok Cove, a distance of ten
hundred and fifteen (1015) feet.

Street.

WELLS’ CARBOLIC

Worthless imitations are on the market, but
the only scientific preparation of Carbolic Acid for
Lung diseases is when chemically combined with
other well known remedies, as in these tablets, and
all parties are cautioned against using any other.
In all cases of irritation of the mucous membrane these tablets should be ireely used, their
cleansing and hea'ing properties are astonishing.

44

1890

<9

ijook mnuers.

deceived, but for coughs, colds, sore threat,
hoarseness and bronvhial difficulties, use only
Rc

Woodbury,

44

Jewelry and Fine Watches.
ABNER LOWELL, 301 Congress Street.
Agents for Howard Watch Company.

The three

NORRIS,

wants to go

Silver and Plated Ware.

ESTATE, LAND, STOCKS,
—

owner

jau31

COMMISSION
REAL

the

As

Ad-

Mass.

H

WM. 1. SOUTHARD,
No. 5 Pemberton square.Boston,
Will Buy and Sell on

Oak Timber and Plank
at

ing part of the Globe.

tt

tr

diylfonly.^

restaurant,

Traveller, the Country, Animals, Natives,
Hunting, &c. Full Account of this most interestGreat

U

tion to to his customers.

L. C. JOHNSON & SON.,

DR. LIVINGSTONE IN AFRICA-His Adventures—THE STANLEY-LIVINGSTONE EXPEDITION to Africa. Large octavo volume just issued.
Contains Incidents of the Wonderftil Career of the

from 3 to 5 P.

premises.

FOR SALE 1

gur-

of Comfort
H Crumbs
Thd Ladies*
for

RIBBONS

highly finished rooms; painted walls throughout;
gas; good cellar and heated by furnace; large brick cisOne of the most desitern, filtered; well drained.
rable and convenient housos in the city; close to
can be seen
on the

Sullivan,

44

44

TERMS $8.00 PER ANNUM

$643.12

Cost to City,
Nwner or Occupant.

$655 29
81,0s7 80 810
155819 $1.04 G-10 $1,629 35
BRACKETT STREET SEWER.
WASHINGTON AND MADISON STS. SEWER.
Beginning at a point one hundred and twenty-seven ;
(Front Cumberland, through Washington and Mad(127) feet westerly from west line of Neal street,
t
ison Streets, to Sewer on Fremont Street.)
thence easterly through centre of Brackett street one
hundred and fifty-eight (158) feet to centre of Neal
Beginning at the centre ot Washington and Cumstreet where it enters Neal street sewer.
berland streets, thence northerly, through centre of
The bottom of sewer at point of beginning is eight
Washington street, a distance of nine hundred and
(8) teet below surface of street and seven and nine- I fortv (940) feet, thence with a curve to left, a distance
tenths (V 9-10) below at terminus.
of forty-nine (49) feet to centre of Madison street,
Sewer 12 inch circular cement pii>c.
thence through centre of Madison street, a distaneo
Cost of sewer
ot seven hundred and five (705) feet to sewer in Tre$144 00
mont street.
$36 00
City’s proportion,
Sum to bo assessed,
The bottom of sewer at point of beginning is nine
$108 00
Area assessed, 24,240 sq. ft.
(9) feet below surface of street, seven and nine tenths
Rate per 100 sq. ft., 44 5-10.
(7 9-10) feet below at south line of Oxford street eight
and six-tenths (8 6-10) feet below at south line ot MonCost to City,
roe street, tenand three-tenths (10 3-10) feet below at
$36 00
Owner or Occupant.
Rate.
Amt.
sq. ft.
point of curve, and six (6) feet below at terminus.
Caroline W. Fosdick,
2757
44 5-10
28
Sewer in Washington street is built of brick 18
$12
44
Ira Witham,
14 26
3222
inch, circular; in Madison street of 18 fnch circu44
2913
12 98
cement pipe.
Joseph M. York.
lar,
44
Patrick Duffee,
6508
28 99
Cost of Sewer.
$1,907 49
44
Wm.T. Small,
3765
16 78
City’s
proportion,
$476 87
44
Edmund Green,
5075
22 61
Sum to be assessed,
$1,430 G2
Area assessed, 180,115.’sq. ft.
%
Rate per 100 sq. ft., 0.79 4-10.
24,240 44 5-10 $108 00
Cost of culverts,
220 00
CUMBERLAND STREET SEWER,
Cost to City,
(From Oak Street to Green Street.)
$696 87
Bcgiuning at the centre of Oak and Cumberland Owner or occupantAm’t.
Sq. ft. Rate.
James Quinn,
streets, thence westerly through the Centre of Cum4477
79 4-10
35 56
44
berlana street, a distance of three hundred and ten
John Cunningham,
3414
27 11
Michael Somers,
(310) feet to centre of Green street, whore it enters
1850
14 09
44
Green street sewer.
John Cunningham,
2823
22 43
The bottom of sewer at point of beginning is seven
Michael Somers,
1953
15 51
44
and one-tenth (7 1-10) feet below surface of street and
3640
28 91
Bridget McGinnis,
six and one-half (61-2 feet below at terminus.
Michael Murry,
2078
16 51
44
Sewer 15 inch, brick, oval.
Michael McFarland,
4452
35 44
*•
Cost of sewer,
Michael Murry,
$493 58
1579
12 56
1
44
Martin Hallahnn,
1805
$123 39
City’s proportion,
14 34
44
Sum to be assessed.
Martin Hogan,
3211
$370 19
25 51
44
Area assessed, 33,788 sq. ft.
Michael O’Hanlon,
2950
23 43
44
Rate per 100 sq. It., $1.09 C.10
William Boyd,
2640
20 97
Heirs of John Kirby,
2880
22 88
44
Cost to City,
William Murry,
$123 39
2746
21 81
44
Owner or Occupant.
Rate.
Amt.
Patrick Feeney,
2400
sq. ft.
19 07
44
Micah Sampson,
3200
$1 09 6-10 $35 06
John Desmond,
3098
24 61
44
44
William H. Jerris,
2195
24 05
Thomas Barker,
7070
56 15
44
4*
40 78
Dexter Daniels,
3722
James & Michael Connellan, 3600
28 58
44
44
44
44
4638
50 81
1382
10 98
George Dean,
44
4*
•
Ezekiel D. Gammon,
5658
99
61
Honora McCarthy,
6450
5121
44
44
C. J. Schumacher,
5350
58 61
1292
10 27
George A. Card,

Cushman Street.

dtt

44

1041
1717
1520
2029
6800
2046
5300
4700
2210
3016
3600
2006
33J0
4000
4000
1718
3900
8361

—

Heirs of C. Q. Clapp,

FOR SALE !

DISCOVERED

JJ.

BARGAINS I NT

GREAT

C

cents

our

is
MASSES
GOO pages,

Educed Rates
C
H
C
(JCOGIA HASSAN’S-H
Nice
IOOO
H
\>/

ui

and Nast. Endorsed by eminent divines.
E. B.
TREAT, Pub., 805 B’w*y, N. Y.Jan25*4w
AGENTS WANTED.—Address for the most liberal terms ever offered. THE DISCOVERER

The immense

these

«•»**“

rnucs

or

to March 1st.

CAN

nmru

BRIGGS Sc BROTHERS,

UNION

CtJJ

Per

WORK !

O., Chicago, 111.;
H dress
jan25t4w
Philadelphia, Pa.;
Springfield
sale, 10,000
H LIVINGSTONE**^AFRICA
PROVES above all others the book
H having, WANT.
WILDFIRE.
goes

—

to 25

new

ENGINES.

Boilers, Bleach Boilers and Tanks, Shaft
ing, Mill Gearing and General Machinery. Castings
of iron, brass, and composition. Repairing promptly

steam

W. IT.

FROM

Faneuil Ilall Nat. Bank.
Messrs. Thos. Dana &Co.

PORTLAND

ti

we

icb3

ME.

Copying and enlarging done

—

€
THE PUBLIC
,rTiat
haT0
(J
C Marked Down
C Every Article in our Store

Crash

St., Portland.

Sole agents in Maine for the sale and shipment of
the Celebrated Coal mined by Messrs. Hamett NcfU & Co., of Philadelphia.
sale

OF INFORMING

ai»o

N. L.

Rate.
80 8-10

'*

6441

*"

apportioned

are

1564

Patrick Sullivan,
John Herbert,
Daniel Glazier,
Elisha Trowbridge,

House Mo. 24 Emery St., head o<

kinds of

Agents wanted for the new and'startling book, The
TVTTTirTT In History, by tho author of “God
_LfJCj V AJj in Histoty.” Illustrated by Doro

TT

nPLEASUREn
^

At

9P.M._dc!3tf
HENRY F. T. MERRILL,

Price*.

FRED. H. CLOYE3, Sec’y.
have the

BROTHER’S

FOR JANUARY, 1873, NOW OUT. Issued as a
Quarterly. The four numbers sent to any address,
by mail, for 25 Cents. The richest and most instructive Illustrated and Descriptive Floral Guide ever
Those of our patrons who ordered Seeds
published.
last voar and were credited with 25 cents, will receive
the four Quarterlies for 1873. Those who order Seeds
this year will be credited with a subscription for 1874.
The January ntmber contains nearly 400 Engravings, Tw« Superb Colored Plates, suitable
auu

Patrick

For Sale or To Let,
40 Rooms, Gas and Sebago water.
Apply to E. H. GILLESPIE,
No. 34 Plum St.
sepl3-tf

of cars;

Plnmmer,

James Hicks,
Elisha Trowbiidge,
Peter Elder,
George F. Hitching.

St. Lawrence House.

Enquire

M.

Mrs.

For Sale.

easy.

sq. ft.
2109
2240

Occupant.

Nancy F. Ross,
Patrick Kavanagh,
Clinton T. Mclntire,
Benjamin Dodge,
JolinH. Kimball,
Nathaniel Knight,
L. M. Webb,

mHE house on State Street, occupied bv the unJL dersigned. This house is thoroughly built or
brick and stone and has all modern conveniences.
ALLEN HAINES.
Portland, Sep. 18th, 1872.sep!9-tf

Seedsmen and Florists, ROCHESTER,
JT. V.jan25t4w

Haydn Association.

feb7eodtd

Manufactures,
,Vt.
^872.e7tl

ILLUSTRATED

Address,

annual meeting for choice of officers will be
held at Fluent Hall on FRIDAY Eve., Feb. 14th,
at 7J o’clock. A full attendance oi the members is

SURGEON,

lias removed to

G.

Secretary of Trustees.

requested.

of Free and Cotton streets, now occupied by Dr. Parsons, is offered for sale on favorable terms. It. contains ten finished rooms, with
gas throughout. Lot 45 feet on Free and 70 feet on
Cotton street, with a stable. A good location for a
Physician or Dentist. Apply to WM. H. JERRIS,
febld3w*
Real Estate Agent, Cahoon Block.

street liue
Spring
M. Terms

viz:

adjoining lots

2121
45 91
7191
47 93
33 21
47 77

69,424 87 8-10 $609.48
SPRING STREET SEWER.
Beginning at a point two hundred and forty-six
street, thence
(246)It. easterly from east line of High
of ten
through centre of Spring street, a distance
Hundred and eighty (10S0) ft. to Centre street sewer.
The bottom of [.ewer at point of beginning is nine
and nine-tenths (9 9-10) feet be'ow suiface of street,
nine (9) feet below at east line of Oak sticet. seven (7)
feet below at west lino of Soutli street, thence seven
feet below to terminus.
Sewer 15-inch circular cement
pipe.
Cost of Sewer,
a'
if, 47
City's proportion,
$513.12
Sum to be
icon
assessed,
Area assessed, 155,819 so. ft
Rate per 100 s.]. fl. $1.04 6-10.

$218 43
on

Wm. A. King,
Mrs. Mary G. Dresser,
Patrick Kavanagh,

centrally located House on the southerly

MTlie

or

Joseph

Brick House for Sale.

jan23eod3w*TEMPLE H. SNOW.

exchange for

follows,

Owner

June 19.

naming

as

MSaid

& Snow.

FLORAL

Cost to City,
assessments

house id one of the best locations on
the street; fine neighborhood. Consists of
two story framed House and ell, containing ten

The undersigned will continue the Stove and Tinbusiness at the Store lately occupied by McCann

Assessments.

The

on

geous Floral Chromos; information relative to Flowers, Vegetables, &c and their cultivation, and all
sucn matter as was formelv found in our annual Catalogue. You will miss it if you order SEEDS before
seeing Briggs Sc Bra’s. QUARTERLY. We
challenge comparison on quality of Seed and prices
and sizes of packets. Our “Calendar Advance
Sheet and Price List for 1873,” sent free.

HI.

ANNUAL MEETINGS.

C. W. STOCKMAN, M. D., c

the

19. 1873.

A.

febCeod2w

We

NO. 1 EXCHANGE STREET,

We have also ior

ELLIOT,

DENNETT,

(Opposite

con-

Principal.
Rooms can be obtained for self-boarding.
Address the Principal or
DR. J. HI. BATES,

PAINTERS,

Office 134 Middle St., up stairs.
PORTLAND, ME.

207

lSlh, and

The Spring Term opens

M.

JOHN S. EWEN, Real Estate Broker,
3# Nassau street, New York.
References—G. T. Bonner & Co., 20 Broad St., N.
Y.; James Buchan & Co., 190 El zabetn St., N. I.
ini
jan24

to make

ware

BRIGGS &

Academy,

Wednesday. Feh

requested

McCANN,

Lumber
Norton Mills and Island Pond

BODGE, A. M„ Principal.

Yarmouth

No.

are

TEMPLE H. SNOW.

Island Pond, Sept. 5,

.Seminary.

G. M.

by

immediate payment to Jos. H. McCann.
JOS. H.

por cent.

between the

name

jan29eod3w^frw3tC

TERM BEGINS F*B.

JOST & KEILER,

PHYSICIAN AND

heretofore

copartnership
existing
of McCann &
THE
undersigned under the firm
is this
dissolved
mutual consent. All

lur

work promptly and carefully
xecuted, and at the lowest prices.
ap22 tc#

1336.

load Lumber at Portland, Bangor,
-Machias. Calais, Montreal, and South
ern Ports, for the River Platte.
Also, To load €«al, at Pictou, Lingan, and Port
Caledonia for New York, Boston, theSouond ports,
and St John, N. B.
BIRD, PERKINS & JOB,
103 State St., Boston. 27 South St, New York
novl4
d3m

day

2J

NORTON MILLS CO.,

»X.,

Counsellor at

janlOltAddress BOX

indebted to said firm

sion

from this date.

YARMOUTH, ME.

(DAILY PRESS PRINTING HOUSE.)

J.

Bridgton, Jan. 27, 1673.

fcl)7dl0t

Every Description of

or

or

Secretary of Trustees.

tinues ELEVEN WEEKS.
SPRING
For Circulars address

D.

L. B.

room on

Notice.
W. PIERCE of Portland, retiree from our
CHAS.
firm, and his interest and responsibility coasoe

TH09. H. 91 BAD,

& Job Printer

FRESCO

CHOATE.

further intormation apply to

MARKS

LALUAUtnU.

No.

B.

Gorham

done. Farnit ure
oct5-’C9T T&Stt

Wanted.
PLEASANT
Spring St.,
vicinity,
A furnished
unfurnished. Without board.

Snow,

DESIRING

corner

Locomotive Holler., Horizontal Engine.,
Feed Pumps and Other Mnchinery.
G. n. ANDREWS,
Addreee,
febhltf
178 Pearl St., New York.

FEBRUARY 25th,

Suits, Lounges. Spfing
Hods, Mattresses,

M.

MANASSEH SMITH,
Spring Street,

In

The Spring Term of eleven wocks will commeneo

No.

En-

fel>5*2w

jan22tf_West end

persons

Country Prop-

to sell or exchange, by sending particulars and a fee of $1, can have them advertised and otherwise negotiated without incurring any
further expense until business is effected. Commis-

Lumber and Dock Timber Wanted

Bridgton Academy.

For

~WM.

Residdence.

Symonds

IJPHO LSTERER

McDonough Patent Bed Lounges,
ameled Chains, &c.

this school will open

Thursday, February 20th, 1S73.
For Catalogues, with full particulars, address the
Misses
at their
feblltd

I.

OF

J.

Sacearappa, Jan. 15,1873.

Street, Portland, Me.

12 Pine

J. H. HOOPER,

repairing neatly

She would have no
W., Press Office.

Address

DISSOLUTION.

Seminary!

Ladies

Young

_

•Nos, 31 aud 33 Free St.,

objoction to travel.

commence

and will continue thirteen weeks.
For circular address the I'res dent, H. P. Torsoy,
LL.D.
It. C. PINGREE, Sec’y of Trustees.
sv8w7
Kent’s Hill, Me., Feh. 10, 1873.

-OF-

kinds of
boxed and matted.

RESPECTABLE person wants a position as
amanuensis and renter to a gentloman of means

MARCH 9tli,

d3in

UTAH

—

The Spriqg Term af this Institution will

fob3

Parlor

AKD

—

0

PORTLAND, ME.

MANUFACTURER

Wanted.

A

Owners of Farms or

erty,

To

Law,

GEO. R. RAVIN & CO,,
Real Instate and Mortgage Brokers.
tf
sep24

5229
8191
6460
3784

Deering,

Hiram W.

J. B. Brown,
Alexander P, Haskell,
Geo. R. Davia,

BEGINNING

ted with loans.

2419

J. R. Horr,
Jolla. A. Kemleraon,

BRATTLE STREET SEWER.
(From Portland Street to Back Cove).
at a point 56 feet northerly from
north line of Portland St., thence northerly
though centre of Brattle St., seven hundred and seventy-live (775) feet, to Back Cove.
The bottom of sewer at point of beginning is seven
and throe-lenths (73-10) feet below surface of Street,
seven and four-tenths (7 4-10) feet at a point one
hundred and fifty (150) feet northerly from north
line of Portland Street, seven and two-tenths (7 2-10)
foot below at a point three hundred (300) leet northerly from north line of Portland street, six (6) feet below at a point five hundred (500) feet northerly from
north line of Portland street and (5) five feet below
at out-let.
Four hundred and fifty-one (451) feet of this sewor
18 inch circular cement pipe, the remainder of wood
18 inch box.
Cost of Sewer,
$873 72
$218 43
City’s proportion,
Sum to be assessed,
$655 29
Area assessed, 81,047 sq. ft.
Rate per 100 sq. ft., 80 8-10

$20,000 to Loan'. ! !
We are prepared to loan mo ary in annul
on first
from 9100 lo any nmount desired,
class mortnges in Portland Cnpc Elizabeth, Wcotbroob,orDceriug. Parlies de•ironsof building can also benccomtnoda

_dlw&wlt

EDUCATIONAL.

CANAL RANK BUILDING,

J. E.

Shipping Map of the U. S.
ix. for 1873 is out to-day, with 3,000.000 names.
cost
$100,000; sells for $1;
Country rights given;
40x50 largo. J. T. LLOYD, Phila., Pa.

Sewer

BULLETIN.

\ GENTS—Lloyd’s

Vessels Wanted.

MAINE WESLEYAN SEMINARY

Attornics aud Counsellors at

aud

BETWEEN

A

_H_

American

Watch Lost.
foot of High street and Turner’s Island, Cape Elizabeth, 'flic finder will be suitably rewarded by loaviug it at this office. fobl2*lw

A

Commissioner of deeds for the several States.
fcblO

Dr.

A

RED Setter Pop, 10 months old, with white
marks on forehead, tip of tail, and breast, Let
and legs speckled. A suitable reward will be paid to
any one returning him to

_

STORE

LAW,

lias removed to

A. STItOUT.

Wanted.
GOOD boy from lo to 20 years old in a wholesale 3tore. Address Box 1379 Portland P. O.
d3t
feb!2___

Dog Lost.

MATTOCKS & FOX,
88 Middle street.

Geo. R. Davis & Co’§

A

A

NO. 811-2 MIDDLE STREET,
(2nd door below Canal Bank,)

A.

Lost.
Tlie
PAIR of
now FIE GAUNTLETTS.
finder will lie suitably rewarded by loaviug them
at Wheeler & Wilson I looms, 163 Middle Street.
fob!2«lw
J. L. HAYDEN.

febl2

GENTLEMAN and Lady wishing a quiet home
can find pleasant rooms with board at No. 4
Cotton street, second door from Free streot. One or
two single gentlemen can be acoomiuoduted also.

novfidtf

PORTLAND,

without board,

Quiet Board,

O’DONNELL,
AT

or

_*

janOdtf

BUSINESS CARDS.

COUNSELLOR

with

To Let.
G5 Park Street, one of the most desirable
iu the city. Enquire on the premises.

rents
HOUSE

PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.

L JANIES

To let.

or

THE

Portland.

Exchange St,

At 109

Terms:

For Sale

first House on Pleasant St., Dueling, known
as “The Paino property.”
For particulars enquire at 13 Myrtle Street.
dlw*
foblO

1873-_

CITY OF PORTLAND.

REAL ESTATE.

WANTS, LOST, FOUND.

TO LEI.

Published every day (Sundays excepted) by tlie
PORTLAND PUBLISHING C'O.,

PRESS.

At Nice there is a Russian who male many
millions of roubles by railway speculations.
He refuses now to go into society, and receives at his house none but the persons
whom he knew in the happy old days when
he had not a sou. To them he makes little
presents of a thousand or two thousand roubles and so on. He ir an uneducated man,
but passionately fond of music, and his one
pleasure is to maintain an orchestra. He engages by the year the best musicians he can
obtain. In the morning they take up their

position at one end of the salon in his villa,
he sits down in his arm chair at the other end
and they play to him all day. This is luxury
to him—what is it to the musicians?
Buffalo people are very considerate of
their families. A reporter in that city has
been interviewing letter carriers, and, among
other questions, he asked: “are you not fre-

quently requested by parties to deliver letters
into the hands of only those to whom
directed, and, if possible, without the knowledge of
other, mthe house?”
“Oh, yes, this was
Particul«ly with dropthe husband docs not wish
’5*e"v perhaps tlle trouble
of reading
epistles intended for him; perhaps the wife
would spare the husband the
same inconvenience: and
then, again, perhaps the daughter

J2L?toSl,S?C“&.

wonldn t wish to put either of the old folks
to any inconvenience in this regard, on her
aeeeunt.” What a beautiful feeling is here

displayed!

MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.
We ate coming Father Horace,
Five hundred thousand strong:
We have thrown away our crutches,
In health we move along.
More than ono million people, men and animals, that hare been cured of Rheumatism.
Swellings, Stiff Joints, and Lameness, by Centaur Liniment, are joining the crowd and

It effects more reits praises.
markable cures in ono day than all other articles have in one year.

shouting out

Children cry—for Pitcher’s Castorta.

It

regulates the stomach, cures wind oolio and
It is a substitute for
causes natural sleep.febl3-eodlw&wlt
castor oil.
Go straight on, and don’t mind enemies.
If they get in your way, walk round them regardless of tlieir spite. A celebrated character who was surrounded by enemies used to
remark, “They arc sparks which, If you <to
not blow, will go out of themselves.” “Lire
down prejudice,’’was the Iron Duke’s motto.
Let this be your feeling while endeavoring to
live down the scandal of those who are bitter
against you. If you stop to dispute, you do
but as they desire, and open the
way fcr more
abuse. Let the poor fellow talk—there will
be a reaction if yon do but perform
your duty;
and hundreds who were once alienated from
you will flock to you and acknowledge their
error.

We feel justified in
saying that Di ponco's
Golden Pill Intended for females Is one of tho
Grandest chemical discoveries of tho age.
febl2 eod3t&wU
Jon Printing.—Every description of Jo*
Printing executed promptly, and at the loweer
prioes, at tho Daily Press Printing House, 1W
Wm. M. MasksExchange St.
arc tho toning and stimnlatlng
So
potent

Bueno that it S'
8 “u
bladder
counteracts
kidney,
mores
deb
7.
and
mental
physical
dular diseases,
diabetes, gravel, female complaints,
and otn«r
or incoutinance of urina,
hare
of the urino-genital orgaus which
^
—•
in
Europe
distinotioD,
men
of
medical
it restores
word
a
Iu
as in this couutry.
paired constitution to perfect

properties of Smolander’s
or

healthy ^..w

New York Letter.

THE PRESS.

Feb* l~> 1873‘
New York,

THURSDAY MORNING, FEU. 13, 1873
regular attache of

Kveity

the Press is

..nMTfTPAL

furnishet

a

„•

oard

Pullen,

mers”

Editor.

are

seeking courtesies
we have no disposition

Press, and
vely, a party

8

W

k

in the name of
to be, even i

t

anonymoosl

.ttnrfl

official is called upon

and coiuinuuiwrlter are

to enter into the

to

take any

action

involving

conol national
questions
cern.
To be sure, Mayor Wood in 1800—01
made haste to identify himself with the
secession crime by proposing a separation
between our city and the State, and subsequently sent an humble apology to Mr.
Robert Toombs of Georgia for his inability to

call xu. The uarno «d ad
.ariiy for publication
not
all eases tudlttpensab e,
nuU>.
but as a guaranty of good
or preserve comundertake to return
W c
arc not us«
inunieai.ons that

JZat

wise

allow

it

swept your street by day, was a Democrat? a
Republican,or a half-and-half. It onty rarely
happens that a Mayor or any other local

^

to such fraud.

do not read

t

to

AFFAIRS#

opinion that

affairs-that life was
conduct of municipal
to be occupied with enquiring
loo short
whether the man who had watch ovei yonr
dwelling by night, or the other man who

certificate countersigned by Stanley T
All railway, steamboat and hot*
managers will confer a favor upon us by demand in*
credentials of every person claiming to represent oui
“bumjour jal, as we have information that several
with

Ihave'alwavs^l.'eldpolitics
i
the

:-_

Pbess
The Maine State

issued to-day
contains editorial articles on the Jail System;
A New Crime; The Anglo-Russian Difficulty:
Assaults against the Government, togcthei
with editorial comments on current topics.—
The Portland, State and other news departments are full. In “The Week in Brief
will be found the leading topics of the week
while in the uew feature of “Telegraphic Digest’’ will be iound in a condensed form, al
the telegrams of the week. Sample copies
may be obtained at the Pbess counting-room.
The State Pbess will be found to be an admirable paper to sehds to friends abroad.

prevent

our

fering with

then Chief of Police from inter-

the

shipment

of arms to the rebel-

lious States. But there is only
and I trust that if in the

one Fernando,
mysterious dispen-

sations of Providence there should ever be
of New York may be
the

another,
people
spared the infliction of having

liim to rule

them.

over

Mayor Hall, with all his propensity to deal
in buncombe, and indulge
IN

STARTLING SENSATIONS,

nothing
bring odium
did

in a

political point of view

to

upon himself or shame upon
his constituents. His offences were of a
Good Reading for the Legislature.
graver and far different character, and though
The Colonial Farmer of Fredericton N. B. I don’t believe lie would have committed
has a strong article concerning the disgrace- I them if he had not forsaken the creed of the
ful proceedings in the Maine Board of Agri- Republican party whereof he was
up to 1862
culture at Wlnthrop which resulted in the a pronounced disciple, still it would be absurd
displacement of Mr. Goodale as Secretary. to pretend that the party to which he deAlter quoting our article on the subject and serted gained anything by this recruit or dewe heartily
rived advantage from his elevation.
expressing the hope, in which
will be able to
Boardman
Mr.
that
concur,
Nevertheless, Mayor Havemeyer has pretty
he was not a
show the people of Maine that
nearly cured me of the idea that a city of a
Fanner
the
says:
million inhabitants can be run on the nonparty to this conspiracy,
Mr Goodale’s name throughout the farmpartisan basis. As a theory it has charms,
has become alProvince
this
of
districts
ing
as a
practical measure it has fatal defects.
most a household word. His valuable Rea
of sixteeu years Your Mayor without a
ports extending over period
party is in such conthe
greatest interest and
have been read with
stant terror of
which may
doing
anything
all
who
have
had
much profit by
fortunately
seem to indicate a bias toward either
party
the privilege of receiving them, and his opinthat he is morally certain to
ions are quoted in almost every part of the
give offense
world. To him the Department of Agricul- alternately to both; and if he happens, as in
ture at Washington had often turned for inour worthy Mayor’s case to he a
remarkably
formation and tor reports on the great and
leading questions connected with Agriculture, plain spoken man, with a dangerous gift fer
letter writing and a facile disposition toand generally his views and opinions have
been adopted without reserve. Mr. Goodale’s
wards
removal cannot be but an irreparable loss to
TnOSE CROWNING NUISANCES
his State. He has grown up with its Agricul- of
modem journalism, the
tural Interest—to him it is indebted chiefly
interviewers,
lor the present prosperity of that branch of heaven help him!
at
the present
industry;and no one living
Mayor Havemeyer has written a letter.
time possesses such an intimate knowledge of That was bad
enough. In hi3 position disthe resources, capabilities, as well as the
creet silence was the best possible
thing.
necessities of the State in an Agricultural
The Legislature, strongly Republican, and
point of view. * * * *
Mr. Goodale's removal is not only a loss to religiously believing in Republicanism as
prethe State of Maine, but also to the whole consenting the best creed of morality, virtue and
tinent, and there are hundreds, if not thousands, in this Province who will learn with human rights, which the wisdom of men had
eve* devised, were engaged in
regret of the course pursued by the Maine
considering a
State Board of Agriculture. There docs not
and in deciding precisely how large
charter,
appear to have been a charge of any nature
a measure of
power they could safely confide
nrftfcrrprl »(rain*af. hi rn
On flirt <trtrtfimt.tr fLn
whole affair appears to have been a grab for to the Mayor. At this juncture he turns upthe dollars and cents, and we regret to
on them, impeaches their
perjudgment, impugns

|

ceive the names of gentlemen mixed up with
the affair of whom better thiugs might have

been

expected. The question put by the

“Can the State afford to lose Mr.
Goodale’s services to advance the interests of

Press
a

few

intriguers?'’

is

one

which we believe

will be loudly answered in the negative by the
whole people of Maine, and rather than dispense with

them,
probable
that they will adopt the recommendation of
their newspapers, to abolish the Board, and
appoint a State Commissioner of Agriculture
in Its place, the office to be filled by S. L.
Goodale.

it is more than

So mote it be.

Host. E. W. Stetson of Damariscotta
having been appointed the general agent of
the Reform clubs, makes an appeal for moral
support and pecuniary aid. The necessity
of the former is obvious and tho other is
needed as the “sinews of war” to keep an
efficient force of lecturers in the field. The
reform organization has a membership of over
twenty thousand and the work is progressing.
The circular before us says that arrangements are making with all tho clergymen in
the State to devote the last Sunday in Febru-

day immediately after, to distemperance and to further take up

ary or some
courses on

collection for the aid of the new reform organization. The suggestions of Mr. Stetson
are worthy of attention and his efforts should
receive the prompt support of all friends of
reform. It need not be added that Mr. Steta

their

motives,

and

predicts that they will do
wrong. This sort of thing can have but one
effect, it produces distrust of the Mayor and
extreme exasperation at his gratuitous attacks on the party which mainly elected him.
It would have created a breach if one had not

previously existed and will widen, past healing, I fear, that which had already begun to
develop itself.
And yet, the Mayor is an honest and well
meaning man and not much of a Democrat
at that.
Everybody will remember with
what a contemptuous fling he repudiated the
Greeley and Brown coalition last fall, styling
it
THE ‘’JUNK SHOP PARTY.”
His trouble is not
He fs so
Democracy.
afraid of not being straight that he bends
backward. Accused of leaning towards tllte
Republicans,he wants to emphasize his denial
charge, by abusing them. And so the
end is likely to be that the legislative majority at Albany will tie his hands by the charter,
of the

then that he will grow furious and write more
and give audience to more interviewers, until the political Mica where of Tammany

letters,

Hall, always waiting for something to turn
up, will gather him into the fold, supply him
with a tomahawk, adorn him with war paint
and feathers, and make him the temporary
chief ot the tribe.

coolness as if it wasn't the worst
possible
thing lie could have. He evidently didn’t
who they were, or he wouldn’t
have talked to them as he
did. To discourse
about the Republicans
being ruled by “a coterie who gamble all
night to cheat each other and all day to cheat the
people” to a set of
men who professed to
belong to a party that
they might the
MORE EASILY BETRAY
it and to whom politics is nothing but a
game,
and a very sinful one at that, is to go to the
extremest confines of the ludicrous.
There are plenty of evidences that our
Mayor does not understand the politicians of
either party. lie is suspicious when he ought
to be confiding and ingenuous when he ought
to be subtle. The men whose counsels would
be valuable to him he ignores and those whom
it would be wiser to let alone, obtain his ear
as they crowd around him.
Perhaps all this
will be mended by and by, but at any rate, if

the Legislature gives us a good charter we
shall be able to extirpate the Tweed gang of
city officers and get decent men in their
places, and that will he a great gain.
Yarmouth.

Meeting gf the Burnham Heirs.—The
meeting of the heirs of Benjamin Burnham,
who died iu Smyrna in the year 1685, leaving
property in London, which has been estimated
at $40,000,000, and what purports to he a will

by which lie

bequeathed his estate to his three
brothers, who settled in Ipswich, Massachusetts, was held at the Meioraon in Boston,
Tuesday afternoon. The immediate object of
the
meeting was to bid farewell to
Mr. Edward Payson of Portland, who lias
been employed by tho association to go to England and prosecute the claims of tho heirs as
contained in a will which a former agent, Mr.
Russell of Medford, is reported to have stumbupon in London. Mr. G. D. Colburn of tho
house of C. F. Hovey & Co. presided over an
audience comprising some fifty ladies and gentlemen. Mr. Payson addressed the meeting.—
He said that he was not generally hopeful iu
matters of this nature,and yet he did notwish to

discourage the association. He wanted it to he
distinctly understood that his engagement with
the association did not go beyond the preliminary duty of ascertaining whether or not there is
any property in London to which the heirs were
entitled.
During his seven months' residence iu London
he had never heard of this property, neither had
any intimation of its existence reached him previous to going to England. Since his name"
had been associated witli this matter ho had received applications from other families to investigate their claims to property left under
similar circumstances. He said that he had
not a single point of proof to connect the three
eminent ancestors of the Burnham family, who
settled in Ipswich, with their wealthy relative
in

England, and yet with the assistance of an
American residing in London—Col. Joseph L.
Chester—he hoped to decide the matter either
affiinatively or negatively. He argued that the
association would get an ample roturn for the
money which they had contributed to this
movement, in setting to rest the question of the
existence of the will and the property bequeathed, and this would he done when their agent

re-

he would do with an
London,
indisputable record of his investigations. He
would not pretend to tell his hearers how many
turned from

lilivuu

as

UV

fiilence in

ICWICi)

UUb

UU

UHU

is

gation.
Mr. Payson

said that a gentleman who was
then in the hall had asserted after the dismissal
of the agent of the New Hampshire Association, that any gentleman who accepted the po.
sition would be unfit to go, and he called upon
any one to rise and show cause, but no one responded. He desired the pedigree of the first
^pd second generations of twenty of the original families of Burnhams in America, and he

promised

his hearers that he would send them
a report of his doings iu two months.
Ho will
sail for England on the 18th inst.
At the close of his remarks, Mr. Louis W-

Burnham, Secretary of the Association, took
the stand.
He said they had an associa tion
which they intended to perpetuate. It was the
first time in the history of the Burnham family
that the members had come together, and this
result was worth all the money they had expended in their efforts to recover the property
iu England. He said that if the will existed in
the kingdom of Great Britain, it would be
Ho said that the committee had disfound.
covered that Mr. Eussell was not the proper
man
to send to London and that Mr. Payson
was endowed with all
the qualities required to
make his mission a success.
He read a letter from Colonel Chester dated
Jan. 20,1873, in which the writer offered to
send the records of the British Museum, the
Herald’s College and the Record Office for the
If successful
sum of twenty pounds sterling.
no more money would be required; if not, fur-

_

It appears that the efforts of E. F. PillsEsq. who has visited Evans the
Northwood murderer for the purpose of getting from him, if possible, some statement
relative to the murder of the child iri
Strong, were fruitless, as he was unable to
get a word from the prisoner that led him to
believe that he had anything to do with the
murder. The interest Mr. Pillsbury has taken in this matter, even after the death of his
client, is quite extraordinary and deserves
great credit.

bury

It is said that the Commerce Committee of
the national House will report that Congress
can take no action respecting the various
schemes for cauals and other interior water
line projects, as there are no data sufficiently
reliable to justify it. A resolution is talked
of instructing the Secretary of War to cause
the necessary surveys to be made (luring the
so that Congress may have
the full and reliable information which it now

coming season,
lacks.

au<jom')’natPm
®Peaker of
to

r>rt.ainlti?

defeat

Ring is makelection of

the

the next

Congress.
Certain that he will
receive the Republican
pu
nomination, the cotton
,>
cl« tb»
but wifi

*

sword.
I am not unmindful what numbers of our
best and most intelligent citizens cling to the
hope of a non-partisan administration of the
city government, It is a
VISION

OF UTOPIA

which has dazzled the sight of honest and
good men ever since municipal abuses began
to teach us of the necessity, of
doing sometiling in the way of reform. I never regard,
ed it as utterly hopeless until Mr.
HavemeyePs course began to demonstrate wliat
AN UNCONSCIOUS

PARTISAN

the man becomes who is determined to remain neutral—how one sided it makes him to
keep continually steering clear of both sides.
Probably there could not be a more forcible illustration cf this than that of our
Mayor. He
is a fair man, a j ust man, rigidly bent on protecting the people from misgovernment, devoted
to the publii welfare, and yet he spends more
time in nursing his neutrality and endeavoring to show that lie is no party man, than he
does in the discharge of the civic responsibilities, which his position has burdened him

with.

It is reported
that the Cotton

xr’

has stood the ordeal of the ballot box and the

they
join the Democrats

Mr. Blaine’s defeat.

and
We w

King Cotton long since abdicated

°aucu3’

n

£ .“T*
Xhh girt

to reappear as the cotton tax
job
plunder the treasury of

lobby
Y

$88,000,000?

t

Evidently the Legislature set out Wed
nesday with the purpose of smashing thing!
First the Senate defeated the general railroa
bill by a vote of two to one. Second, th
House by a close but small vote, defeated tb:
excellent bill to enrorce education upon thoi
who now persist in being ignorant; and the
took the vitals out of the bill compelling va
cination. There is logic in this; for wlie
people are allowed to be ignorant, it isn
worth while to enact a law to protect thei
against any other contagion.

People who know all the parties, are greatly
amused at the report of the last interview
between the Mayor and certain gentlemen
appearing before him as representatives of the
“Liberal Republican organization.” This
little squad of defunct politicians never did
amount to anything in the days when they
had some pretensions to party standing.
Prior to the last presidential campaign they
belonged to what they facetiously denominated THE Republican General Committee,
the fact being that this Committee was a
supported by his money, doing his bidding,
subserving his interests, that precious worthy
having conceived the idea that he could bet-

owners

of the property

as a

bribe to stay

charmed precinots.
There has been a legislative struggle iu Iowa
between the farmers and the railroads. The
farmers wanted low freights and low fare, but
as no Iowa railroad is worth its
cost, and pays
very inadequate dividends, the Legislature concluded not to meddle with
freights, but fixed
the faro at 3.J cents per mile.
John W. Young,
Brigham's most enterprising son, has taken his pick out of
his three
wives, divorced himself from
two, settled annuities upon
them, and is soon going to Philadelphia with his last wife, a most
accomplished
lady, to live there and attend to his father’s
railroad business, in happiness with the
young
WaS b°rn tbere’ and Wh0 is
now hi»

sohT’wife’

John J. Maun of Boston has invented

ballot-box, which looks as though it would be a
hard thing to tamper with.
When the box
is opened a bell is
rung, and the vote deposited
s registered one.
The register is to bo sealed
by the town or city officer
appointed for the
purpose, and when it is returned from the
voting place it will show just how
many votes
nave been
properly cast.
A couple who had been
divorced thirteen
years were lately re-married at Terre Haute.
fellow who was put off a train on the
Old
a

Colony Railroad on Saturday for attempting to
ride on a punched ticket, had the
coolness to
stop the steamboat train by standing on the
track and swinging his
carpet bag. He said
he thought the train would
stop for him, ar.d
was allowed to ride on
paying his fare.
STATE

NEWS.

ANDROSCOGGIN COUNTY.
The Free Baptist Fair at Sabattus, on the
19th inst., is advertised to have no lotteries. A
good idea.
The Lewiston Journal quotes fair small beef
at 8 cents a pound, and adds that the choicest
ox beef can’t be coaxed over 12 cents a
pound.

Happy Lewiston!

The Grand Bal Masque
Tuesday evening promises

in Lewiston next
to bo one of the
finest ever given iu tho State.
Business at Lisbon promises to be lively with
the opening spring. A wiug, 120 feet long and
four stories high, is to be added to the new
Farwell Cotton Mill,carrying the capacity of
the new mill up to 18,000 spindles.
FRANKLIN COUNTY.

LFrom

our

Phillips Correspondent-!

While at work in the woods alone, Feb. 10th,
Gilbert Oakes, of Madrid, was taken with an
apoplectic shock. Not coming home at the
usual time, it alarmed his family, who found
him helpless on the snow, at a considerable
distance from his house, with no men near.
His wife, daughter and grand-daughter severely
froze their hands in getting him to the house.
KNOX COUNTY.

[Thomaston Correspondence
A gray owl was shot by a Thomaston sportsman Saturday, whose wings, when extended,
measured four feet and eight inches,
QoiMotlmn

nmv

o

li/vn in

to cackle

There has been a general anxiety this eveniearn what the statement of Mr. Colfax
would be, and now it is known, he is almost
unanimously declared innocent of even a misstatement. His principal witness, Mr. George
W. Mathews, his step-father, has been for
years an officer of the House of Bepresentatives,and his reputation for veracity is unexceptional. Not only Mr. Mathews and his daughter remember to have seen Mr.
Colfax receive
the $1000 fr#m George P. Nesbitt for political
but
Mr.
Colfax
has
received
a telepurposes,
gram' from another sister residing in Iowa,stating that she has a letter from their deceased
mother, Mrs. Mathews, narrating the incident
as a proof of the political confidence
reposed
in her son Schuyler. The other $200 deposited
was paid to Mr. Colfax that
day by Mr. Mathews, who had borrowed it to purchase a piano
with.
The political enemies of Mr. Colfax are disappointed, as they expected Sir. Ames would
have produced a receipt for the $1200, and they
hint that it may be forthcoming yet.
But Mr.
Ames was closely examined on this point by
aud
he
stated
that
he had not been
Judge Hale,
able to find any receipt or other paper signed
Ames stated that $10,000 was
by Mr. Colfax.
sent by him to Wisconsin at the request of
Gen. Butler, to aid in the bringing about the
election of Mr. Carpenter to the Senate, which
has been known in political ciroles hero since
the transaction occurred.

Search was repeatedly made for the eggs, but without success.
Soou “Biddy” began to grow plump and
fat, and as she was of no benefit to the thrifty
housewife, she caused her to be killed. Upon
dressing her the mystery was solved; for within her wero found twenty-two good eggs—Kext!
The Ladies’ Homo Library of Thomaston are
to give a dramatic entertainment in a few
weeks.
PENOBSCOT COUNTY.

Brewer ship-builders are preparing to do a
large amount of business the coming season.
Major Clayton, of Hampden, has a rebel
battle flag which he took from Eort McAllister,
near Savannah, when it was stormed.
The Bangor papers report frequent attempts
at burglary in that city.
The Belfast Adverliser is a breezy sheet
This is the way it speaks of a fast herse:—
“Turnout! Here comes Frank Berry’s ‘Victor;’ if you want to know exactly how long it
takes lightning to skate down from aloft and
demolish a brick chimney, just time him from
the foot of the square to the mile tree.” The
same paper calls the medicinal and mechanical
liquors sold by the city agency, damp damnation.”
COUNTY.

The Machias Union reports large
temperance
meetings in that town, with many signing the

pledge.

Several boys in Machias have recently been
fined in the Trial Justice Court,—some for disturbing schools, others for various misde-

tary, lives in Germantown, Fa., aud is in rapidly declining health.
The new national flag of China is said to resemble an old bed-quilt with lobsters running
around the edge.
A Bostou man is under arrest charged wit!
stealing $500 worth of lumber from the Coli
seum.

place except New York would we heai
“prominent citizens” signing a petition fo:

In no
of

executive clemency in behalf of the “gentle
manly murderer” Stokes.

Col. Yorke, the man who let Pomeroy’s ca
out of the bag, fought in the war as a colone
of colored troops, and siucc then has heen ii t
the newspaper business.

—
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liV. E. AVOOD, 67

Exchange

St.

JJ1|U__
removal!
DR. CHARLES E.

sntf

WEBSTER,

has removed to

Free Street.

74

Portland, Jan. 23,1873.

jan25sutf

BANK OF PORTLAND.
On, and after this date, the undersigned will carry
on a strictly Banking business, at the Banking
Booms now occupied by the Second National Bank,
in Portland, Maine, under the style of the “BANK
OP PORTLAND” and as such, will receive Deposits
and make Discounts, in the regular coarse of the
Banking Business.
W. N. GOOLD.

Portland, June 24th,
j uu23newlt then

1672.
tf
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CONSUMPTION CAN BE CURED
SCnENCK’S PULMONIC SIRUP,
SCUENCK’8 SEAWEED TONIC,
SCHENCK’S MANDRAKE PILLS,
Are the only medicines that will cure Pulmonary
consumption.
Sometimes medicines that will stop a cough will often occasion the death of tho patient. It locks up the
liver, stops the circulation of the blood, hemorrhage
follows, and, in fact, clogging the action of tho very
organs that caused the cough.
Liver complaint and dyspepsia are the causes of
two-thiids of tho cases of consumption. Many are
now complaining with dull pain in the side, the bowels sometimes costive and sometimes to a loose, tongue
coated, pain in the shoulder blade, feeling sometimes
very restless, and at other times drowsy; tho food
that is aken lies heavily on the stomach, accompanied with acidity and belching of wind. These symptoms usually originate trom a disordered condition of
the stomach or a torpid liver. Persons 60 affected, if

they take one or two heavy colds, and if the cough in
those cases be suddenly stopped, the lungs, liyer and
stomach clog, and remain torpid and inactive, and
before the patient is aware of his situation, the lungs
are a mass of sores, and ulcerated, and death is the

inevitable result.
Schenck’s Pulmonic Syrup is an expectorant which
does not contain any opium, nor any tiling calculated
to check a cough suddenly.
Schenck’s Seaweed tonic diss< v the food, mixes
with the gastric juice of the sto acli, digests easily,
nourishes the system, and create; a healthy circulation of the blood. When the
At els are costive, skin
shallow, and the patient is t) a billious habit,
Schenck’s Mandrake Pills are required.
These medicines are prepaired by Dr. J. H.
SCHENCK & SON, Noitlieast corner of Sixth and
Arch streets, Philadelphia, Penn., and for sale by
GEO. C. GOODWIN & CO., 38 Hanover street, Boston, and John P. Henry, 8 College place, New York.
For sale by Druggists generally.
sept3sneodtf

DENTAL NOTICE.
M AC AL ASTER

BROS.,

DENTISTS,
Hnvo removed their office to Rooms over George \V.
Whittier’s Drug Store, Congress Square.
Dr. Macalaster is now ready at his new office to
wait on those requiring his professional servicer.
Entrance to Dental Rooms,
394 Congress Street and 93 Free Street,
nov7PORTLAND, ME.sntf

PIANOS.
PIANOS.
PIANOS.

“WEBER” and other cminent makers,
Sold by ED. B. ROBINSON,

Si Caboon ISlock* opposite City Hall,
11D.uu L,au

-n

>«_

YORK COUNTY.

The Biddeford Times says that typhoid
prevailing to a considerable extent in th*t
city at the present time.
One of the enterprising shoe manufacturing
firms at Springvale contemplates the erection
of eight or ten two-storied double tenement
houses in that village.
The Baptist Society of Saco are purposing to
build a new church edifice.
The Biddeford Times says that rum has
caused the death of several in that city the
winter. A short time since a man went
ome one bitter cold
night, in a state of ineaud
laid down upon the floor instead of
briety
going to bed. He was taken of a fever a short
time after, aud has siuce died.

BONDS !

nothing

better.

CHARLES M. HAWKES,
28 Exchange st., Portland.

febGsntf

commodious four storied Brick Store, No. 57
THE
Commercial St.—immediate posesslou given.

Inquire
Or ot

ELIAS THOMAS & CO.,
No. 90 Commercial St.
THOMAS, Canal National Bank.

of

IV. IV.

sentl2sntf

Areiill Chemical Paint Co.,
Manufacturers of

PUREST

WHITE

What Time has Taught IJs.
taken two thousand years to teach the world
that to sustain the body in its conflict with disease,
not to help disease by weakening the body, is the
true end of medicine. We have the lesson by heart at
last, however. W know, for example, that tearing
doses of aloes, saltsjalap, croton oil, calomel, colcynth
It lias

&c., are the best allies that a debilitating malady can
have in its assaults on the human frame; and that a
medicine Hostetter’s Stomach Bitters, which strengthens all the bodily powers and rallies the
sinking cone
stitution, is the most powerful antagonist of the morbific principle, whatever it may be, that lies at the
root of the complaint. This
knowledge has been a
long time in reaching us, but it is invaluable. We can
now control and cure dyspesia, bilious
disturbance,
constipation, rheumatism, nervousness, aud many
other painful complaints once considered incurable,
with this admirable corrective.

!

AND

Any Desired Shade

Prepared

SOLD By The G--AJL.JLON’ ONLY

BATCHELOR’S HAIR DYE.
This splendid Hair Dye is the best in the world.
The only True and Perfect Dye. Harmless Reliable
and Instautaneous; no disappointment; no ridiculous
tints or unpleasant odor. Remedies the ill effects of
bad dyes washes. Produces Immediately a superb
Black or Natural Brown, and leaves the nair
clean, soft and beautiful. The genuine, signed W. A.
Batchelor. Sold by all Druggists.
CHAS. BATCHELOR, Prop., A. Y.
lyrs N
octld&w_

on

LET.

the second floor in the Canal

National Bank Building, recently occupied by Mattocks & Fox.
Also

in the

rooms

Third story.

Enquire

Bank

at

the

doc7snfcf

FEED

FOR

CATTEE

NOTICES.

MUSICAL.
fine Church Organ, with two banks of keys and
•
pedals for sale at a very reasonable price at
A

HAWES & CRAGIN’S

*

Oasco Brewery,
Opposite Port-

land Co’s Works.

fordo*

Ar 12th, ship Archer,Sawyer, Manila; barques J H
Pearson, Taylor, Messina; McGilvery, Nichols, Pal; Alexandria, Mitchell, Cienfuegos; sch Clara
G Loud, Welt, Savannah.
GLOUCESTER-Ar 11th, sch Sarah E Nightingale,
Hilliard, Eastport for New York.
PORTSMOUTH—Ar 9th, schs Ariosto, Elwelll.and
Commonwealth,Gross, Rockland for Boston; Florida,
Thompson, do for do; G W Baldwin, Morton, Boston
tor Rockland; Eastern Queen, Dunbar, Camden for
Boston; St Elmo, Davis, Bristol for Weymouth; Geo
Shattnck, Mills, Thomaston for New York; Orlzon.
Fletcher, Bath for Boston.
ermo

FOREIGN PORTS.
Ar at Callao Dec 28, ships Jos Fish, Stackpolo, Liverpool; Jan7, Resolute, Nichols, Guanape; 10th, L
Walsli, White, Cardiff; 12th, Puritan, Doane, New
York; Charter Oak, Nichols, Guanape.
SUl Dec 31, ships Eddystono, Clark, Macabi; H L
Richardson, Anderson, Guanaiie ; Jan 3, Martha
Cobb, Hcaly, do; Qentoo, Linuell, for Bolivia; 4th,
Corsica, Havener, Guanape.
Ar at Buenos Ayres previous to Dec 29, barque J M
Morales, Foster. Montreal.
Ar at Aspinwall 25th ult, sch Lookout, Nichols,

New York.
Sid 27th, brig C C Colson, Payson, Cienfuegos; 30th
barque L T Stocker, Tyler, do.
Sid fm St Domingo 21st ult. sell Five Sisters, Wallace, (late Creighton) for Boston, all well.
Sill fm Halifax 10th Inst, barque Topeka, Clapp,
(from Wilmington) for London.
Ar at St John, NB, 10th Inst, schs Brill, Lipsett,
and Ocean Belle, Branscumb, Portland.

Cld 8tb, brig Caroline, Thurber, Matanzas; 10th,
sch Active, Edgett, do.

Havana; Washington, Chase, New York.
Ar at Queenstown 27th ult, Merom, Lowell, San
Francisco.
Sid fm Cardiff25th, Proteus, Eaton, Havana.
Sid fin Dartmouth 27th ult, Harriet F Hussey, Stacey, Cardiff.
Sid fin Falmouth 27th ult, Jonathan Chase, tor
Cardiff'.
Passed tho Lizard 28th, Moses Day, Woodworth,
from New Orleans for Havre.
Sid fin Grimsby 28th ult, Loretta Fish, Watts, for
Shields, having repaired.
Off Dungencss 27th ult, Dirigo, Mallctt, from Galveston for Rotterdam.
Sid fin Havre 24th, New England, Baxter, Bordeaux and United States; 25th, Reunion, Cnrtis, for
New Orleans; Graham’s Polly, Burgess, for Tybee;
Kentuckian, Scars, SW Pass: Flora Gomlale. Goodaie, caruin and united States.
Ar at Licata 6th ult, Neversink, Gibson,
Marseilles,
(and sailed 9th for Messina and Philadelphia): 9th,
Etta Whittemore, Wright, Ancona, (and sailed 14th
for Messina and New \ork).
Ar at Cardiff 28tb ult, Anuie Toney,
•
Havre.
Old 25th, Oasis, Randall, Callao.

_tin

MARRIED.
city, Feb. 12, Michael Doherty, aged 80 yrs.
[Funeral services Saturday forenoon at 10 o’clock,
at St. Dominick s Church.
In this city, by Rev. A. K. P.
Small, Edward A
Eaton and Miss Hattie Louisa Roberts, both of Portland.
In Falmouth, Jan. 29 by Kev. H. F. A.
Patterson.
Edward H. Lock and Chastena M.
Freeman, both
Portland.
In Brooklyn, N. Y
Feb. 11, by Rev. Henry IVard
Becc.ter, James C. Heston, M. D., of Bangor and
Mrs. Elizabeth C. IVashburne, of
Brooklyn.

oi

Entforldg 25th, Sylvanus Blanchard, McAlevy,

F

Liverpool.
Sid ftn Cadiz 14th ult, Louisa Bliss, Strong, Beverly; 18th. Helen Q Rich, Strout, Havana.
Ar at Manila Dec 8th, Southern Belle, Keen, from
Newcastle. NSW.
A rat Singapore Dec 20, Nevada. Proctor, fro a
New York.
Ar at Messina 14th ult, Neversink, Gibson, Licata;
18th, Etta Whittemore, Wright, do.
Sid 17tb, Sparkling Water, Dahl, for Philadelphia;
Eugenie, Lorrabee, New York; 19tb, Salista, Part-

Arat Liverpool 29th, Expounder, Crocker, New
Orleans.
Ent out 29tb, Sarmatian, (§) Wylie, for Portland,

Richard III, Hubbard, for Charleston.
Ar at
Holyhead 29th ult, Sontag, Herriman, Liverpool for Iquique.
Plymouth 28th, Freeman Clark, Bosworth,

Ar 27th, Merom, Lowell, San Francisco*
Off Holyhead 24th ult, John C Potter, McClure,
Liverpool for Callao.
Ar at Hong Kong Dec 15, Fannie, Eaton. Swatow.
Ar at Trieste 2tst ult, barque Alaska, Potter, from

New York.
mmm
Sid fm Marseilles 27th ult, Abbie Clifford, Clifford,
Matanzas.
Cld at Havre 28th ult, Mayflower, Call,
Sid 28th, S S Thomas, Curtis, Cardiff

In Gorham. Feb. 12. Mrs. Marv P..
Eophar Reynolds, ot Portland, aged 70 years.
In Cape Elizabeth, Feb. 12, Mrs. Mary R. Meserve
aged 11 years 9 months.
[Funeral services Friday afternoon at 2 o’clock.]

Moravian, from Liverpool—Mr Slesser, J
McLean, Finlay, Marlen, J J Brown, Thos Riddell.
Mr and Mrs Morrison, Strathers, Burton, Florant,
J J Roy, F Bacon, Mrs Bacon, Mrs J Kidd, I N Morris, Houghton, John Thomas, J G Kennedy, Evan
Suthers, Patridge, Rev I H Cowan, Sevctus, Miss H
Saunders, Walter Rosson, Thos H Raison, and 84 in

The best Sauce and Relish

—FOR—

H’-A-iVt-I-Tj-Y
Pints

TJ-S-E.

......

■Iiilf Piulx

....

30 Cents.
30 Cents.

NAME
FBOM
of Havana.New York.

FOB

Miniature Almanac.February 13.
Sunrises.G.59 I Moon rises. G.40 PV
Sun sets.5.30 I High water. 1.00 AM

NEWS!

PORT OF PORTLAND,

Coal

at

NINE

DOLLARS DELIVERED. Also
prime lot of Cumberland Coal
the

same

a

at

figure; and, at the lowest

prevailing prices,

a

large stock of
in

Wednesday, Feb. 13,
ARRIVED.
Steamship Moravian, (Br) Graham, Liverpool 30th
ult—passengers and mdse to H & A Allan.
Steamer Chesapeake, Mangnm, New York—passengers and mdse to Henry Fox.
Sch Winslow Morse, Oliver, Boston for Bath.
Sch Trader, McDonald, Boston for Rockland.
CLEARED.
Brig Mary A Chase, Dolan, Cardenas—Phinney &
Jackson.
Sch Marcus Hunter, Henly, Havana—Geo S Hunt.
Sch Kitlio Stevens, Anderson, St John, NB—John
Porteous.

every particular and guaranteed
to suit

SAN
Doane,

by

feblsn

JOS. II. POOR & BRA.
eodtf

A Book tor Every IHun

The “SCIENCE OF LIFE, or SELF-PRESERVA1ION, a Medical Treatise on the Cause and Cure of
Exhausted VitalitwnPremature Decline in Man. Nervous aud Physical
Debility,Hypochondria, Impotency,

Spermatorrhoea

or Seminal
weakness, and all other
diseases arising from the errors of
youth or the indiscretions or excesses of mature years. This is
deed a book for every man. Thousands have been
taught bv this work the true way to health and happiness. It is the cheapest and best medical work
ever published, and the
ono on this class of ills
worth reading. 190tli edition, revised, much enbound
in
beautiful French cloth.
larged, illustrated,
Price only $1. Sent
mail post-paid on receipt cf

in-

only

by

Address PEABODY MEDICAL INSTIprice.
TUTE, No. 4Bulfinch Street, Boston, Mass., or Dr.
W. H. PARKER, Assistant Physician. N. B. The
author may be consulted on the above as well as all
diseases requiring.ski Li, and experience.
an
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continue., ana

FOR 18731

oo-partnership heretofore existing under the
of
THEstyle
LEWIS, CHASE & WHITTEN,

ONE

LO'l" OF

SENT FREE TO ALL APPLICANTS.

HAMBURGS

WHITNEY,

KENDALL &

—

AT

—

PORTLAND, ME.

d2w&wlw7

Iebl3

12 1-2 (ENTS PER YARD.

Personal.
the party that took two pairs of Kid Gauntlets
from Mrs. Wilder’s, 318 Congress street, without
leave, will return them or four dollars, nothing will
be said. If not, they will be dealt with to the fullest

IF

iaw,

extent of the

febl3d2t

as

ONE

LOT

the person is known.
MBS. W, H. WILDER.

A1 L

Lost.

2 5

NTS,

C E

a

will be
office.
Feb.

suitably rewarded by leaving the

this

at

same

13th, 1873. *»

And

lot, very altraetive,

one

Under the firm

name

of

LEWIS, WHITTEN A CO.,

40 cents, worth from 50 to

BONDS.

yard.

80 cents per

State of Maine
Portland

Bangor
Bath

■

c’s

_

Those of our customers who have availed tLeniselves of the opportunity to obtain Bargains will
agree with ua that wc have only ottered the

G’s
C’s

■

Rockland

0‘s

Cleveland, Ohio
Chicago
St. Louis

7’s
G’s

Maine Central R. R.

7’s

i

best

and at

EXTREMELY

Gold

FANCY
(ALL

7,s

Central Iowa R. R. Gold

7’s

Atchison, Topeka & S. F. Gold

7’s

FOE 8ALE

&

BANKERS

AND

NEW)
—

*

50 .DENTS.

BY

HEDIEIIBEK

©UK

9-BUTTON
~

BROKERS,

KID

too MIDDLE STREET.
jantlcodtl

GLOVES!
sell for

continue to

we

BONDS
Portland

PRICES !

TIES.

Fon

—

Barrett,

FOR

LOW

7-3<Ps

C’s
European & N. Am. It. R., Gold,
Chicago, Danville & Vincennes R. K.

Swan

goods

7’s

Northern Pacific R. R.

Seventy-live

SALE,

G’s
G’s
....
7’s
....
7’s
St. Louis ......
G’s
8’s
Dayton, Ohio
Leedg & Farmington R.R., guaranteed G’s
Portland & Rochester R. R.
7’s
Maine Central R. R.
7’s
Central R. R. of Iowa Gold
7’s
Chicago, Danville & Yincennes Gold, 7’s
Northern Pa.illc R. R. Gold
7-30’s
•
Town Bonds.

Cents !

.....

HOSIERY !

Bangor.Cook County
Chicago

Our’whole stock marked down
PKICES

UNEQUALED.

Corsets! Corsets! Corsets!

■

Tbe largest slock to bo found, Including every

POPULAR

MAKE.

The highest market price paki for
We offer

Atlantic & St. Lawrence R. R. De
ferred Rent Scrip.
BY

—

Palmer’r Celebrated Jacqueline
TO

—

H. M.
32

PAYSON,

TRADE

Exchange Street,

T1IE

Visit

our

Allan_Line.

Store,

See the Goods,

CARRYINQ

•»

OF TUB

and be convinced that

Canadian and United States mails.

Passengers booked
derry and Liverpool.

London-

to

DAVIS & CO.’S

Return Tickets

granted at Reduced Rates.
The Steamship
NORTH AMERICAN, Caps. Seatf,
Will leave this port for Liverpool on
SATURDAY, Feb. 15tb,
Immediately after tho arrival of the Train of ihe
previous day from Montreal.
Passage to Londonderry and Liverpool, Cabin (according to accommodations).STO to SSO
Payable in Gold or its equivalent.
For Freight or Cabin Passage, apply to
H. & A. ALLAN, No. 1 India St.
For Steerage Passage inward and outward, and lor
Sight Drafts on England for small amounts apply to
JAMES L. FARMER,

Store is the Place for

O. B.

RICHARDSON’S

NEW

METHOD
FOR

—

TI1K

—

PIANO!
Unequalled—Incomparable ! so admitted by
THE LEADING PIANOFORTE TEACHERS OF THE
COUNTRY, AND ITS ANNUAL SALE OF

nov20tf

95,000

COPIES

TESTIFIES

TO

SEED

ough
The P

U P V Ij

—

PIANO-FORTE TUNER

THE

OR

CANNOT

FACT

use

repairer.
or

attention.

country

will recelvo
or 31

Address at U. S. Hotel,

STUDY

MORE

a

THERE IS

$3,75.

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Beaton.
CHAS. H. DITSON & CO., 711 B’dway, New York.

dtf

febl2

d2w

STATE OF MAINE.
Crrv of Portland, ss.

ever

at

To the Electors of the City of Portland,

prices that defy competition.

February, 10, 1873.

GREAT BARGAINS AT
Aldermen of tbe

THEpared
Alphabetical
121-2c, 2«c, 25c, 50c. appear
to them to bo

THURSDAY, the 90th instant,
tf

from nine to twelve o’clock A. M., and from three to
six o’clock P. M., for the purpose ot receiving evidence of the qualifications of parsons claiming the
right to vote on such election and for correcting said
lists.
Given under our lumds the day and year above
written.
J. S. YORK,
) Aldermen
GEO. C. LITTLEFIELD, |
W. H. JOSSELYN.
of the
UHAS. MCCARTHY, JK„
MARQUIS D. KINO,
City o»
EBEN COKEY,

Hamburgs, Hamburgs
briggTa co.,
-w

*»

n

X US* U1

TV T

Call and

seo

~wr

■

XiUgCS ilUU 1USITUUUS

which

them.

wo

of Portland have prelists of sucli inhabitants as

City

Constitutionally qualified
to vote in the election of Governor, Senators and
Representives to the State Legislature in and for the
several Wards in said City, aud that they will be in
open session at the Aldermen’s Rooms on

HAMBURGS!
jon24

St.

secure a

A

MAND.

of the largest and best
open this day
WElineshall
of Edges and Insertion.*,
opened in
and

Portland,

prompt

WniCH

Sold Everywhere. Price

BY—

f«b7

GREAT
can

FROM

SURER AND GREATER DE-

Open this day

enclosing
postage Btamp and addressing
febl3-dlm*
SWEETS1R & CO., Portland, Mo.

thor-

TEM.

KENDALL & W1UTNEY,

feb!3__eoiUm
Read, Read.
wishing employment

more

The DEALE B-cannot keep in stock

.W aaa

Temple

a

EFFECTIVE METHOD.

CONCISE OR ATTRACTIVE SYS-

MEAL!

Alt

shall sell at

BARGAINS.

W. A. WINSHIP,

fcblS

We shall sell them very low.

Portland.
dtd

J. B. Brown & Sons,

BRIGOS~& CO.,
305 CONGRESS STREET.
feb«

~

BANKERS,

dtf

PLASTER.

I¥o. 40

KH/k TONS GROUND LAND PLASTER for

DOMESTIC PORTS.
FRANCISCO—Ar 3d inst, ships Fleetwing,
from New York, 149days; Lookout, Wiggjns,

Newcastle, NSW; barque Antioch, Henry, Baltimore

142 davs.
Sid 3d inst, ship C A Far well, for Liverpool.
Sid frn Tacoma 2d inst, ship Shirley, Matthews, for
San Francisco.

NEW ORLEANS—Old 5th, schs May Evelyn, Me
Keen, Utilla: Wm Fisher, Lyman, Ruatan.
Old 6th, ships Ironsides, Berry, Reval; Shatmuc,
Whitman, Liverpool; barque Rosetta McNeil, Sproul,
Havre.

JACKSONVILLE—Ai 3d, sch Flora Condon, Condon, Boston.
Ar 4th, sch H G Fay, Philbrook, Providence.
Ar5tb, schs Josephine. Fickett, New York; AE
Campbell, Dennison, Fall River; M W Drew, Perkins,
Boston.

Sid 28th. sch Lucy Hammond. Bagley, St Kitts.
Cld 30th, sch Kate Foster, Harraden, St Thomas;
31st. Windward, Ellis, Ponco.
Cld 3d inst, schs A C Buckley, Buckley, New York;
5th, Lunet, Hinds, Boston.
Cld at New Smyrna 27th, schs Kate Walker, Rich,
and H C Sheppard,Clark, New York.
NORFOLK-^ld 8th, sch Carrie Melvin, Andrews,
Barbadoes.
Cld 8th, sch Delmont, Gales, Portland.

tlvfvl

sale In

barrels

or

hulk at

Exchange St.,

PORTLAND, IHA1NE.

the lowest cash

price hy
KENDALL & WHITNEY.

Business the

fob3__rtlf
R. W. SIMON TON & CO.,
The GUIDE is published Quarterly. 35 cts.
pays for the year, which is not half the cost. Those
who afterwards send money to the amount of One
Dollar or moro for Seeds may also order 35 cts.
worth extra—the
price paid for the Guide.—The First
Number is beautiful, efvingplans for making KuMoines, Minins Table Decorations,
;»!
Window (Hardens, etc., and a mass of intormation invaluable to the lover of flowovs.—150
panes on fine tinted paper, somo 500 Engravings
and a superb Colored Plate and Chrono Cover.—The First Edition of 300,000 just printed
in English and German.
JAMES VICKS, Rochester, It. V.
febl3
t4w

to

PER

CENTV

City, and School District
County, Town,
and Kansas for sale below

Bonds of

Coupar.
Iowa, Illinois,
pon bonds registered with State Auditor. Interest
collected and paid by State Treasurers. They are
more secure than State Bonds, for States may repudiate, while Municipalities cannot. Write for circulars and information. Any marketable securities
taken in exchange.

351

CONGRESS

ESPECIAL

ATTENTION

of manufacturers who have become disgusted with the
odors of Paraffine Oils and their ill effects upon machinery, is invited to
E. H. Kellogg’s Sperm Engine Oil. .@11.20 W gal
E. H. Kellogg’s Sperm Spxndle Oil vrsi .15 >>
E.H. Kellogg’s Tallow Engine Oil.@il,io*> gal
E. H. Kellogg’s Tallow Spindle O»i.@1.05*>gal
Manufactured only by
E. H. KELLOGG, Nr. 17
Cedar-st., New York.
A FIRST-CLASS BUSINESS for a reliable
mao'
with the assurance of making from
*2,000 to it 000 a
can be secured, in connection with
year,
for
the exclusive sale of works

an

agency

by Rev. Henry Ward
Beecher, William Cullent Bryant, Harrift
Beecher Stowe Ac. Write for
particulars tor*
NCW Y°rk:
i

CLicigJVsaBu

^
en

to sell

a

new

article, indispensable

Interest allowed on Deposits.
Dealers in Government Bonds.
Gold and Foreign Exchange.

STREET.

ANNUAL CASH SALE

Hnmbnrg Edging., Insertion.,

and Infant.’
in great variety.

Investment Securities constant-

Lndir.’

Clothing and Wonted Work

ly

foMdlOd

iuer-

Addr«*“ with stamp, E.
Smiil^-rS11
o^?tKrer8’
& Co., 95
Iebl3t4w
Liberty-st., N. Y.

B Smith
B.

n SAMPLES sent by mall for SOc. that retail
1
A At quick for *10. R. L.
WOLCOTT, 181 Chatfebi3d4wt
Uam-square, N. Y,

hand.

IF

Dry

Portland City

....
(j's
Rockland City.ON
Bath City.GN

Addresi, A. PACKARD,

__Chelsea,

Mass.

Bangor City

GN
St. Louis City
.....
GN
Leeds & Farmington, (Guaranteed,) 8’s
Maine Central, Consolidated.
7’*
Cook County, Illinois,
7’s
7N
Wayne County, Illinois,
?*a
Iowa Central, Gold,
7. SON
Northern Pacific Gold,
7N
West Wisconsin R. R-, Gold,

Sagua Molasses.
QOK HMDS. PRIME SAGUA MOLASSES
store and for sale by

tFAtr

GEO. S.

tt

BONDS.

the young man who went down in the Portland
Boat two years ago with the
Goods Runner,
and who was going to live with his brother and work
at tho Rolling Mill, will send his address to the undersigned, will hear of something to his advantage.

In

HUNT,

111 COnnEBCIAL STREET.

fe1*_3w__
DR.
FITZGERALD,
The

■

wonderlul

Exchange

CLAIRVOYANTPHYSICIAN & SURGEON

on

England, Scotland and Ire*

PORTLAND,

WOT. £•

FEB. 13th,

only, by request, at Preble House.
FS®tailfttys
to
wonderful.

^n

t

him, his cures are truly
fcbl2dlw
Remember the date.

OUT OF THE
eodlm

subscriber would
he is
fill all orders for
to
rciuly
as before tlio fire.

THE

Piano for Sale.
*ep28tf

Plano for sale

Exrhnngr

Ml.

A

At Hawes & Cragin’s Music Store,

T oetave

67

LADY has taken the room No. 11 Cahosn’s
Blook, Congress st., for the purpose of bavins: a
class in DRAWING and PAINTING, if she meets
sufficient encouragement. AH interested are invited
to call immediately. Hours 3 to 5 p. m., all week
days except Tuesdays and Fridays.
Suitable references given.
ftb7’iw

Wholesale and Retail,

first-class,
NEW,
terms.

WOOD, Ag%
Notice.

VIOLIN STRINGS,

PORTLAND.

BY

SALE

Sept 7-dtfl*

see

janltl

land.

FOR

Will visit

77 Middle Street,
to

on

jau2S

PERSONAIy-

fcb!0d3w

Incor-

same as au

porated Bank'.

of Goods at greatly reduced prices for ten days only.

BROWN, WADSWORTH

& CO.,
BANKERS. 22 Nassau-St., N. Y.
feb!3 __t4w

^

ABUNDANTLY

The TEACHER-cannot

—FOR 8ALE

!

1w

COTTON

WHITTEN,

ENGER,

Bargains

fcb8

No. 3 India Street.

Portland, Nov. 19tb, 18T2.

Prices,

Learn the

Montreal Ocean Steamship Co.
THE

MAINE,

OF

every

__dtl

UNDER CONTRACT FOR

—

well as at retail, and ileslio to have an agent In
Town for tlio sale of this perfect fitting Corset.

as

PORTLAND.

JanlO

Corset

—

COVELL & COMPARY.

W. H. WILLARD,
E. BROWN.

at

■

who will settle tho ailairs of the old firm.
T. C. LEWIS.
feblSdfiw

at

d3t*

one

Nos. 14,16 and 18 Custom Honsc Wharf,

EW

—AT

HAMBURGS!

The Ship Store, Fishermen's Outfits, and Fish and
Mackerel Inspection business will be continued at
the old stand,

Sale

off<;r yj, mornlng

2000 Bags Cotton Seed Meal

Copartnership.

DATE

.Havana.Feb 13
North American.. ..Portland_Liverpool.Feb 15
City of Montreal—New York.. Liverpool.Feb 15
Baltic.New York. .Liverpool_Feb 15
Aleppo.Boston.Liverpool.... Feb 18
Java.New York. .Liverpool.Feb 19
Nevada.New York. .Uverpeol.Feb 19
City of Limerick... New York.. Livorpool_Feb 20
Moravian .Portland... Liverpool.Feb 22
St Laurient.New York. .Havre.Feb 22
Oceanic.NewYork. Liverpool.Feb22

MARINE

Furnace

still

Annual

DEPARTURE OPOCEAN STEAMERS

FOR SALE BY ALL GROCERS.

LEHIGH

Grand

SEED CATALOGUE,

steerage.

City

M.iile in any Part ol the World

EIUrllTJI

BOOK FOR

person
ANY
pleasant and profitable Business, by
three cent

In tko

S-A-U-C-E-,

OUR

ILLUSTRATED

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

a

T-A-B-L-E

Kendall & Whitney's

SPOKEN.
Nov 23. lat 42 55 S, Ion 39 W, ship A McCallum,
from Callao for Liverpool, 32 days.
Dec 18, lat 1 S, Ion 31 W, ship Martha Bowker, from
Antwerp for Callao.
Jan 29, off Cardenas, sch* Elia M Pennell, from
Machias for Matanzas.

J.

PASSENGERS.

LEICESTERSHIRE

SW Pass.
aud United

States.
Sid fin Bremerhavcn 26th ult, Robt Morrison, Seavey, Cardiff'.

this city, Feb. 12, Mrs. Fannie Torsey, aged 57
years.
[Funeral services on Friday forenoon at 10'o’clcck,
at house rear of 328 Congress street. Relatives and
friends are invited to attend.

HALFORD

Ar at Trieste 21st nit, Alaska, Potter, New York;
H Todd, McGuire. Richmond.
Sid ftn Swansea 25th ult, Orbit, Nash, Cuba.
Sid fm Bombay 4th ult, Helicon, Rogers, Rangoon.
Ar at Calcutta 22d ult, Olive S Southard, Walker,

DIED.

THE

Libby, from

for Callao.
Ar at Queenstown 27th ult. Valley Forge,
Wood,
Callao; Corsica, Cousins, San Francisco.
Sid fm Antwerp 26lh nit. Nina Sheldon, Sheldon,
Philadelphia, (and passed the Wight 28th); Virginia,

In

.\

MISCELLANEOUS.

Saul£ ON Wednesday afternoon, between Meehar lo and
Emery streets, Sable Fur Cape. The tindsr

Bombay.

Music

FOR FATtlll/V FSF.

^Lizzk;1*()ochra^°^ef' E'dridgc, Azua for Bos-

la this day dlstolved by mutual concent.
T. C. LEWIS,
E. H. CHASE,
*
O. B. WHITTEN.
Portland, Feb. 10, l*j[3.

PATRICK HcGLIICDV Prop,
del 9.

Store. Also a large variety of Smiths, Woods
and Estry’s Reed organs.
fel>13
sn-dirn

Savannah for

ton
14ZZ16 Cochran, Cochran, St
ton,
Domingo fordoAnnie Murchie, Morrill, Jacksonville
tor
Fanny Elder, Smith, Jacksonville
Addle I5
Slimpson, Matthews, Hoboken for do; Alpha,
bury. Port Jolflison for do; Only Son, Meadv do for
Salem; C R Flint, Black, fid Satllla River for Bath
F Mayo, Hall, Rockland lor New York.
Sid, schs Addie Blaisdell, Starlight, and Percy.
Ar 10th, schs Philanthropist, Ryder, New York for
Belfast; Lucy Ames, irom do for Portland; \V D B,
Lee, and H Means, Leland, Elizabethport for do;
Tennessee, Creed, Newcastle for Newburyport.
Ar llth, sch Charlie Cobb, Ames, New York for
Rockland.
BOSTON—Cld I2tb, ship Garden Reach, Gilmore,

Notice of

In tills

SPECIAL

BoSforbfcr’;ii^r)r0aUor'

AT

\o. T Fore Street,

Carrie L Hi*, and Jas

Glasgow.

sn

The Front Office

Robin80n>

Sid fin Barrow 29th ult, Emma Parker. Stanley, for
Portland, Me.
Ar at Shields 29th ult, Loretta Fish, Watts, Hull.
Cld at Queenstown 30tb, Valley Forge, Wood, for

D. M. YEOMANS,
General Eastern Agent,
83 Commercial St. Portland.

BE

J P

^Sld^fm

DURABLE, BEAUTIFUL, ECONOMICAL.

TO

Blta?.7th, “Ck>

ridge, Boston.

Color,

or

Immediate Application.

for

CalaisEtor do

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS

Barker, England.

To Eel.

fevjer

Eresent

comiy

BONDS of western cities and counties, 10 per cent,
interest and principal payable in the east. Private
property as well as public reached. Debts very small
in proportion to property and therefore
easily paid.
Careful investors are invited to call and examine the
Bonds. Laws and Decisions of the courts upon such
securities and will find them very safe. Tnerc is

se28-eodtf

is

rttiunc

FORTRESS MONROE—Passed in llth, sch Palos.
Shack ford, from Demarara for Baltimore.
BALTIMORE—Ar 10th, sch Charlotte Jameson,
Jameson, Orchilla.
Ar llth, brig Mary Cobb, Humphrey. Boston.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 8th. sch DS Siner, Huntiy,
Jacksonville.
Cld lltb. schs Bertha Sootier, Wooster, and Frank
Jameson, lor Portland.
At Newcastle 8th, schs Frank Jameson, and Annie
Tibbetts.
NEW YORK—Ar 10th, barque Fannie II Loring,
Loring, Las Tunas via Delaware Breakwater 15 days;
brig G F Gerry. Conklin, Trinidad; sch Wm II Prentiss, Prentiss, Portland.
Ar llth, brig Hattie Eaton, Dyer, from Demarara
via St Thomas.
Cld 10th, barques Antelope, Davis, St Thomas; sch
Horten Ida, Norton, Para; Ella May, Keboc, Point-aPetre; D S Webb, Harvey, Gloucester.
Cld llth, brig Ponvert, Allen, for
sch
Storm Petrel, Haakell, St Thomas. Mansanilla;
NEW LONDON—Ar 8th, sch
Peacedale, Curtis,
Providence for New York,
PROVIDENCE—Ar 10th, schs L A Johnson, MahlGe« Banks, Saulsbury, HoboJ55V
£°rt/T«hM s<™:,nSrahain>
k
New York.
vlvSvf
V.1NEYARD-HAVEN-Ar 8th, schs Percy. Coll0r New York;
starIiSht. Blatchtord,

[Latest by European steamers.]
Sid fm Liverpool 27th ult, Anna Camp, Gardiner,
New Orleans, (and arrived at Holyhead 28th); Northampton, McLoon, do; Lizzie M Merrill, Dockendorff,

REMOVAL.

meanors.

Egg and Stove. AH first-class
An American miser in London has lately
died from want, and left a fortune of $900,000.
Mrs. Stanton, widow of the late War Secre-

At. & St. Lawrence Deterred
Script

WALDO COUNTY

ing to

Sews aud Other Itens.

PRICE

paid foe

y

regularly every day.

WASHINGTON

HlGilEHT

-1_1

his

Vice President Colfax.—“Perley’s” desto the Boston Journal of Wednesday
says, respecting Mr. Colfax’s defence Tuesday:

THE

fective flue.

proceedings.
patch

SPECIAL NOTICES.

The dwelling-house of Julius Blanchard, of
Phillips, was burned to the ground Feb. Uth,
together with all its contents. The family were
absent at the time. The fire is supposed to
have caught in the chamber by reason of a de-

WU

great law firm in London whom ho
supposed to be entirely trustworthy, whose services he expected to secure, and who was expected to act in concert with him in the investi.
a

History constantly repeats itself. Fifteen
years ago Tiemann went through the same
process. He began his Mayoralty by professing complete neutrality as regards parties, ther outlay would be necessary. Mr. Burnham
having been elected by a union of a frag- read a list of recent subscriptions to the fund,
Mr. Stetson's address is Damariscotta.
which already amounts to about $3500. He
ment ot the Democracy with all the Repubsaid it was necessary to raise $500 for the prelicans
on
a
His
neutraliSecbetary Boutwell has addressed a
no-party platform.
liminary examination, and that when the propletter to Senator Chandler, Chairman of the ity lasted but a few days, and the violations
erty was found there would be no difficulty in
Senate Committee on Commerce strongly of it grew successively stronger and more
raising $50,000 to prosecute the claim. Several
until
within
nine
months the Deurging Congress to pass a hill introducing offensive,
subscriptions have been received from the West
iuto the merchant service of the United
mocracy welcomed him back into their wig- of five, ten, twenty and even thirty dollars, and
States the international code of signals now wam, a penitent and forgiven prodigal.
he had received one letter from New HampXow then, we have had quite enough ef shire in which three families had remitted one
in use in our navy. This code will enable
ship masters to communicate with for- this. Since there must be parties, and the hundrd dollars. He made a motion that the
eign vessels of nearly every nation, Republican party is a remarkably good one, meeting take a recess of fifteen minutes, durthus rendering intercourse possible be- a party intolerant of corruption, faithful to ing which subscriptions would be received.
An old man, whose silvery locks entitled
progressive ideas, broad and catholic in its
tween those who speak different languages.
principles, and capable of governing vvelJ, we him to more respect and courtesy than he reMr. Boutweil thinks that the additional seceived from the presiding officer, arose and atcurity this code will give to propei ty at sea may as well take our chances of living and
tempted to address the meeting. The motion
under
a
charter
enacted by a Repuband the opportunities it will often afford in thriving
for a recess prevailed, aud then the gentleman,
facilitating business will greatly counterbal- lican legislature and put in operation by Re- Judge Steele, spoke calmly and
moderately, as
publican efficiais. Anybody who is not a
ance the expense of its introduction.
The
he said he should of this movement. Ho had
man
in
these
has
party
doubtful claims
books and the nineteen flags necessary for
days
subscribed $100, and he wanted the Treasurer
to being considered a man at all, and inasIts application will cost a fraction over $50.
to pay it back to him. He had seen things iu a
much as parties have the machinery to run
new light since he joiued the Association, and
candidates and bring out the voters, it is he had got discouraged.
He had nothing to
Congressman Buffington of Massachuidle to hope to dispense with them in large say against Mr. Bussell or Mr. Payson, but he
setts testified before the Poland Committee,
Tuesday night, that Geu. Butler told him commuuities even on issues that have no na- didn’t believe there was any property over
there. Ho had lost all confidence in the comtional significance.
when the election of Senator Carpenter was
I confess I don’t know of hut one party
mittee, which had called themselves sometimes
pending, that he had called upon the Union
an Association ahd sometimes Trustee.
“If
Pacific Railroad Company to advance $10,000 now.
all you folks” said he,“want to risk yodr money
THE DEMOCRATIC SURRENDER
to aid Carpenter’s cause, on the ground that
why do it, the question is settled in my mind.
at Baltimore on the 9th of July, 1872, was
the brilliant Westerner had a tongue in his
I want my money back.”
The remarks of the
head and brains that would be useful to that complete and unconditional. Every distincvenerable man were not highly relished by
tive
for
which
the
Democrats strag- those who had dim visions of immense forprinciple
corporation. Mr. Alley testified that the
compauy did not follow Butler's suggestion. gled against the rising power of the great tunes in the distant future.
organization which first superseded and then
In view of the fact that Gen. Butler took
After the recess, during which nuite a num$6,000 for the advice by which the Credit Mo- annumateu tiiern, has been subjected to the ber of persons subscribed to the fund, resolubilier ring retained its hold on the Pacific test ol popular judgment and pronounced tions were adopted instructing the agent of the
heretical and unsound. The
Railroad organization, and this late testimony,
country accepts association to look after one Jewett, who came
and believes in the most radical doctrines of to this country in 1857, raised money for the
it would seem fitting that the gentleman Irani
Essex should withhold further attacks upon Republicanism, and if Democracy ever rallies purpose of prosecuting the claim, returned to
to a national contest again it must first enLoudon, and is said to now be rolling in wealth
Messrs. Dawes and Garfield.
dorse and subscribe to the grand creed which supposed to have heen paid him by the present
admirably adapted for the work to
which he has been called, and that all funds
put in his hands will he promptly devoted to
the work in which he is so earnestly enlisted.
son

The commune of Nonzeville,in France, must,
iu a domestic sense, constitute the most stagnant aggregation of human beings on the face
of the earth. During the year 1872 there were
neither births, marriages nor deaths within its

on eas

M. G. PALMER

oyJSdtt
I

FIRE,

respectfully

already organized
Ear

announce tii.t
In another Mill and
Mills Oak as
1
promptly

B. C. JORDAN
“UM.

The American Associativa for the Advancement of Science.
A large number of our best citizens assembled
last evening in tlie Council Room,City
Building,
to consider the matter of the proposed session of
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!Vcw Advertisements To-Day.
ENTERTAINMENT COLUMN.
Musie Hall—Amateur Dramatic Entertainment.
Course.

AUCTION COLUMN.
Real Tstato—F. O. Bailey & Co.
SPECIAL NOTICE COLUMN.
Musical—Haw os & Cragiu.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Vick’s Flcral Guide.
Whitten & Co.

Personal—Mrs. W. H. Wilder.
Lost—Sable Fur Cape.
Read—Swoetftr & Co.
Samples—B. L. Wolcott.
Piano-Forte Tuner—J. Enger.
Seed Catalogue—Kendall & Whitney.
Employment—E. B. Smith & Co.
First Class Business—J. B. Ford & Co.
Especial Attention—E. H. Kollogg.
Ten Per Cent. —Brown, Wadsworth & Co.

CIVIL

TERM,

BEFORE

On motion of Hon. C. P. Kimball the followwere appointed a committee to
select a local committee, to incude themselves
and to consist of least fifty members, whose
duty it shall be to assume full charge of the
whole matter and to take such action as the distinguished character of the guests and the dignity of the city shall warrant:—Benjamin
Kingsbury, Jr., Mayor; T. C. Hersey, President Board of Trade; M. N. Rich, President of

8Y-

Wednesday.—Charles F. Bryant vs. Warren Sparrow.
Action of trespass quare clausum.
Reported
yesterday. Evidence out and arguments concluded.
A. A. Strout—Frank for plff.
Butler & Fessenden for deft.
John M. Richardson vs. Ephraim R. Brown. Trespass against an officer for taking a horse from plaintiff’s possession on a replevin writ, in favor of one
Morrison and against Charles B. Kneeland. Plain-

part of the defence set up in that case was
horse had been sold to and purchased by
John M. Richardson in good faith and without knowledge on his part that there was any trouble or question iu regard to the title to the property. The
jury,
however, did not seem to think so, and rotumod a
verdict for the plaintiff.
This case was submitted to the
presiding Judge
upon the testimony taken by the reporter in the other
the
case,
only question being whether or not Richardson xmrehased tho horse in
good faith, and without
knowledge on his part that there was uny question
about the title. Decision for the defendant.
S. C. Strout—Harmon for plff’.
N. S. Littlefield for deft.
term;

one

that the

President; 1849,

Henry

York County 8* JT. Court.
VIRGIN J., PRESIDING.
Tuesday.—Ellen Leavitt vs. Augustus M. Morgan. Assumpsit for board furnished defendant’s
men while at work on the Boston & Maine Railroad
extension. Verdict lor plaintiff for $3t>6.60.
Eastman.
Tai*ley.
Sarah J. Holmes vs Haven A. Butler. Trespass on
the case. Referred to nresidinf* .Twlcrp. .Tn.icrmpnt
for plaintiff $263.
Yeaton.
Howard & Cleaves.
Ira C. Guptill vs. Alphonso E.
Libby. In Mayi
1872, this plaintiff’ was indebted to defendant $18
Defendant caused plaintiff to bo arrested upon a capias writ, making affidavit on the back of the writ
that he believed Guptiil was to depart
beyond the
limits of this State. This action is brought on the
ground that when that affidavit was made Libby had
no reason to believe and did not believe that
tlje plaintiff was to leave the State, but that it was his intention to injure the plaintiff. The jury
disagreed.
Smith, Derby.
Lunt.
Wednesday.—William A. Roberts vs. Bradbury
Seavey et als. Action of assumpsit. Account annexed for butter and eggs furnished defendants in
the summer of 1870 for the Ocean House at Saco—
$66.16 The defence is that the butter and eggs were
not first quality, and that they have
already been
paid for. Verdict for plaintiff $50.78.
Hamilton.
Smith.
The Court will adjourn finally this (Thursday) af-

presiding, and in August, at Albany,
Prof. Agassiz, President; 1853, at Cleveland,
Ohio, Prof. Benjamin Pierce, the present head
of the Coast Survey, President; 1854, at Washsnzton. Prof. J. D. Dana President: 1855. at
B. I., Prof. John Torrey President; 1856, at Albany, Prof. James Hall President; 1857, at Montreal, Prof. J. W. Bailey
President; 1858, at Baltimore, Alexis Creswell
presiding; 1859, at Springfield, Prof. S. Alexander President; 1860, at Newport, Isaac Lea, LL.
D., President; the meetings having been suspended during the war, in 1866, the meeting

Providence,

sojourn of its members pleasant,
meetings successful.

the

engraving
pages of original piano-forte
is continued this evening.

music.

between those who are cultivating science
in different parts of the United States, to give
a stronger
and more general impulso and a

course

systematic direction to scientific research
in our country, and to procure for the labors of
more

the scieutific men
wider usefulness.”

annually
from all

The fair

sterling.
Yesterday two men arrived at the Falmouth
House, one of whom registered the names of
George H. Young and friend. It seems that
Young is a New York detective, and the man
accompanying him was sent to identify

to be served in the upper hall, and
is requested to bring something eat-

each lady
able.
The case of William T. Sargent, postmaster
at Parsonsficld, charged with delaying,
opening
and embezzling letters, was taken
up in the
United States District Court yesterday. But
little progress was made.
Three cases of Email pox were reported

Beatton.
As soon as the Moravian was signalled last
evening, Marshal Clark accompanied by the
New York officers, put out in a tug to meet her.

They boarded her, found the man they wanted,
arrested him, brought him on shore, and carried him to the Falmouth Honse.
Tho customs officers were sent for and his trunks were
searched. A superfluity of personal apparel
being found in them, they were taken in charge
by the inspectors. A cash box was found in
one of them,
which, on being opened, was as-

on

the corner of Poplar and Congress Streets.
The case on Hancock Street had its
origin in

Boston.

Five persons amused themselves by
getting
drank last night, and were arrested therefor.
How many got drank and were not ar-

ceipt given to Mr. Beatton for the same. Last
night it looked as if a compromise would be
effected, and several papers passed between the

vagrancy.
P. 8. a P. It. R.
Mb. Editor:—I see by your
report in the
Phbss that Mr. Farrington stated in the Senate on Thursday last that the old bridge was

arrested man and the officers.
Beatton is a thick-set, heavy, blond-bearded
man, with much expanse of forehead, and a

child-like and bland smile. He appeared
perfectly cool, and apparently looked upon the

accommodate the P. S. & P. railroad. This statement is iucorrect, as tlie P. S.
& P. protested against its removal. Your cor.
respondent. T., says in his communication: “If
the bridge was replaced as it was, not a car
could pass under it” on what he calls illegal
to

most

matter in the light of a business transaction in
which he had got cornered, and in order to escape from which he must make some sacrifices.
He was accompanied by a woman, aud
registered as Mr. Bacon and wife.
Last night he
remained at the Falmouth House in charge of

tracks. Very well, if this bridge had not been
removed these tracks over which your correspondent grieves so much, could not have been
used; therefore if T used his influence to have
the bridge removed, he in a measure is accountable for the tracks being placed where
they are.
Mr. T. further says the County Commissioners
should require the P. S. & P., and other rail-

the officers.
Cocbse.—The announcement is
made in another column, of the Peoples course,
Peoples’

four

roads to construct the bridge over the
crossing
to make it safe and free from obstruction
and tlie illegal tracks removed.
If there was
no obstruction when the old
bridge was standI
do
not see the justice of causing the railiug,
road to rebuild the
bridge which was removed
contrary to their wishes and against tlieir protest.
new bridge is to be
built, why not build
as to accommodate tlie
public and the
railroad, and require the railroad company to
pay their proportionate part of the expense,
which I have no doubt they will
cheerfully ;do.

If the railroad company will consent to
pay tlie
whole expense, so much the better for tlie

was

county.
I believe if
any disinterested person will go
out to the ground and consult the
managers of
and passenger trains of the P. S. &
be convinced that these
your correspondent calls illegal, result in a benefit instead of an injury to
tllc 1?r'J£e; f»r by
using these
«
Caused by moving trains Ts much
less than it would
otherwise be
This accords
testimouy »f Mr. Barrett of the
freight department of the P. 8 & p
and Sidney
Stewart, yard marter of the
ue G
1
T
railroad in this

ill* i!5Vel-over

tickets

at the earnest solicitation of a
our citizens.
Sale of seats

maybe anticipated.

Pbivate Tjseatbicals.—It will l>e noticed by
the advertisement in to-days Pbess that “Our
Wife” and “Naval Engagements” will be

MtiJSS?

city.

passing along Canal sticet just as
the blast occurred, and a
large fragment of rock
was thrown
through tlie hack, hitting a small
boy who was riding on the rack,
inflicting serious, and it is feared fatal,
injuries. The boy’s
name was Sullivan.

engaged

opens at Stockbridge’s on Monday morning
next, and with the price at one dollar for the
course—about the price of evening tickets for
the Beethoven concert—a rapid sale of course

freight

was

of

large number of

P. railroad, they will
turec tracks which

stables

price

lecture by Itev. W. D. Cudworth of Boston, of
which Boston papers speak highly.
Then follows a concert by the Beethoven Quintette
Club of Boston, to be assisted by a lady vocalProf. J. W. Churchill
ist not yet announced.
closes the course with a dramatic reading, and

a

Severe Accident.-A serious
accident resulted from a blast on the Boston
& Maine ex.
tension in the cut near Park street
yesterday
forenoon. A hack belonging to the Preble
St.

at the very low
a reserved
seat,

certainly fine; the opening concert is by the
ever popular Temple Quartette,Mrs. Burnham,
aud Mr. Dow, pianisf; followed by a humorous

it so

the

entertainments,
dollar, including

and we
have no doubt of the success of the course at
this price and at this time, when the other two
courses are concluded.
The talent presented is
one

so as

If

Arrival

I

of the

Moravian.—The

were

Joseph Farwell, Rockland; W.

brought out on Monday and Tuesday evenings,
and “The Honeymoon” on Thursday and Friday evenings. The sale of tickets will commence this morning at Hawes & Cragin’s, and

extra charge for reserved seats,
advise all our readers who propose to attend
(and who does not?) to lie on hand aud secure
their seats. We assure our friends that a rich
treat is in store for them. The details have been

as

there is

no

we

carefully looked

after and every
sure to

formance will be quite
sensation.

evening’s perproduce a rare

R. Reed, WaldThe Directors elected Charles Levi
Woodbury, President; C. E. Fuller of Boston,
Treasurer; and A G. Pago of Bath, Clerk.
The Directors are now in council at the Sagadahoc House. The best of feeling now prevails among the corporators, and the prospect
oboro.

Allan

steamship Moravian, Capt. Graham, from
Liverpool the 30th ult., arrived at this port
abont ten o’clock last night. She brought 26
cabin and 84 steerage passengers, and a large
cargo. She reports pleasant weather.

for

Ferry Village.
On Thursday evening, Feb. 13tb, the ladies
of the M. E. church and society will hold a Sociable at Good Templars’ Hall for tho benefit
of the society. The exercises are to consist of
speeches, dialogues and declamations. A good

Read and assigned—Bill to amend chap. 143,
R S., relating to the Insane Hospital; resolve
in favor of Woodland plantation, Aroostook
county; to amend sec. 2, chap. 97, R S.;' to authorize Giles Loring to extend wharf in Royal’s
river, Yarmouth; resolve in favor of chapel at
Insane Hospital. This resolve appropriates
$9,500; bill to incorporate tbe Waterford Hotel
Co. ;to incorporate the Cumberland Royal Arch
Chapter; resolve in favor of State Prison.
On motion of Mr. Dingley the vote passing
to be engrossed the bill legalizing the doings of
the Selectmen of Wiscasset, was reconsidered,
and the bill tabled.
On motion of the same gentleman, tbe bill
amending chap. 74, public laws of 1872, relating to savings banks, was, on its passage to be

engrossed,

tabled.
Leave to withdraw was reported on the following matters: Petition for one term of the
Supreme Judicial Court to be held at Lyndon?
Aroostook county; prohibiting the throwing of
sawdust and other refuse matter into the St.

mation is especially valuable, coming as it does,
Tbe dinear the opening of the spring season.
rections regarding the culture and proper care
of flower gardens will be of great interest to
the ladies. We^hazard nothing in saying that
the firm of Kendall & Whitney stand unrivalled in this State in value, variety and completeness of seed stock, and in facilities for raising
and supplying it to the trade and to agriculturalists generally at the lowest market rates.

Croix river; of J. Williams et als. relating to
the Belfast Water Company; bill to amend
chap. 49, R. S.
Ought not to pass—Bill granting municipal
aid to manufauturing companies.
Orders passed—(By Mr. Farrington.) That
the Legislature define the duties of the
intendent of Public Schools, and decide if his
duties embrace a visit to the common schools.
This order was, under the rules, referred to the

Super^

all grown by the firm themselves
or by growers in whom they can place implicit
confidence, and none is allowed to pass out of
their hands until satisfactorily tested. By these
are

next Legislature. •
Passed to be enacted—Bill to incorporate tbe
Franklin Land and Lumber Co.; to incorporate
the Paris Mutual Fire Ins. Co.; to amend chap.
18, sec. 6, R. S.,relating to the penalty for placing obstructions on railroad tracks; to authorize the extension of tbe Kennebec & Wisccsset
railroad, also to change the name of the company; to set of part of the town of Manchester and anuextne same to Winthrop; relating
to the election of directors in the school districts in the city of Augusta; to amend charter
of city of Hallowell; to incorporate the Central
Maine Mutual Fire Ins. Co.; to authorize E.
Bicksmore et als. to extend wharf in Friendship harbor; to amend act incorporating tbe
town of Kingman; to incorporate Pleasant
River Steamboat Co.; to extend time of locating and completing the Bridgton Branch R R.;
to incorporate Kennebec & New York Navigation Co.; to incorporate the Pondicherry Co.;
to incorporate the Farrell Manufacturing
Co.;
to authorize N. L. Thompson to build wharf in
Kennebunk river; relating to the valuation of
No. 5, R' 3,Somerset county.

enviable reputation for just and honorable dealing.
Its facilities this year have been greatly increased,
and are now unrivalled. The stock of grass seeds
is especially large and very choice, and Bhould
an

neglected by purchasers. The usual
good assortment of agricultural implements has
been added to, and now presents a great variety
bo

of choice.
The catalogue is now ready for gratuitous distribution at Kendall & Whitney’s warehouse in
Market Square.
Mr. S. Colman Allen, who is so well and
favorably known to tbe patrons of this establishment, has charge of the vegetable and seed

deportment.
nUCELLANEOITI NOTICES.

Finally passed—Resolve in aid of road through
Long Swamp in the town of Littleton.
On motion of Mr. Martin, the bill relating to

Engeb, whose advertisement appears in
columns to-day, has had twenty years experience at the business.
M.

our

The annual Cash sale of marked
goods will contiue a few days longer at
H. W. Simonton & Co.’s 351

down

St.
febl2-2l*

Congress

_

naturally seek the means for
reaching the largest number of readers, and
those of the best quality. The Daily Pbess
Advertisers

fills the bill in both particulars better than any
other daily journal in Maine.
The Enquirer.—The best advertising medium in Maine. Circulation 10,000 and increas-

ing 1000

per month.

Try

it.

janftf

j

the pay of school committees was taken from
the table, discussed, and by a yea and nay vote,

indefinitely postponed.
The general railroad bill came

AUGUSTA MATTERS.
(Special

to

the Press.)

Augusta, Feb. 12.
Committee Work.
the committees will report finally
the last of the week, and next week two sessions a day will be commenced.
The last day
of February is set for adjournment.
Some
members who are suffering from nostalgia
think that the introduction of a case or two of
bogus small pox would hurry up adjournment.
Tke Education Committee
to-day agreed to report a bill making physiology a branch in which teachers should ho examined, also a bill to withhold the State school
money from towns which misappropriate or
fail to expend properly the school fund.
Cider Legislation.
The Temperance Committee to-night decided
to report an amendment to the
prohibitory
liquor law striking the word “cider” from the
first section and also providing that the law
shall not apply to the manufacture of cider
nor its sale, except when
intoxicating cider is
sold to be drank on tbc premises.
A

Many of

minority

report will be made which prohibits the sale of
cider when intoxicating. 1
The Railroad Committee
to-day disposed of the following matters:—Tlio

petition of the Maine Central to consolidate all
its branches; of the Penobscot Bay and River
Railroad to extend its time of location; leave to
bring in bills was voted. Leave to withdraw
was ordered on the petition of the
Georges Valley R R. Co. to extend its charter. The Buokfield Branch case was disposed of by voting to
bring in a bill. The Maine Central consolidation bill only succeeded by a majority of one,
the vote standing 5 to 4. This committee will
close up its docket Friday.
The Maine Publishers Association
held a session to-day and is evidently in earnest to prevent the passage of the new postage
bill that will come up in the XJ. S. Senate in a
day or two. Speaker Blaine has been telegraphed to do all in his power to prevent the
passage of the bill providing that newspaper
postage shall be paid in advance, and the Legislature will be asked to
pass a resolution urging the Maine delegation to oppose the measure.

The Military.
The military men find that the
existing statute is not adequate to carry out the recommendations of Gen. Chamberlain, and the Military
Committee do not deem it prudent to bring
such a ineasuro before the Legislature at this

up

by assign-

ment and was discussed at length by Messrs.
Mr. Butler
Butler, Farrington and others.
took strong grounds against the bill and Mr.
Farrington warmly odvocated the measure.

Pending its passage to be engrossed, the bill
was defeated—yeas 10, nays 20.
Adjourned.
HOUSE.

Senate papers disposed of in concurrence.
The following matters were referred to the
next Legislature:—Petition of A. R. Phillips;
J. P. Stimson; Remonstrance of F. H. Moore
Ct

BY TELEGRAPH.

12.

House papers disposed of iu concurrence.
The joint committee of conference on the
Jesse Drew matter reportedjnot able to agree,
and were discharged.

extensive seed houses in New England.
The incidental information about and directions in regard to the proper planting and culture of seeds which the pamphlet contains will
render it of great value to all interested in agriThis inforculture and its kindred pursuits.

not

is said to be
preparing in Congress, which will
be delivered in a few days or weeks, the effect
of which, it is
predicted, will leave holders of
United States securities in doubt if they have
any property at all in the road, or whether, as
they have it, it does not belong to the government. This at least is the talk on the street,
and tune wiil determine whether it has any
foundation/*

Meeting

ot

Shipowner*.

At a meeting of the Shipowners Association
this evening, a memorial was adopted to Secretary Fish, asking for protection against fines
levied by tho customs authorities in Cuban
ports, on a pretext of errors in tho manifesto of
cargo. A memorial was also adopted praying
for a substitution of fine or imprisonment for
smuggling instead of the seizure of a vessel,
which was pronounced a parody on justice, as
the owners have no control over the actions of
the crew|ir passengers.
The Syndicate.
The World says an important meeting of the
Syndicate was held yesterday to consider what
is termed a demand by the Secretary that the
Syndicate take up the $100,000,000 of the 5-20s
called in by the Secretary, the call having been
issued, it is stated, at the request of the Syndicate, in order to stimulate subscriptions to the
new loan.
The call having failed practically to
insure its purpose the Syndicate is regarded as
responsible for the amount, so as to relievo the
government from being placed in a false position. Although the meeting was private it
was well understood that the question discussed
was whether the Syndicate would take up
the
$100,000,000 to be officially called, or abandon
their contract with the government.
Arrest for Offering to Sell Counterfeit
Greenbacks.
This morning Henry Munningcr was committed by Commissioner Shields to await the action of the grand jury, on a charge of
sending
circulars through tho mails offering to sell
counterfeit greenbacks. This is tho first arrest
under the act of Congress of June 8, 1872,making it felony to use the mails with tho purpose
of defrauding. Policojjustices no longer have
the power to deal with such cases.

ms.,
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the State; of L. P. Totman et als., against the
amendment of the charter of Fairfield Bridge;
several petitions relating to the Georges Valley
Railroad; Remonstrance of Bangor School
Committee against uniformity of school textbooks.
Order pasted—That the House meet hereafter
at 9 A. M., excepting Mondays.
Read and assigned—Bill to incorporate the
Greenough Church Edifice Association: to incorporate Portland Women Christian Association; to incorporate the Ellsworth and Deer
Isle Telegraph Company; to make valid the
doings ofthe town of Minot; to incorporate the
Trustees of Johnson Home School for Boys;
to incorporate the Eastport Gas Light Company: to authorize the town of Yarmouth to
loan its credit to manufactures; to change the
names of certain persons: to incorporate the
Northport Grove Camp Meeting Association;
to amend sec. 5, chap. 124, R. S., relating to indecent exposures; to amend sec. 87, chap. 11,
R. S., relating to Normal Schools; to amend
chap. 38, Public Laws of 1872, relating to insolvent estates.
Leave to withdraw was reported on the petition of J. L. Little; D. A. Sewall; J. Wilde;
A. Lombard et als.; A. Nourse; I. M. Weston;
J. W. Uimer; W. Luckforth; W. H. Rhodes;
A. E. Ricker.
The bill relating to compulsory attendance
was taken from the table and
indefinitely postponed, after a long and warm discussion, participated in by Messrs. Mathews, Corthell and

May.
The bill relating to compulsory vaccination
was taken from the table and debated
by Mr.
Vinton and others. It was then amended and
passed to be engrossed.
A reconsideration was moved on the bill relating to a penalty for placing obstructions on

tracks, and pending the
and to-morrow assigned.

railroad
tabled

motion was

MASSACHUSETTS.
Alley Acquitted.
Boston, Feb. 12.—The jury in the case of
for
the
murder of Ellis, retired at six
Alley,
o’clock this evening and were ont about four
hours, when they returned with a verdict of not
guilty. Alley was immediately discharged
and returned to his home with his

waiting.

Investigation.
All the witnesses in the Louisiana investiga-

tion have been discharged. Messrs. Warinoth
and McMillan will make their final statements
to-morrow, and a little more evidenco may be
taken, after which the case will lapse into the
obscurity of the secret sessions.
Vet seil by the Prhsideut
The President has vetoed the bill entitled the
act for the relief of those suffering from the
destruction of the salt works near Manchester,
Ky., pursunt to the order of Gen, Buell. The
President says the objections made by him to
the hill for tho relief of <T. Milton Best, and
also tho East Tennessee University apply with
equal force to this bill. The destruction of the
salt works was a military necessity and he cannot consent to a doctrine that the United States
is liable for all claims of property destroyed by
the Union armies during the war.

XLII1) CONGRESS.
SENATE.

Washington, Feb. 12.
from the Finance Committee, reported with amendment the bill amendatory of
the providing for the redemption and sale of
lands held by the United States under tho act
levying direct taxes, and asked its immediate
consideration.
Mr. Edmunds introduced a bill to authorize
the continued employment of Mr. Hale, the
agent and counsel of the United States before
the British and American Mixed Commission,
till he takes a segt in Congress, to which he has
been elected.
After somo unimportant business the Senate
proceeded to the House to witness the counting
of the electoral votes for President and Vice
President
At five minutes past eight the Senate returned to its chamber.
On a motion of Mr. Sherman a resolution was
for the appointment of one on the part
adopted
of the Senate to join two members appointed by
the House to inform the President and Vice
President elect of their election.
Mr. Sherman was appointed as a committee
on the part of the Senate.
Adjourned.
Mr.

family,

who

_

Scott,

HOUSE.
This being the day when the ceremony of
counting the Presidential electoral votes takes
place in the House, the galleries are, in spite of
the rain, crowded with fashionable dressed persons.

The Senate amendments to the bill making
for the Vienna Exposition were concurred in.
A message was sent to the Senate that the
House was prepared to receive that body to proceed with
counting the electorial votes for
President and Vice President.
The bill amending the 30th section of the internal revenue law of the 14th of July, 1870, so
as to provide that on all importations of sugar,
molasses, pig iron or railroad iron, the amount
of bond required shall only be in a penal sum
of double the amount of duties on such artscles, and that on all other importations the
bond shall be in a penal sum equal to the invoice value of the imported merchandise with
the duties added thereto was passed.
j
At one o’clock the door-keeper announced the
arrival'of the Senate. The Speaker and members
of the House remained standing while the Senate took the seats assigned them.
Ma. Colfax, Vice President, took the chair of
the Speaker.
Senator Sherman and Representatives Dawes
and Buck were appointed tellers.
The Vice President called the joint convention to order, stating that the Senate and
House of Representatives having met under the
provisions of the Constitution, for the purpose
of opening and declaring the vote for the offices
of President and Vice President of tho United
States for the term of four years, commencing
on the 4th of March next, and it being his duty
in the presence of both Houses thus convened
to open the votes, he would now proceed to discharge that duty. He then broke open tho
sealed packages containing the certificate of the
Governor of Maine as to the persons choseu as
electors ot that state, together with the certificates of the electors, and handed the same to
the tellers.
Senator Sherman thereupon read the certificates of the electors, showing that the votes of
that Stato were given for U. S. Grant for
President and Henry Wilsop for Vice President The same form was gone through with
in the case of the State of New Hampshire and
then it was ordered that instead of reading certificates in full the tellers should simply announce the result of the vote in each State unless reading of certificates should be specially
courso
was observed
called for, and that
The first variathroughout the proceedings.
tion in the uniformity of the count was when
Maryland was reached. Mr. Buck read a certificate from that State showing that its eight
votes had been cast for Thomas A. Hendricks
of Indiana, and for B. Gratz Brown of Missouri, as Vice President; the next deviation was in
the case of Georgia, and Mr. Beck having examined the certificate announced that eleven
votes of that State for President had been
given as follows: B. G. Brown (57 votes; Horace Greeley 3, Charles K. Jenkins 2. and the
B.
eleven votes for Vice President as follows:
G. Brown 5, Alfred H. Calquitt 5, N. P. Banks

provision

one.

The one vote for Vice President which Gen.
Banks had received from Georgia caused some
that gentleman.
laughter at the expense ofraised
relative |to the
A point of order was
three votes of Georgia which were given for
Horace Greeley, on the ground that he was
dead when the vote was given. The Senate retired to consider this and other objections.. On
the vote for Mr. Greeley the Senate voted that
it should be counted, and the House that it
should not. One of the other questions raised
Texas electors had
was that a majority of the
been appointed by loss than a majority. Another was that Missouri voted for candidates
for both President and Vice President living in
the same State. These were both overruled by
both Houses.
Objections were also raised respecting the
votes of Arkansas and Louisiana, and each
branch taking action, the votes of both States
were

Passed to be engrossed— Bill to annex the
Plantation of Hamlin Grant Co., of Oxford, to
the town of Woodstock; to authorize J. D.
Sturges to build wharves and booms in the tide
waters of Wiscasset. Adjourned.

were

Hr. Wilson9* Committee.
Washington, Feb. 12.—O. J. Dickey, one of
the executors of tho late Thaddeus Stevens, and
his law partner, appeared to contradict the ruHe testified that
mors respecting the deceased.
there was no stocks left by Sir. Stevens of the
was
and
that
there
Pacific Railroad,
nothing
among his books and papers indicating that ho
ever held bonds or stocks therein.
He went into a statement which fully dismisses all tho
charges made.
The Wilson Committee will to-morrow examine Oaker Ames and Col. McComb, and
then proceed to the preparation of their report.
Tue Louisiana

Augusta, Feb.

A.

acquired

bright

SENATE.

most

the firm has

shore line is

(Spocial to Press.]

very best style, its typographical execution reflecting great credit upon his care and skill. It
is a pamphlet of about seventy pages and contains full information in regard to the large
and choice variety of seeds'and agricultural implements which forms the stock of one of the

means

a

FIFTY-SECOND LEGISLATURE.

supper will be provided, furnished with all the
delicacies of the season. The church choir and
Union Brass Band will furnish the music on
the occasion. Should the weather prove favorable a large delegation is expeoted from Brown’s
Hill and Spurwink. Come one, coino all and

The seeds

Happen.

Something
New Yoek, Feb. 12.—The Evening Post
to the
in
its
says
money article: “In regard
Union Pacific stock, a thunderbolt, so to speak,
to

excluded.

The

general

result of the count was then

stated by the tellers through Senator Sherman.

The Vice President having received from the
teller an abstract of the votes, declared U. S.
Grant, of Illinois, having received a majority
of the whole number of electoral votes for
President and Vice President, was duly elected
Preaident of the United States for four years
commencing on the 4th of March, 1873, and that
Henry Wilson, of Massachusetts, having received a majority of the wjiole number of electoral votes for Vice President, was duly elected
Vico President of the United States for four
years commencing on the 4th of March, 1873.
The Senate then made its final exit and the
House adjourned._
METEOROLOGICAL.
PROBABILITIES FOR THE NEXT TWENTY-FOUR
HOURS.

The Campaign against the Apaches.
San Fbancibcq, Feb.
12.—Luis Rossant
Burke, of Gen. Crook’s staff, arrived at Camp
Grant Jan. 22, and reported that a battle was
fought with the Apaches dvring which four
warriors were killed and twelve captured.—
Crook is at a new post near Mt. Graham. His
troops have killed over SOO warriors since the
opening of the campaign. The General will
continue to fight the Indians until they sue for
peace.

War

Dep’t,

weather and snow, the winds
backing to the
northerly and westerly during Thursday
with clearing weather and
*ht’
a
‘“.re, from the Ohio valley to tho
winds veering to easterly and
soulfierlv in
creasing cloudiness and possibly light snow
over the upper ake
region For tte
easterly to southerly winds and cloudy weather
with probably snow over Iowa and Minnesota
Cautionary signals continue at Northfolk, Cape
May, Baltimore, New York, New London, Boston and Portland, Me.

HAVANA. Sell Marcus—3745 box shook*, 156 em|£
casks.
ST JOHN NB. Schr KittleStevens—1000bbla flour,
1100 bush malt, 1300 do oats.
Foreign Imports.
LIVERPOOL. Steamship Moravian—1 ease injse.
Marrett, Bailev&Co: 37 (io, J E Primlle; ldo, f
Paddock; 105do Canadian Express; 161 boxes off
A,lin: 48

niJht

Credit MoMlier.

mail

certained to contain £042 in English
gold,
£400 in Bank of England notes, and several
drafts on Duncan & Sherman.
This sum was
taken possession of by the detective, and a re-

rested, we are unable to state, but presume a
much larger number. There was one arrest for

destroyed

number of educated persons
to promote cordiailty'and har-

Arrest for Embmlemtsi.
Marshal Clark received a despatch from
New York recently, instructing him to board
the Allan mail steamship “Moravian,” on its
arrival atthis port, and if he found a passenger
by the name of Frederic G. Beatton, to immediately arrest him, as said Beatton was accused of embezzling the funds of his employers in England, and then taking passage for
this country. The sum embezzled was £1500

lemons, etc., make a part of the steam cargoes
at this port from Liverpool.
A “Crown Party” occurs this eveniug in the
G. A. R. course of Sociables. All are expected
to wear crowns of some description. Refresh-

two

a

City

arriving

ana

and

of members.

tension from Kennebunk to Boston commence
running on Monday. The Lecture Association
of Saco have chartered the first excursion train
over the Boston and Maine Railroad
extension,
to bring over a party from Kennekunk to their
concert.
Immense quantities of oranges, dates, raisins,

otrecc

facilities

Also, by bringing together

ics, Physics, and Chemistry, and section B.
Natural History.
The general meetings of the Association are
open to the public and all persons interested
are
always cordially invited to attend. The
Constitution also provides that those Who desire to take part at any one meeting, or wish to
aid in its objects, may become associate members, with all the scientific and social privileges

Mayor Kingsbury delivered a lecture at South
Windham last night.
The‘‘Hibernian,” after her return trip to
make no more trips on this line.
Liverpoo^will
Among other unpleasant things which the
heavy weather brought the North American,
on her recent
passage from Liverpool, was a
heavy sea which flooded her saloon and swept
the passengers therein iuto a promiscuous
heap,
leaving four feet of water in her waist.
Regular trains on the Boston and Maine ex-

uuc uii jiaiicucK.

large
sections,
a

increased

mony throughout our country.
The Association now numbers about six hundred members, embracing all the most distinguished scientific men in the country. At
each meeting it divides into sections for the
reading and discussion of special subjects. The
The usual division is into section A. Mathemat-

A locomotive bnilt by the Portland Company for the Johns River Railroad was to be
seen on Commercial Stiect yesterday.
It is
called the Dr. Ordway.

ments are

and the

“The objects of the Association are, by periodical and migratory meetings, to promote inter-

elaborate
of the Memorial Church and two

After benediction the remains
borne to the Eastern Cemetery.

Kendall & Whitney’s annual catalogue of
seeds has just been issued from the Daily Press
House by Wm. M. Marks, and is printed in the

President.
In the above named places the Association
was most cordially welcomed, and the citizens
were unremitting in their exertions to render

an

dead, adopted by the Sons of Temperance, were
performed, G. W. Patriarch M. L. Stevens
leading.

NEW YORK.

meeting was animated, two propositions beiog
before the meeting. After the acceptance of
the charter, parties east of Bath represented
an iuteres that seemed adverse to the desires
of non-resident corporators, who were hero
prepared** take stock and push the through
line. After a protracted struggle the friends of
an immediate
organization carried a motion to
adopt by-laws and elect a Board of Directors
Burning of the Steamship Erie.
and Executive Committee. This action will inThe officers of the New York & Brazil line of
sure the success of tlie enterprise.
It was urgsteamships have received communications coned that the Boston & Maine Railroad Co.
cerning the burning of the steamer Erie. The
would take control if an organization was pership was discovered to be on fire at ten o’clock
“-at
night, which originated in the hold and
and
that the charter might then be usedJ
fected,
spread radidly, and at 12 o’clock the passengers
to further their purposes with the Maine Cenand crew got into the boats and the vessel sunk
tral Company. It is not so, however.
Tho B.
in less than half an hour after she was desert& M. road have no control over the mattor ed. She had a cargo of coffee, which, with the
mails and vessel, was all lost.
whatever, hut will be offered aiuopportunity to
take stock in the road if they desire.
The
Board of Directors and Committee elected
WASHINGTON.
were:
Chas. Levi Woodbury, Boston; D. Lovering, Jr., Boston; E. L. Biddings, Boston; T.
H. Hubbard, Biddeford; Arthur Sewall, Bath;
C. W. Larrabee, Bath; Frankliu Reed, Bath;

remarks upon the Christian
character of the deceased, and his firm and
unswerving faith of a happy future. After the
religious exercises were over, the service for the

1

tlio Press.]

Feb. 12.—The corporators of tlie Portland & Bath railroad met in this city to-day.
All the corporators were present but one. Tho

some

Newberry, President; 1868, at Chicago, Prof.
B. A. Gould President; 1869, at Salem, Prof. J.

dent; 1871, at Indianapolis, Ind., Prof. Asa
Gray of Cambridge, President; 1872, at Dubuque, Prof. J. Lawrence Smith of Louisville,

There was a runaway and smashup on Market street yesterday morning.
The ladies had last evening, at the 2d church,
an attractive display of
tempting things for the
inner aud outer man. The third number of the

Luce made

to

Batii,

members of Portland Division No. 95, Sons of
Temperance; Forest City No. 1. Temple of
Honor, and the Aged Brotherhood. Bev. Dr.

contribute your mite.

W. Foster of Chicago, President; 1870, at Troy,
N. Y., Prof. T. S. Hunt of Montreal, Presi-

[Special

Luce officiating. Among those who were gath'
ered to pay the last tribute of respect were the

held at Buffalo, Prof. F. A. P. Barnard
President: 1867, at Burlington, Vt., Prof. J. S.

was

though the air was chilly.

circulated, containing

Institute, President;
Charleston, S. C., and in Au-

Bache

Brief Jsttinn.
M
The contribution at the First Parish for the
Widow's Wood Society last Sunday amounted
io $330. The sum will be made up to $400.
The levee of the
Samaritan Association
conies off on Wednesday
evening the 19th inst.,
aud not t#-day, as stated in our last issue.
We had a touch of fine weather yesterday,

was

Cambridge, Prof. Joseph

1850, March, at
gust, at New Haven, Conn., Prof. A. D. Baclip,
President; 1851, May, at Cincinnati, Prof.

ternoon.

Tablet

at

of the Smithsonian

datli Railroad Company.

Obsequies.—The funeral of the late Benj.
Bell took place yesterday afternoon at 2 p. in.,
from the Chestnut street church, the Bev Mr.

The following general facts in regard to the
Association may be of interest. The American
Association for the Advancement of Science, or

#---—--

Organization of tlie Portland and

G. Sword 32 to 38 iuches in length, yellow
metal scabbard, cross handle black hilt, head
with tent.

History.

pe.haps we ought to say an Association of Naturalists, was organized in 1818, and the present
association, on a new basis, with broader views
and larger purposes, was established in 1851.
Its places of meeting and the names of its prosiding officers have been as follows:—1848, at
Philadelphia, W. C. Redfield of New York,

The Shore Line Railroad.

tances.

the Mercantile Library Association;
W. L.
Putnam, President Portland Institute and
Public Library; A. H. Waite, President Maine
Charitable Mechanic
Association; William
Wood, President Portland Society of Natural

tiff’ claims that the horse waslm property. The case
of Morrison vs. Kneeland was tried at the December

MATTERS IN MAINE.

2 Gauntlet gloves, the hand part black kid,
to be of royal purple, with yellow
crossed crooks embroidered on tbe back of each
cuff, which is to be 5J inches wide, and a braid
similar to that on each baldric, around each
cuff.
4. A baldric, to be 4 inches wide, tuimmed
with yellow lace not over 1-2 inch wide, with
one row of gilt braid 1-8 inch wide, with yellow
lace fringe across each end, and with crossed
crooks embroidered upon the front of the baldric.
5. A
purple velvet belt, with two stripes of
gilt lace braid through the contre at equal dis-

ing gentlemen

MONDS.

The Somerset shire-town case was taken up
by the Committee on Legal Affairs to-day.
There was a large crowd interested. The matter was closed
The general
up and tabled.
feeling outside seems to be that the petitioners
will havef cave|to withdraw.
The corporators of the Maine Poultry Association met to-day and organized by the choice
of Albert Noyes of
Bangor, President; W. P.
Atherton of Hallowell, Secretary; and Fred F.
Harris of Portland, Treasurer. It was voted to
hold an exhibition next fall.

gauntlets

high character of the association and the distinguished attainments of its members, including as it does, all the foremost scientific men of
America.

JUDGE

Bridges will report a bill empowering the County Commissioners to lay out a
ferry landing in Portland for
Cape Elizabeth, where they shall deem best.

chapeau.

The chairman and several other gentlemen
made remarks expressive of appreciation of the

Superior Court.
FEBRUARY

rather than three battalions.
Ki Cetera.
Tho Committee on Ways and

Putnam of the Essex Institute of
Salem, the I tion. The opportunity presented for doing a
Permanent ecretary of the Association, who
good act and having a good time, all at once, is
was present by
invitation, made a statement in a tempting one, and will not, we think, be
regard to the character of the meetings and the readily neglected by our|citizens.The managers
details of the reception at Salem in 1869. He said are determined to make the occasion one of
that about 600 members attended the meeting great enjoyment, and their efforts cannot but be
there; that a local committee of fifty citizens crowned with success. A ball room is like an
them
was appointed to welcome and entertain
omnibus, you know—there is always room for
one more; so those of our readers who have not.
and to make all arrangements in connection
secured tickets, will do well to do it at
with the session; that $2500 were raised by subonce,and
an
participate in the good time coming.
scription; that the City Government gaye
and
that
the
$1500,
entertainment costing
I. O. O. F.—At a meeting of the Grand EnBoard of Trade and several private citizens also
campment in this city Wednesday, the followgave entertainments.
ing uniform was prescribed for the EncampRev. E. C. Bollcs made some very pleasant
remarks on the great interest and value of the ments throughout the State:
1. Black frock coat and black pantaloons.
meetings, the high scientific character of the
2. Biack chapeau with three
members and the advantages afforded in the
plumes, two
black and one royal purple running between
neighborhood of Portland for scientific explora- tne black, and over the
centre of the chapeau.
tion, suggesting excursions both seaward and Yellow metal crossed crooks on a black rosette,
with
a
on
the left side of the
mountaiuward.
purple centre,

CITY AND VICINITY.

Copartnership—Lewis,

it
hour.
There is every
will be the event of the season, and a source of
all those who choose to
great entertainment to
for which it is
attend. The benevolent object
to demand something
gotten up gives it a right
from our sympathies and our purses, and we
trust neither will be found in a bankrupt condi-

Washburn, Jr.,
appointed chairman of the meeting, and Clarence Hale, Esq., was chosen as
Secretary. Dr.

Bath, of J. O. Shaw.
Lewiston, of W. F. Stanwood,

City Ilali—People’s

time.

to

that

assurance

the American Association f jrthe Advancement
of Science in this city in August next. On motion of Dr. Wood, Hon. I.
was

Andrews,Wentworth, Glendenning Moses, Henderson, and Chisholm Bros., on all trains thatruu out of
thocity.
At Biddeford, of Pillsbury.
At Saco of L, Hodgdon.
At Waterville, of J. S. Carter.
At Gorham, of News Ageut.

The military men will ask Gov. Perham
carry out the suggestions of the Major General as far as possible under existing laws.
It
is deemed best, however, to have two
regiments

The Calico Ball.—The prospects of the calball, which comes off at City Hall this evening, for a grand success, grow brighter every
ico

Office Chief Signal 1

>
Officer, Washington, D. C.,
Feb. 13. (1 A. M.))
Probabilities—For the Southern State# east
of the Mississippi westerly to
winds and clear weather, from Lake Erie to
New Jersey, Maryland and Virginia, winds
shifting to northerly and westerly, falling temperature and clearing weather during the day.
For New York and New England fresh and
brisk winds and high along the coast, cloudy

northwesterly

ENTERTAINMENTS.

7

Northwest

ANTIQUARIAN SUPPED!
The Ladle# of

THE SECOND
PARISH
will hold a Sale

dorMTtffi",&c°= id°’akA

ISTeuings.FcSt.

“•»««■ Nt.ch l.i.t.

re

inarian Supper from GJ
12t

Second Call.
Loston and Maine
Railroad.
Sales lat Auction.

THE REPUBLIC OF SPAIN.

CALICO BALL!

123J

..

General Quiet and Harmony Prevail.

u
Bates Manufacturing Co
..
Bates Manufacturing Co
Boston & Maine Railroad......
Portland, Saco & Portsmouth it
Bates Manutufacring Company.. ..
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Londox, Fell. 12-10 A. M.—Since 0 o’clock
this
despatches have been received
from morning
Madrid giviug an account of the situation
there which is more favorable than was hoped

here last night. No disturbance of
any kind is
reported, and there seems to be'a disposition on
all hands to maintain order and
support the
measures of the provisional
authorities. The
Cortes yesterday was the central
of interpoint
est anti bulletins ot its proceedings were anxawaited
crowds
of
by
iously
persons in ail the
public places of the city. The houses assembled at a late hour. A formal message of abdication of Amadeus was read in each chamber
separately. It opens with the statement that
the King lias maturely considered the question
of what course he ought to pursue with reference to the Spanish throne, and he has lirmly
resolved on that course. When he accepted tho
crown he did so under the belief that the loyalty of the people who had called him would
compensate for the inexperience which he
brought £o his task. He had found that herein ho was deceived. If the enemies who bad
beset his path had been foreigners he would
not have taken the course now determined upou, but they arc Spaniards. By them Spain lias
been kept in perpetual disquiet. All his efforts to quiet her or put an end to intrigues,
which were the source of her agitation, lmd
proved unavailing. It was not enough that he
had partial suppojf. He had no wish to remain on the throne as a King of a party. He
therefore announced his abdication on behalf of
himself and his heirs. Upon completion of the
readings the Senate and Congress met together
and constituted themselves the Sovereign Courts
of Spain.
London, Feb. 12—Noon.—Further details of
the proceedings in the Spanish Cortes yesterday
are received.
The resolution of Senor Pio, before reported adopted by 256 to 32,com prised sev
oral propositions, among which were tlio follow-

ing:

That Spain be declared a Republic; that the
National Assembly assume all powers of supreme authority; that they appoint a responsible government to execute their decrees; that to
another assembly, to be hereafter elected, he referred the duty ot determining the form of a
constitution.
Tho resolution was divided into several parts,
and each part voted upon separately. The provisions declaring a Republic and vesting sovereign power in the Assembly were adopted.—
The remaining clauses were thou taken up for
discussion.
Senor Solmeron declared his conviction that
the government of Senor Zorilla ought to receive the support of the Assembly. He demanded that a new government be elected before the
proposals of Senor Pio wore adopted.
Senor Rivero answered that the President of
the Cortes was responsible for the preservation
of tho public peace and order.
Senor Zorilla came down into the body of the
chamber and urged the propriety of Senor SoF
ornn’e

Un

nrno

nnll/wl

In

1...

was

being superseded by

a

Republic.

Senor Rivero thereupon left the chair and the
house, and Senor Figuerola was called to preside in his place.
1

p.

m.—The

following

from

Madrid

is

just received: “It is believed here that Rivero,
President of the Cortes, will be elected President of the provisional Republic established by

the vote last night. Perfect order has been
preserved in Madrid. The attitude of the
troop3 and of the national guard is satisfactory.
Tne Cortes to-day elected the following government :
Fugueras for President of the Council, received 244 votes; Cordoba, Minister of War, 230
votes; P. Y. Margall, Minister of Interior, 243
votes; Nicolas Solmeron, Minister of Justice,242
votes; Francisco Solmeron,Minister of Colonies,
238 votes; Beranger, Minister of Marine, 246
votes; Costelar, Minister of Foreign Affairs, 245
votes; Becena, Minister of Public Works, 233
votes; E. C. Hegarav, Minister of Finance, 242
votes.
The newly elected members of the government took their seats upon the ministerial
bench. M. Figureat then addressed the assembly. He promised thpt the Spanish people
should in the future have the utmost freedom
in the choice of rulers and representatives. He
then read numerous telegrams from the provinces showing that public peace and order have
been everywhere preserved. He hoped a Rewould be established forever aud that
pain would henceforth exercise her just influence in the affairs of Europe.
He believed that
other latin nations would not be slow to imitate
her example. The government now chosen
would ensure national integrity. The assembly
then adjourned.
The President of the Cortes will be elected
to-morrow. The city is quiet to-uiglit. The
revolution will be celebrated by a grand illumination.

Sublic

MINOR TELEGRAMS.
Col. Yorke, Senator Pomeroy’s accuser, will
be in Washington to testify on Friday.
The new

Congregational house on Beacon
street, Boston, designed as the headquarters of
the denomination in Sew England, was dedicated yesterday.
Odd Fellows Building iu Beverly, Mass., was

burned Tuesday night. Loss $5000.
Rio de Janeiro advices to the 22d ult. state
state that the yellow fever is raging in that
city. I)e#lis average 40 a day.
The joint Finance Committee of the Georgia
Legislature, in consultation with the Governor,
have agreed to report in favor of levying a direct tax of $1,000,000 upon the people.
Geo. Driver was Monday convicted at Chicago of the murder of his divorced wife. The jury
fix the punishment of death.
The great Arizona diamond suit of Lent vs.
Arnold, Slack and others, at Elizabethtown,
Ky., has been dismissed without prejudice,and
a motion entered to transfer the suit to the U.
S. Court.
There was a rumor afloat Monday forenoon
in New York that the syndicate only sold $25,000,000 in Enropc.
Leading Cubans consider the present trouble
in Spain will ultimate in favor of Cuban inde-

@ 1-16

per cent.

Sterling

Ex-

THURSDAY

OENERAL MANAGERS:
Hn. BenJ.Kiugsbury Jr
Hon. A. W, H, Claim’
Hon. G. T. Davis,
lion. A. E. Stevens,
Mr. Nathan Cummings
Mrs. I. P. Farrington,
Mr. J. H. Fletcher,
Mrs. K. H. ISurgin,
Mrs. Nathaniel Deering, Gen. S. J. Anderson,
Gen. J. D. Feiscnden,
Mrs. J. B. Carroll,
Mr. M. P. Emery,
Mrg. W. H. Anderson,
Mr.
Mrs. G. W. Deering,
S, Clark,
Mr. Cuba. E. Jose,
Mrs. Edmund Phinney,
Mr. M. M. Butler.
Miss Mary Clapp,
Mr. B. Barnes, Jr.
Miss J. K. McLellan,

St. J. Smith,
Mrs. John Kau.i,
Mrg. S. K. Spring.
Mrs. Jacob McLellan,
Mrs.

Cyrus

FLOOR managers:

5!r* 5e.mann Kotzschmar,Mr. Edward E. Preble,
Mr. W. W. Thomaa, Jr.,
H Taw,<.V ""“T.
Whipple,
Mr. E. S. E. McLellan,
™

Mr. A. E. Webb,

It is stated that an organization has been effected on Wall street to lock up money and
cause a financial stringency.
Commodore J. P. McKinsley died at Detroit,
Tuesday, aged 66.

FINANCIAL AND COMNIEKCIAL.
Review of Portland Markets.

Domestic Markets.
Feb. 12—Evening—Cotton weak and
2008 bales; Middling uplands at 201c.
rlour very dull and heavy; sales 4800 bbls; State 6 25
35; Round hoop Ohio 7 40 @ 10 50; Western 6 25
10 50; Southern 6 40 @ 13 00. Wheat is dull and
heavy; sales 21,000 bush; No 1 Spring 178 @ 1 82: No
2 do 1 61 @ 1 72; Winter Red Western 185 @ 2
00;
White Michigan 195 @ 2 35. Corn quiet and
steady;
sales 61,000 bush; new Mixed Western 62 @ 664c; old
do 66 @ 664c afloat. Oats a shade firmer; sales
93,000 bush; White Western 55 @ 57c; new Western
Mixed 54 @ 55c. Beef is quiet. Pork is steady;
new mess at 14 50.
Lard firm at 8| @ 8 7-16c. Butter firm; State 32 @ 40c. Whiskey dull at 93c. Rice
strong at 8 @ 84c. Sugar in moderate demand; re
fining 84 @ 9Jc. Coffee steady: Rio at 194 @ 204c in
Gold. Molasses quiet and steady; New Orleans at 75
@ 76c. Naval Stores—Spirits Turpentine is quiet at
674 @ 68c *> Bonin firm at 3 60^@ 3 90 for strained. Pe
troleum nominal; crude 9c; refined at 20c.
Tallow
firm at 8| @ 9Jc.
Wool quiet and firm; domestic fleece 65
68c.
Freights to Liverpool a shade firmer; Grain per
steam 7 @ 7Jd.
Chicago, Feb. 12.—Flour in fair demand and firm.
Wheat dull, unsettled and lower; No 1 Spring 1 25 (3)
1 264. closing at 1 254; No 2 do at 1 20J cash; 1 25$
seller March; do April 1 254 @ 1 30; No 3 do at 1 08$
@ 1 09; rejected at 96c. Coni quiet and unchanged;
No 2 Mixed at 31c cash; 31|c seller Mareh; 364c do
Oats steady; No 2 at 263 @
May; rejected at 27c.
27c; rejected 234 @ 233d. Rye 9teady at 654c for No 2.
Barley dull and a shade lower; No 2 Fall at 60 @ 61c.
Provisions active and higher. Pork sold at 12 60 @
12 65 cash; 12 75 12 80 lor seller March; do April 12 85
Lard steady at 7 35 cash. Bulk meats in
@ 13 00.
good demand; shoulders very firm at 44 @ 4gc; clear
rib sides 6|c; short cler middles 64c, all packed.—
Green Hams active at 74 @ 84c lor 20 to 16-pound
averages. Bacon firm; shoulders 54c; clear rib sides
74c; both packed. Dressed Hogs firm and in fair demand at 4 90 @ 4 95 for heavy and light. Whiskey is
steady at 874c.
Receipts—6,000 bbls flour, 73,000 busb wheat, 101,000 bush corn, 73,000 bush oats, 3,000 bust rye, 18,000

York,
lower; sales

S8

HarmonTand'J&Jd’Jr

“MIND YOUR OWN

bush corn, 15,000 bush oats, 2,000 bush rye, 6,000 bush
barley.
Cincinnati, Feb. 12.—Provisions quiet and firm.
Pork at 13 00. Lard quiet; steam 7| @ 74c; kettle 8c.
Bulk Meats quiet at 4$c for shoulders: clear rib sides
clear sides 66c, all fully cured. Bacon quiet at
C|c:
5# @ 54c for shoulders; clear sides 7Jc; clear rib sides
74c. Live Hogs in fair demand at 4 30 @ 4 75;; receipts 1300 head. Whiskey steady at 89c.
xoledo, Feb. 12.—Flour is dull and unchanged.
Wheat dull: Amber Michigan at 1744 on spot; seller
Feb 1 74; seller March 1 764; do April 1 1 844; do May
1 80; No 2 Red 171. Corn steady; high Mixed at
3$}c
on spot; seller March 384c; do May 43J @
43c; do
June44c; low Mixed Western 424c seller May; Yellow 39c; no grade 36c. Oats in light demand and
holders firm; No 2 at 34c.
Receipts—5,000 bbls flour, 1,000 bush wheat, 26,000
bush corn, 11,000 bush oats.
Shipments—1000 bbls flour, 2000 bush wheat, 33,000

hush corn, 3000 bush oats.
Detroit, Feb. 12.—Flour quiet and unchanged.—
Wheat dull aud unchanged; extra 2 00; No 1 White
at 1 93: Amber Michigan 1 814. Oats quiet and unchanged; White 40c.
Receipts—2,000 bbls flour, 5,000 bush wheat, 10,000
bush corn, 0,000 bush oats.
Shipments—0000 bbls flour, 0,000 bush wheat, 0,000
bush corn, 0000 oats.

Charleston, Feb. 12.-Cotton nominal; Middling
uplands 194 @ 19 5-16C.J
Savannah, Feb. 12.-Cotton dull; Middling uplands at 194 @ 19fc.
Mobile, Feb 12.—Cotton Is heavy; Middling uplands 192c
New Orleans, Feb. 13.—Cotton in moderate demand; Middliug uplands 19|c.
European Markets.
London, Feb. 12—11.00 A. M.—Consols oi>ened at
for money and accouut.
American securities—U. S. 5-20s, 1865, old, 92|; do
1867, 934; U. S. 10-408, 914; new 5s 004. Erie Railway

924 @ 924

Frankfort, Feb. 12—11 A. M.—United States
5-20’s opened at 95$ for the issue of 1862.
London, Feb 12—5 P. M.—Consols and American
securities closed unchanged. Eric Railway 52.
Liverpool, Feb. 12—5.00 P. M.—Cotton closed
dull and depresaed; sales 10,000 bales, including 1000
for speculation and export.

Lecture will be given by

AT

—

CITY

FRIDAY,

American.

SALUS.

HALL,

Admission 25 eta. to all parts of the Hall.
Tickets can be procured at Stock bridge and Bailer
& Noyes, Exchange St., and ar J. Burleigh & Co.’s,
h5 Middle st.,and at the door; doors open at 6; lecture
at

7}._____fbbStd

Mechanics’

Assembly

—AT—

LANCASTER

markets keeps
the small stock In the principal
prices very firm. Flour is very firm for all superior
firm
at last wcok’s quotations. In
grades. Grain is
fruits there ip no change. Hay is coming in quite
and
freely
prices are steady. Iron is very firm and
the tendency is upward. Lard is a little higher for
tierces. Leather is firm. Lime is unchanged. Lumber continues to be in good demand both for export
and domestec use—prices are without change. Molasses is dull and quiet. Hails are steady at $5 V
cask. Naval stores are without chango except for
turpentine which has farther advanced. Oils aro unchanged except linseed, on which there has been an
advance of about 3c. Plaster is steady. Produce is
in good demand; potatoes are lower and selling at
75@80c; eggs aro lower and are selling at 32@34c;
onions are selling at $6.50 V bbl, Provisions are
stoady, both beef and pork. Salt is unchanged. Sugars are Bteady at last week’s quotations. Teasjarc
quiet. Tin is unchanged. Wool is a little dull but
our quotations are unchanged.
The money market rules stringent. Gold has advanced having sold as high as 1141, The ruling ratos
for Monday and Tuesday wero U3J@U4J.
The
ratos on Wednesday, 12th were 114@114).
FREIGHTS.—There is not much offeriug for Cuba just now, and there Is no unengjgod
tonnage.
Vessels for South America are wanted, and $22 Is
fish

offered for lumber.

The engagements since our last
report arc brig Mary A. Chaso, henco to Cardenas at
20c for box shooks; brig Mtnnio Miller, hence to Cardenas or Matanzas, at 20c for box shooks and $1.25
for empty casks; bark Blanche How, hence to Buenos Ayres at $21.50, gold for
lumber; schr Marcus
Hunter, hence to N. side of Cuba and back N. of
Hatteras on p. t.; schr Susan, samo voyage at $4.75
for molasses and 50c for sugar: schr
Mary Louisa,
hence to Porto Rieo and back N. of
Hatteras, at
$4.87J formolass^, and 55c for sugar; brig Ahby,
hence to N. side of Cuba and back N. of
Hatteras, at
$4.75 for molasses and 50c for sugar; schr Laura
Bridgman, same voyage on p. t.; bark Walter, hence
to Cardenas or Matanzas at 20c for box shooks.
Coastwise there is a demand for vessels to take
hay
to Charleston, Savannah, and Mobilo. Schooner
W. Allen was taken for Savannah at the round
sum of $725 out;
schr Arabia Hall to Savannah, at 30c $» bbl. lor ground plaster and phosphate;
schr Abbic L. Cutter to Savannah, at $7 for hay and
bbl for potatoes; schr J. Means to
30c
Charleston,
S. C., at $7 for hay.

Receipts by Railroads and Steamboats.
Steamer Chesapeake, from New York.-67
bales rags, 60 do Calcutta
hides, 15 do cotton, 1030 hf
chests tea, 300 dry hides, 361 bdls
pulp, 20 do paper
hangings, 540 bags saltpetre, 10 do rice, 25 rolls leather, 15 hhds tobacco, 14 tes do, 6 casks Bkins, 105 bhls
flour, 35 do brimstone. 20 do glassware, 50 do sugar, 20
do buckwheat flour, 50 crates sewing machines, 150
boxes corn, 30 do drugs, 25 do hardware, 75 do raisins,
25 do starcli, 25 do
20 do clocks, 23 do prunes, 2

soda,
piano fortes, 200 pkgs sundries.

Foreign Exports.
CAKDENAS. Brig M A Chase—1000 box shooks,
1718 ebooks ami heads, 40,100 hoops.

By

J. S.

Bailey A Co., Auctioneers.

FRIDAY EVE. FEB. 14TH.
request of many that have attended the Mechanics’ private assemblies, which have Just
closed, he managers have conlcuded to give ono

BY

assembly,

more

A limited number of tickets
managers, and at the door.

be obtained of the
teblldtt

can

AMATEUR DRAMATIC

ENTERTAINMENT,
In aid of the

PORTLAND FRATERNITY
AND

—

ST. PAUL’S

—

CHURCH,

AT

—

—

MUSIC HALL,
On Monday and Tuesday Evenings,
February

17th and 18th.

Will bo presented the two charming comic dramas
entitled

OUR

WIFE.
AND

—

NAVAL,

On

—

ENGAGEMENTS.

Thursday

and

Friday Evenings

Will be presented Tobin's delightful standard

com-

edy ot

THE HONEY-MOON.
A Full and

Elflcirnl Orchestra
(f reared*

has hern

Admission to the Hall 50 cts.
O;chestra chairs 75
No oxtra charge for Reserved Seats, which can
obtained at Hawes & Cragln’s music store on
ind after 0 o’clock Thursday morning, and at the
:ts.
>e

jail on the evening of the
Doors open at 7 o’clock.

performance,

Commence at 7.45.

fcb!3dt22_

CITY

HALL.

TWO SIGHTS ONLY

I

MONDAY & TUESDAY, FEB. 17 k 18,
THE -WORLD FAMOUS

Skiff &

Gay lord 9»

MINSTRELS,
BRASS

AND

BAND.

The most Stupendous Organization traveling, now
>n their return from Havana, Cuba.
We travel in lands where similar bands dare not
i ollow us.
Engagement extraordinary of the eighth wonder of
I t be world,

A

new era

TrWf N/TV T

Minstrelsy, Introduced by thisCo’y only

In

SIX

ffiortagee’s Sale of Furniture

HALL.

The Smallest Comedian on the Stage, HEIGHT
30 Inches) AGE, 30.

has

and
the fish market is more animated than it usually is at
this season of the year. The cause of this Is an early
and quite a large demand from the West, which with

Pitblado,

—

FEBRUARY 14th.

JAPANESE

AUCTIOJN

the

BUSINESS?”

Rev. Charles B.

Week Ksdixg Feb. 12,1S73.

Quietude rules, generally, in oar markets,
Spring trado not having commenced. There
been rather mere activity In the produce market,

dates,

_b_____did

barley.
Shipments—5,000 bbls flour, 8,000 hush wheat, 2,000

were

Mr. Edward H.

Henry J. Dorr.

KefreshnSnU

bush

Of the sales 5000 bales

Dr.

Tickets 75 cents. Doors open at 7
o’clock Daneat8
m be
°.’cU>ck- the
obtained in ante-room thoughout
evening.
Tickets may be obtained at
Lowell’s
Whit
tier’s luring, Short &

pendence.
The Swiss council have decided to expel the
Roman Catholic bishop from the cauton of
Geneva.

Mr. w- L- Bradley,
Mr. Priti H. Jordan,
Mr. W. E. Wood,

Mr

Mr. Henr vDeerf
| S’
ng.

“MIND YOUR OWN BUSINESS.”

New

ic

Dr. S. C. Gordon,
Mr. Lewis Pierce,
Mr. W. E. Donnell,
Mr. J. H. Smilh,
Mr. A. W. Coombs,
Mr. H. F. Coolidge,
Mr. L. C. Wade.

Mr. C. H. Haskell,
Mr. E. A. Noyes.
Mr. W. H. Anderson,
Mr. T. T. Snow,
Mi. S. T. Pollen.

ailu JfC

sufficient supply to meet the
$> 100.

in
at 75c

are

RECEPTION COMMITTEE.

Hon. J. W. Syrnonds,
Mr. E. M, Rand,

A

The stock of George’s Codfish has been closed out at
$5 94 @ 0 00 per qutl., and there are no Bank Codfish
or Mackerel on the market.
No Fresh nalibut has been received the
present
week, and there is no change in Smoked Halibut,
which we quote at 10c
lb.
Oil is in small supply and prices arc nominal.
Fresh Fish are received in moderate
supply and

demand, and sell

HALL,

tfeinen:

Gloucester Fisk Market.
For the week ending Wednesday, Feb. 12.
The Fish market continues nearly bare of all kluds.

V/OU

I3th

THE—

under the auspices of the following L*li«a and

road securities:
Central Pacific bonds.104$
Union Pacific do. 87}
Union Pacific stock. 34
Union Pacific laud grants.76$
Union Pacific income bonds. 77}

lo 1UI

—

EVENING, Feb.

CITY

12^0

UI"

ON

—AJ

Eric.63}
Eriepreicrred. 79
The following were the quotations for Pacific Rail-

ai

chapel,

—

...

jvoiviutij

a

the benefit of the

PREBLE

Tho following wero the quotations or Covctumeut
•
securities:
United States coupou 6’s, 18S1.
United States 5-20's 18C2.i'.’/lUS*
United States 5-20’* 1861... .115$
United States 5-20’s 1S65, old..115$
United States 5-20’s 18C5, new.
114$
United State* 5-20’s 1867.1104
United States 5-20’s 1868.116$
United States 5’s. new.!. .11.‘4
United States 10-40’*., coupon.
.114$
Currency 6’s.
U4|
The following were the closing quotations of
Stocks:
Western Union Telegraph Co. 87$
Pacific Mail. 74$
N. Y. Centra* and Hudson River consolidated_103}

for Haddock.
Fresh Herring

SOCIETIES

this city will hold

far

An

74}?

—

CALICO BALL

change, long, 109}; do short 110$. Stocks excited and
weak. State stocks are dull.
^
New York, Feb. 12—Evening.—Money strlngeu
and
closed
cent,
as
per day
and loaned as high
$ per
at7 percent, coin interest per annum; most of the
bunsiess at 1-32 @ 1-16. There is much talk of a lock
Exup iu aid of bear operation in stocks. Sterling
at
change at 109 1-16 @ 109$. Gold nuiet and firmand
114(at 114$; loans at 2@6 per cent, for carrying,
1-54 to flat for borrowing.
Clearances $64,000,000.
Treasury disbursements $155,500. Governments aro
quiet and steady. State bonds lower with TennesBees’s
bond* firm
freely pressed for sale. Railroad
and in good demand.
Stocks freely hammered by
the bears most of the
declined
and
$ (9 2$
day
prices
per cent., with the lowest prices current about three
o clock; sales
short
interest
and
very large
heavy;
made prices and
causing a rally of $(«5 1 percent.,
the market closing firm at a
The chief
HucUiatlons wcrc ; N Y Centralrecovery.
103},'102} to 103};
Erie 05$, 63 to 63$; Ohio &
Mississippi 47 46$ to 463:
Toledo & Wabash 71}, 71} to 72- St Paul’ 51 to 52?:
Lako Shore 86} to 86; Rock Island
to 1123!
113}
Pacific Mail 73} 7U 73} to
Harl?m
ttS;
Uujou Paeihc 31}, 34} to 34; Indiana Central
424, 41)3
to 41}; Atlantic & Pacific 32, 32},
31} to 32};
*’ Western
Union 87, 87}, 86} to 87}.

"^

the President and asked to resume his seat upon the ministerial bench.
Senor Martenes, Minister of Foreign Affairs,
said it was to be deplored that the President
kept up the forms of tyranny,when a monarchy

of

New York Stock uu«l Money Market.
New York, Feb. 12—Morning.—Gold at 114$.—
at 1-32

THE

UNITARIAN

Manufacturing Company.“ 14R.
Portland, Saco & Portsmouth R R.
Eastern Railroad 7s, 1888.109I
Eastern Railroad 6s, 1889, reg. 91J
do
do
1882.100}
do
do
1888. 91$

Money tight

LADIES
OF

—

Androscoggin Mills..
Franklin Company, Lewiston..
..n?
Hill

in

Vestry

L 13,1*??

1-J

Ice Cream and llefresbmejits of all kinds Anti
to 8 o’clock.
feblotd

UU! Elokcr’8
Board, Feb. 12.1
Boston^ Maine
M*
Railroad.

Boston &

FOEFIGN.

at their

Wednesday nud Thursday Afternoon*

at

Auction.

END

MEN

8 BONE PLAYERS; 8 TAMBOURINISTS,
All playing upon the ends of the first part at the
same

time.

fail to witness features that yon have never seen.
rjon’t
Admission 25

shall cell at Public Auction Thursday Feb.
WE13th,
at 10 o’clock, A. M„ at Office: I Black

febl2td

cents.
JOE. GAYLORD,

Business Manager.

BLUES

Walnut Sola, Chairs and Rocker in Hair Cloth, 6
Cane Seat Chairs. 1 do. Stool, 1 Blk Walnut Ext. D
Table, 1 Paiute l Chamber Set, I Mirror.
—also—

Beds, I Hair Mattress, 1 Cotton do.,
Beadsteads, Crockery, and Wooden Ware, &c.,
feb8-dtd
&c._

5

THIRD GRAND ANNUAL

FEATHER

Groceries and Store Fixtures at
Auction.
MONDAY, Feb. 17th, at 2} o’clock P. M., we
shall sell a large and fresh stock of Groceries,
consisting in part of 8 bbls. Flour, 7 chests Tea, raw
and burnt Coffee, Rice,
Sugar, Cream Tartar, Spices,
Mustard, Tapioca, Starch, 4 boxes G. C. D. Pale, 4

MASQUERADE

ON

—

Soap, Palls, Tubs, Brooms, Wash Boards, C. Pins,
Pipes, Canned Goods, Nuts, Extracts and Oils, large
tot of Fancy Goods, Stationery, Stc.; also Platform
and Counter Scales, Show Cases, Desks, Measures,
Ac. The above stock is
largely in original packages
and choice, fresh goods.
F. O. BAILEY A CO., A.cti.neers.
feblldtd

Administrator

s
Sale of Real
Estate.

be sold at public sale ou tho premises, In
the town of Deering, on the “Gray road,**
about one mile from Allen’s Corner, on SATURDAY
the fifth day of March next, at eleven o’clock A, M.
So much of the Real Estate. (Wood and Timber land,)
of Geo. Frost, Esq., late o^Westbrook, in the County
of Cumberland, deceased, as will prodace a sum not

WILL

exceeding eighteen hundred and twenty-six dollars.
By virtue of a License from Hon. J. A. Waterman,
Judge of Probate for Cumberland County.
THOS. QUINSY, Administrator,
(with Will annexed.)
Portland. Feb’y 11, 1873.
F. Ob Bailey A CO., Auctioneers.
febl3-20-27
_

J. S. BAILEY A CO.,

Commission Merchants,
—AND—_

A-TT CTIOISTEERS
NO.m exchange street.
Noxt below Merchants’ Exchange.
GEO. W. PARKER.
JOSEPH S. BAILEY,
Beeerexces— Messrs. II. J. Libby A to., and linn
Charles P. Kimball Portland, Me.; Messrs Leonard
& Co., and Lee & Shepard, Boston.
apllt

The
Ed„

Original

Whitney FarnilyT

George, Nellie

and Charlie.

Leeds, Livermore Falls,

viniIS*n?^n’_?k(m',c8an>
tb?«S2rattractive,
?.0ngs’ stylish and

in that

an<* Other towns

them
wonderful cablUe,,JfSf"iJy- oringlngwith
Act8’ Farces- Trios. &C., making
t *8 mosi

a

popular progrnmec
everoffered to the public.
feb!2dlw*
A. G. THAYER, Agent.

FRIDAY
No

AT—

CITY HALL,

NEW

Family,

boxes best
3 boxes J. C. D. very best, 4
boves C. D. Domestic, 6 boxe3 U1tech’s Economlnal
and 10 boxes F. E. Family Soap, assortment of Toilet

BALL !

EVENING, FEB.

21st.

pains will be spared to make tkis the
over In this State.

uffalr of the kind
largo
Sandest
rrangements have been made for
from Lenest & Elaworth.
a

lot of rteh Costumes
and can be engaged at Mr. Jas. Day’*, 10*
Middle street. No costumesBo™ Boston.
Music by Chandler’s Full Band. Floor Tickets $1.
Gallery Tickets 50 cents. Band Concrwt 81: Grand
book oat fer she Big Bed
Match

Light.

8}.

6odt<i

teb8

$1. CITY HALL $1.

PEOPLE’S_COURSE,
Four First-Class
FOR ONE

Entertainments
DOLLAR,

Including a Reserved Scat In any part of the Hall.
entertainment Monday Evening, Feb.
,
Zitn,
by the popular

TEMPLE QUARTETTE,

MRS. MABEL BURNHAM,
Soprano,
MR. HOWARD M. DOW, Pianist.
..Second Entertainment, Thursday, Evening, March
eth,

a

numerous Lecture by the

Rot. W. H. CUDWOBTH, of Boston,
hrehject-“Up Hill
Third Entertainment, Thursday Evening, March
13tb, the
_

BEETHOVEN

QUINTETTE CLUB,

vXJ.fe&'Sr.rVS~
.yffiH,
pleasing

the finest and most

reader In America,

prof. I. W. CHURCHILL.
Seat
Prico of Course Tickets, iniUulfng a Reserved
In any part of the hall, ONE DOLLAR.
after
and
on
Music
Store
On sale at Stockbridge.s
Monday no.xt.

febl3

*

1-8-7-3.

POETRY.
Flowers

or

INSURANCE.

HOTELS.

Fruit?

Inti-Board

HOTEL DIRECTORY,
the

State, at which.
EmbracingPressleading Hotels In tho
fonnd.

the
EMILY

BY

Daily

may always t>o

B. FOltD.

The Maine State Press
IS THE

er,

_

BEST WEEKLY

Unrrimnn

Franklin House, Harlow Nt., R. Quinbv.
1
with M I» .Wcliatighlin & Sou., Prop.

IN MAINE:

BOSTON.
American Uonsc, Hanover
Proprietor.

Because it gives more reading

PjdictBmi*,School
Proprietors.

matter than any other;

tvholoenle Price Current.
12, 1873.
lei

■ ■

Slaughter... 11 (a
Am. Calf..100 @1

paper

in

31
32
33
46
40

reports

payer

in Maine;

@

16

CAPE

iAlST

THE

JVEXT

Policies,

—OF THE—

$10,906,181

Cash in

Simpson.

Companies

M. W.

09

$753,679
Premiums—Deferred, Semiannual, and Quarterly, 1,035,158
Premiums in

572,896

Grow Assets Dec. 31,

44

187‘J,

DIXFIELD.
Androscoggin House, J. Jackson, Proprietor.

Reserve for all Policies and Additions
in force, (American Table 4 per cent

n

A- m__

$2,475,575

RedWood....

3

Fisk.

3

2|

Pork,
Backs,....

LIABILITIES.

interest,)

$52,331,702

Reductions

of Premiums,
Claims by death not yet due,
Post-mortem Dividends,
Premiums paid in advance,
Surplus accrued on Tontine Policies,

Prop

DISPOSITION
Total surplus as above,
Extra Dividend of 1872,

GORHAM.
Central Hotel, F. J. Berry, Prop.

$5,440,698
2,204,627

Clear.
Mess,.

2j

Prime,-

4 Hams,.

ffl

scaled,Pb!

18 ffl 23
1,. 13 ffl 20
Mackerel, p bbl.,
Bay No. 1,. .17 OOffllO 50
Bay No. 2,.. 11 00ffll2 00
Large 3. 8 00 ffl 9 00
Shore No. 1,. 19 00 ®20 50
No. 2,.11 00 ffl!2 50
Medium,, 7 00 ffl 8 00
UlML Sait,.., 4 00 ffl 5 00

75 ffl

Liv. in bond.. 2 90 ffl
Gr’nd butter, 25 ffl

Syracuse.none

•>

Nutmegs.1

45

ffl

Extra C,.
C...

in®
**

'Ex

_

7%4e:j
Paferm^pbox,3
MirX
’’

Corn,
Wltite..
•

yuTn#
leiiow,...
XTr*

y,._
55
ate,.
Fine Feed,.. 30 00
00
28
Shorts.

etor.

32 00

Iran.

Common,-

Refined,.
Swedish.

Norway.

Cast Steel,
German Steel
Steel
..

Shop

Knrino

6@
8 @

8Jffl

21
14

(ffl
ffl
7J®
u

V

.:

.J

!

■

i«t

ffl

I ocr!

Agent

wanted in

every town in th

State.
Adilrep

r„

u.

Russia,.
Galv,.

llono

PORTLAND

‘‘

^

Helmut,.
9jffl
Teas,
25 @
Souchong,
Oolong,. 35 ffl
Oolong, choice 50 ffl

PUBLISHING CO.

Kegs, v
lb.
Pierces,
Pall,.

Caddi’s.

0}$
9

PORTLAND,

Ocean House, B. Scary, Proprietor.
Old Orchard House, E. C. Staples, Propri-

ME.

*;

» :r.r. I..

Portland Dailv PrpRs

am

Total Assets,

ilj
The

largeBt and tallest daily paper published In
Maine, and In the future as In the past, the Publishers propose to make it beyond question, the

Proprietors.

...1141
Government 6’s, 1881,.118., 118
Government 5-20’s, 1862,. .1151

SOUTH CHINA.
Eake nonsc, J. Savage, Proprietor.

..114

'115

Government 5-20’s,

1865,.llOj
Government 5-20’s, July, 1865,. 114»
Government 5-20’s, July, 1867.116J
Government 5-20’s, July, 1868,.116*
Government 10-40’s..
State of Maine Bonds. 99
Portland City Bonds, Municipal,. 941
Bath City Bonds...... aa
BangorlClty Bonds, 20 years,. 90
Calais City Bonds,.
94
Cumberland National Bank.40. *60
Canal National Bank.100.«130

115
114
lie

RicnmoNB.
Richmond Hotel, H.Springer. Proprietor

SKOWHEGAN.

114a

.100*
93
90
9i

....

^

..

(1
131
131

National Bank,. 100.*130
Casco National Bank.ICO.*130 ...’.131
Merchants’National Bank,.. 75.*95 _96
National Traders’ Bank,. 100 .*130
131
Portland Company,. 75_ 80
Portland Gas Company,. 50. 60
02
Ocean Insurance Company,... 100. 95
97
Atlantic & St. Lawrence R. R..'.75_ 80
A. & K. B. It. Bonds. 63
89
Maine Central R. It. Stock.100.. SO
51
Maine Central R. It. BoDds, 7’s.97*... 98
Leeds &F’rm’gton. It. It. Bonds,100. 88
89
Portland & Ken. R. R. Bonds,. 100. 88
89
Portland & OgdensbnrgR.lt. Bonds, gold,
90
Portland & Rochester R. R. Bonds, 7’s,.
94
93
3o
wSSJ & Rochester R. It. Stock. 20
First

Best Newspaper in Maine,

1161

...

...

...

...

Skowbegnn Hotel,E. B. Muybnrj-, Proprictor.

Tamer House, T. H. Hussey & Co. Pro

By maklug all its departments fullor and more vain
able.
The growing importance of Portland asa distrlbutin
centre for Maine, and its increasing wholesale trade
Daily paper imperatively necessary.
With a larger Editoral corps than any
paper in
with
unexcelled facilities tor collecting new
Maine,
and more space to devote to details, the
Publishers
make

a

full

will make every exertion to render the Dai ly PnEss
fuller and more complete paper than it has hitherto
been, ami in every respect

prietors.

X51m House, IWT. H. Hilton, Proprietor,

Wm. M. MARKS,

$1,551,573

Book, Card and Job

....

....

©nr

LOBING &
Will,

II.

Forest

jan23

_cod2iiK)
UNION ^RAILWAY

1973.

Street,

Lake Shore & Michigan Southern,

Eric,
to

no

change

Pennsylvania Central,

and

3w

Covers, Canvass

Posters, Transparencies,

ON

II1RTFORD, CONN.,

THE 31st DAY OF DECEMBER, 1873.

AS FOLLOWS:
hand and in Bank, in’ hands of
T.A£<2?t9amiincourscof transmission.. §303,8*1 1C
on

Estate...79 012

! Bills receivable for loans, secured
by Coilateral Security.
Bills receivable for loans secured by Real

Estate...i. ;.

United States Stocks and Bonds.

16

35 000 00
19 ggp oo
129 842 50
03
00
00
40

State, County and Municipal Securities.. 292,*322
Bank S tocks...
560,0.50
Railroad and other Corporation Securities 161,410
Interest accrued.
2,242

jan30

§1,582,646 55

W. C. SKILTON, Secretary.

PORTLAND.
by mMi promptly altende

ten

|S"ST^,-Qr-p|
VftEHEKmURBISB

~J

of this celebrated Syrap bav-

Manufactory
THEtagbeenrecently
auia to
the
snpply

trade.

enlarged, Agents

aro

WHEREAS

wjo?e.

dlw

For

fjJlWO pair good work
■“iKL-rtHQ**

Publish^

Sale.
Horses. Enquire of
JOHN I’. FARROW,
at 1I9 Commercial street.

Co.

Beautiful, Soft,

Portland,

no20

promptly and carc!u|!y executed
Portland,

Dee.

26th, 1878.

!»n,l at tlie Eowest Prices.

♦

Discovery!
E

^Ve

Price, 23

GEORGE L. STORER,
& Kingsbury, his Att’ys.
janl feb&m'ar

.Tan.

ale at

and

___No.

j™20
3mo
-;__
NO. IT PLUM STREET.
We have bought on t the above establishment with
d the machinery and good will of the .amo, with all
,he admirable faculties, conducted by a practical
diemist and dyeis; fully confident of tummg out
VO! k I lmt rannot fail of giving satisfaction,
l adles’dresses colored and finished in a superior
lyle. Gent’s garments cleansed and colored without
idng ripped,and warranted not to smut,and pressed
Piano aud table covers, Mnrn a superior style.
I eillcs covors bleached and framed: blankets scoured
nd the wool raised. JOHN S. MILLER & CO.,
Pronrietors.
sep26

Kid

50Cents per Bottlo.

€i!ovc

F. C. WELLS &
no20

Through

ccdlyt

ALL

of millions
often in this
We submit to every
sensible, prudent man. that
they can bo prevented by the
general Introduction of the
ElHE KX'm-

?i,nfS0T'IL>
■'

_■

Is

—

ELIAS HOWL

WOOD!

PI, ,Kll
17*

b

it

WlLii R

Middle St.. Up Stairs.

WOOD Per sale at No. 13 Un
Also ltrv Edgings.
WM. HUSK.

A Fine BilkiiiPS* OjM'tiiiB?
a young or middle nged man of
nnexreptlnnaL ble character. Experienced accountant and one
imisand dollars elfpltal. Investigation Is Invited
Box
2015
1 ddress
Portland Me.
novSltf

bottlf.

FRANK 7V. KINSMAN, Proprietor,
No. Ilf Water St., Augusta, .Maine.
noritlendtf
by all Druggists.
_

an:. B. J.

JOLRDAIV

pnorniETon

op tub

Piu-klan Gallery of AHatomy, Boston
Just published a new edition of his lxtuio
containing most valuable Information on tho
■ausos, consequences and treatment of disease rt tho
opro" I active system, w ith remarks on marriaqc, and

HA»

■]

|

uc vaiKrua causes of the loss ty'
manhood, with lull
nstructions for itg complete restoration; also a chin
er on venereal infection, and tlic means of
cure be
fig the most comprehensive irork on the subject eve
ct published, comprising ISO pages. Mailed
free in
ny address for 25 cents. A Idress,

Dr. Jcurdain’s
61

WOOD

and SOFT

coin street.
HAPP

ANDL'UTTKIIIOK S

janl 73 tf

STREET,

—

W. D. LITTLE A CO.,
4» 4-2 EXCHANGE 4TBKKT.
jau30d3wistostf

Sewing Machines

aug29

For sale

roritc ontes to the Paeiile Toast and all oilier points.
For Tickets apply to tho Old Agency ol

POKTM.\o,„f

fttteriisof Uairaenis

at

Wiring

bSuean

ttlK'w

Ms>
-on1.®'i,,etl
mnnci-Vlaxuc
St ffii“r?

an4 Great Western (via Suspension
BrMpu) Pennsylvania Oentrai (vh> New York oily ),
Iducago, Burlington & Uuincv, or Book Island, Chi& North Western, and all the principal aud fa-

D. M. & H. T.
PLUMMER,
V UNIOlSf
STREET.
novgOdOmTuAFStaw

For Sale In Portland by ITALLL.
[ 3N, SHORT & nARMON,R. K.

tlie‘ couil-

TRAVELERS FOR CALIFORNIA

stands upon its
for itself.

a
record
,,JI:K,
attention.
descriptiveciroulartc

|

now as

NO. 1912 EXCIIANGE

Hint commands
bend lor

----

Colds
Asthma, and Consumption, has given Coughs,
rise to sp,,rious
compounds which are peddled out through
tiy caflqdthe tame. Ilio genuine Adamson's Botanic
Cmieli Balsam it prepared only
by F. W. Kinsman'
tho fnvontor and sole
proprietor, To protect vourthe
that tbo words T.W.
Kinsman, Druggist Augusta
*
»r« Wo»n in the glass of tho
tile formula from which AdamBaisam i« prepared, wo vcconiani reliable medicine for the cure of
roughs, colds, whooping cough, asthma, 1 turn diseases,
ic'
GEO. W. MARTIN, M. D.,
Augusta. Me.
S. B. STEARNS, M. D.
x rieo 3> and
tho cheapest,
bottles
75 cents. Large
85(111(1 Reward tor a Belter Article !
will
not
it
Cure!
n
ease
for
91000

'Tlinriston, Savnunnh,

Passenger Ticket Agency!
heretofore

Involving the logg

or dollars occur too

SO Plmu Strri I.

cure

The Old Union

country.

IMITATIONS

high reputation gained by Adamson’, Botanic
rjUIE
J. Cough Eahsam for the
of

W. D. LITTLE & CO. Agents.

FiresT

S
Tbfs machine

AND

LINE,

SG^Invalids and others going South, will find this
route most desirable for comfort and expedition. Ask
tor tickets via the Atlantic Coast Link,
febltf

codlvr

STABLES,

RAIL

St. Augustine,
Ni*w Orlrnns, Galveston, nuil all
parts of the South, via Weldon.
Wilmington and Columbia
at tbc Old Ticket Agency, No.
49£ Exchange Street

New York,

!

“BEWARE OF
COUNTERFEITS

VIA WASHINGTON
To

Wholesale Ageuts.

Destructive

Tickets

ATLANTIC COAST

REWARD

$1,000 REWARD
SPECIAL NOT tCE

VIA THE GREAT

____;_»

tf

SOUTH, ! $5,000

may procure

Clesmei*

CO.,

SAMPLES FREE TO ALE.
At nil liar Drug Store*

OTHERS

GOING

renovati tliern thoroughly. Price 23 cents
per
buttle. All gold by Druggists and
Fancy Doalers.

ITPON the petition of Burns & Bryant for
perIJ mission to erect and maintain a steam
engine in
1 heir shop, situated in rear of No. 121 Commercial
treet, notice is hereby given that on MONDAY, the
7th mst., at 7$ o'clock P. M., a hearing will he had
f all parties interested in said
petition at tho Alder1 len’srobm in the City Building.

Per order,
fobSdtd
J

INVALIDS AND

of

will

wcl1 Itoke and stylish four year
with Sleigh, Harness and Robes ior
Apnly at

a bargain.
PLUM STUEET

I

INODOROUS

a

27,1872.

C. A. COOMBS. Suu’t.

eodlyr

JOUVEN’8

IIOGST

Just received

Liberty daily.

£LNiTmCa?tlc,foi; Bristo1 antl Pernaquid. dailv.
?*£&} Trains daily anti freight taken at W rates.
Jv2Mf

ARE VERY STYLISH WHEN NOT
SOILED.

1st, 1873.

©HESSE©

and

LIGHT COLORED KID GLOVES

C,TY CixiiK's Office, Feb. 4,1S73.

Work

Oreat

%

Stages connect at Rockland, for Camden, Lincomville, North port, South Thomaston and St. George,
a
^iockland for Union, Appleton and Wanlimgton 1 ue8<layg, Thursdays ami Saturdays.
At JLhomaston for St. George
daily.
At Warren for Union, dailv.
At Warren for Jetterson and
Whiteilcld,
Mondays,
Wednesdays and Fridays.
At Waldoboro’ for North
Waldoboro’, Washington,*

THOMPSON’S POMADE OPTIME

By MeCobb

Jan,

A* FIj?®
old G04/P.

STREET,

of

I*

Glossy Hair

by constant use

City of Portland.

description

FOIt COUGHS, COLDS. At.
ONLY
an
CETyi'S.
Sept 7-dGmoa

nobscot

ALL DESIRE IT, ALL MAY HAVE IT

thoroon.

tlecl3

Every

SOWN’S BROJVCIIIALC

S

Direct rail routo to Wiscnsset. New
Waldoboro.
Damariscotta,
Warren and Rockland.
No change of cars between Portland

Rockland.
Steamers leave Rockland for all points on the Peliver, Machias, Mount Desert Vinal Haven,
Hurricane and Dix Islands.
Maine Central Depot, at 7.00 A. m., and 1.00
and

Price, 33 and 60 Cents per bottle.

Horse and Sleigh for Sale

Scbago Dye Works,

Portland

attention or confinement of
certain to prevent the disease at-

HUNTGrT, A-ND,
and fl,|l by all Druggists.

no20

said county, Book 381, Page 73, conveyed to me a certain lot of land with the
buildings thereon in said
Windham, being a part of lot 140 in the secohd division of 100 acre lots in said town,
containing tifiv
acres, more or lose, being tho farm on which said
Oliver and Joseph now live; And whereas tho condition of said mortgage has been broakett; Now
I, the
grantee named in said deed and mortgage, by virtue
of a power of sale contained therein, win sell at
public auction upon the premises described in said mortgage, on the fourth day of March next at one o’clock in
tho afternoon the promises granted and
conveyed to
me as aforosaid, with all improvements that
may bo

Portland,

now

Bor sale by all Wholesale Grocers.
This Syrup is protected by Letters Patent and
none is genuine unless the packages are marked as
tebla

promptly

Address

_____

Ivory Pearl Tooth Powder.

aud for sale by

Daily Press Printing House.

KNOX & LINCOLN RAILROAD.

TPIUESTON’8

Notice;
Oliver Pope and Joseph Pope, both ot
■Windham, in the County ofCumbcrland, State
of Maine, by their deed and mortgage, dated 10th
September 1S70, recorded in the Registry of Deeds for

Woodbury, Latham & Gliddcn,

appreciated from the conclusive

subscribers with prepaid subscriptions.
sc^e Orders
from News Dealers
filled.

_I

_____dect fi-tc

ALL MAY HAVE BY USING DAILY
o.

CHOICE LOT OF DRESSED HOGS

109 EXCHANGE

...

xvueumaiisia,
in a few "days,

auu

WHITE, CLEAN, SOUND TEETH!

173__aodtf

dlf

ThelPublisbers congratulate themselves that) tlioir
efforts to make the Pbess acceptable to Its patrons
lhct that without special efforts, its list of subscribers has been increased to a greater extent during the last six
months Ilian for any similar period the past six years.
As an advertising medium ihc Daily Puess stands
Suit among Maine journals.
Thumb: $8 a year in advance; $4 for six months;
82 for three months.
Liberal commissions will bo
paid those who will

Buxton, Bonuv Ea2le
®

Limerick, Ncwfleld, Parsoiislicld and Ossipee, Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays, returning alternate days.
At Centre Waterboro* for
Limerick, Parson sfl eld,
daily. WIT T T A NT TT ’TI’livnr>

LONDON,

137 Commercial Street.

ire

Limington, daily.

At Buxton Centro for West
and Limington .daily.
At Centre Waterboro’ for

PROUT & HARSANT,

Exchange Street,

Boston losses and other claims unadjusted,$285,720 73
D.

0

m

40 i-2

Capital Stock all Paid In, $600,000 DO
Assets,
1,682,646 00

Real

I

Mainland

____

uov20

All orders

Cash

trains leave Portland
Rochester and Intermediate stations
ri.t7.15 A. M., and 1.30 P. M., making
direct connection at Rochester with trains for
Boston,
over Boston & Maine and Eastern Railroads.
Also
connect at Uochoster with Dover and
Winnipiseoo-ee
Railroad for Alton Bay, and with Portsmouth, Great
Falls and Conway Railroad for Conwav.
..

.^ave

tacking any vital parts.
•’
*'
prbpaiCfb by

Ac.

follows?

train for South Paris at
A. 5l.j for Island Pond,
Quebec.
tlie west at 1.30 P. M. Stopping at all

Rochester for Portland and
way stations at
7.o0 A. M. ami 12 M.
The 7.30 train connecting with down train
on
Portsmouth, Great.I’alls and Conway
and
tue 1.. o clock tram making direct Railroads,
connection at
Rochester with trains from Boston, leaving Boston
at 7.30 and 8.30, A. M., via Boston <&
at
o 30 A. Ail. via Eastern
Raikoads.
Leave Portland for Saco River at G.20 P. M.
Leave Saco River for Portland at 5.3t» A. M.
Stages connect as follows:
At Gorham for West
Gorham, Standlsh, arid No.

ETTcbu to lei.
OF

PRINTER,

m CORN

points in tho
and ^Southwest.

They require neither,

Advertising*

and after Monday, Nqv. 4th

fc=gcli=aa^!cl, Passenger

Hair’s Goat and Bhemuatie Pills.

jy Wagon, Box and Boat!

TKAIIVS.

Winter Arrangement.

th^h

arc.

eod&cowlw";

_S*-'

PORTLAND ft ROCHESTER RAILROAD.

THND TRUNK RAILWAY is in
condition, is well equipped with first-classsplendid
rolling
stock, and is making tho best connections and quickroute from Portland to the West.
PULLMAN PALACE DRAWING ROOM
AND SLEEPING CARS attached to ail

any Kind and

»ov23

al) unless notice is given, and paid for at the rate of
passenger ior every *500 additional value.
C. J. BRYDGES, Managing Director.
tl* BAILEY, Local
Superintendent.
Portland, Juno 20 1872.
jun21tf

Rorlliw'cst, West

hours, and cured
Dy the celebrated Englisn Medicine,

83T* Canvas Signs, Flags and
Awnini Borders mad© and
lettered in the beat manuor.

—

one

Director,

Canndn, Detroit, Chicago, ITIilwankre, Cincinnati, St. Isoni*, Omaha,
Saginaw, (it. Paul, Halt Lake City,
Dearer, Han Francisr#,

relieved In two

Awnings, Verandahs,

BY

Montreal.

Railway

-uoui,

ritErABET)

&ETH W, TOWLE & SONS, Boston, Mass.,
Aud sold by Druggists and Dealers generally.

Express trainsrun through to Montreal without
change of cart, at Islam! Pond.
The Company are not responsible fur
bog ';!",' to
any amount exceeding ?50 in value (ami tlmt person-

GOUT and RHEUMATISM

Boat sails,

Sore-

or

stations at 5.00 P. M.
From Montreal, Quebec, Island
Pend, Gorham
and South Paris at 2.50 P. M.
From So. Paris at 8. 20 A. M,
Pullman Palace Drawing Room and
Sleeping Cara
are attached to the
AiailTrainsbetweenPortland and

Reliable information as to rates on Westward bound
“■eight furnished promptly on application.
J0HN
AKent, Portland.

LEAVITT,

Throat, Pains

Majl train (stopping at all stations) for Island
Poud. connecting with night mail traiu for Quebec,
Montreul and tlie West.
Accommodation for South Paris and intermediate

Baggego choc .©<1 from Portland to Detroit and
Chicago, and not subject to Custom House examina-

TENTS AND FLAGS.

Phoenix Insurance Co.

stations.

jan°9dtf

CHASE,

•••

Montreal, and

tion.

janlMtf

OF

run as

To

and aU

1

-A-rtlJA-lNTG-JillVlKIVT.

On

Tickets Sold at Reduced Rates!

Rollins & Adams.
A.

ALIElUTlOy

A>iil
If^ii^pSTrafus
Passenger

Portland,

DG^ES^ Illa^nngiiig

1

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY OF CANADA.
WINTER

hontreal,

/N

J. HAMILTON, Superintendent.
Portland, Oct. 2,1872..
novlti

OPPOSITE PREBLE HOUSE.

Office No. 1 Exchange St.,

tacht

I

Co.’s

__W. L. BILLINGS. Agent
COYliE JK., General Agcnt.mchJOtf

€)• J*

rWITJIA

—

&

City, Passenger A Freight Agency
282 CONGRESS ST.,

The ONLY agency in MAINE representing all
these routes.
Through connection male with all trains west or

GENERAL AGENT FOR MAINE.

THE

nn<i

Grand Trunk

Baltimore & Ohio Railroads.

Agents.

OF

citv

of ears, New York

Chicago,

LITTEE & CO.,

—

Lindsey

DAILY, (SUKIiAVS EXCEPTED)
ASF 7 O’CLOCK P. m.
Kcturnlng leave INDIA WHAKF, Bostou, same
days at 5 P. M. Fare £1.50. Freight taken

Have the agency of the following lines:

roannfseturer of

ANNUAL STATEMENT

with

low rates.

charge.

jan25__

S.,

Having commodions CaWn and Stale Room accommoilatlons, will run alternately, leaving

AGEIC1,

THURSTON,

ANDREW J.

N.

FOR BOSTON.
.fcaSgSfi™1* «»»«„

POKTIjAND, MAINE.

Office 491-3 Exchange Street.

A FIRST CLASS NEWSPAPER.

Edwin Morey,
John Felt Osgood,
James L. Little,

SOUTH.
Wo sell tickets from this eity by rail or boat, with
transfer across Boston.
•d? Tickets by the Baltimore & Ohio allow passengers to visit Washington and yoturu without e\tra

$705,311 5S

WM. D. LITTLE & CO., Agents,

...

90

Number of Accident Policies written in’72 33,419
NotCash Premium) rec’d for Fame, $450,618 63
OaminNetPrcumms over 1871,
$53,096 99
Whole No. Accxdont Policies written,
367,000
Whole number Accident Claims Paid,
16.710
WboleamountAcc’tClaimsPaid. 31.613 358 31
Total Losses Paid, both Dep’t,
93,030,394 33

LIABILITIES:

a

....

Wvtdcnds ofl.

Liabilities,

Commercial House—E. O. Sanborn A Co.,
PEAR’S ISLAND.
Union House—W. T. Jones.
Proprietor.

145

$3,359,945 48

etor.

111

Government 5-20’s, 1864,.115j.,

Total

Preble House, Congress St. Gibson A Co.,

—

41
87
80
00
00
00
00
00

Claims
S1G7.138 77
Reserve forRe-iiisurancc, I.ifcDep’t.
1,207,169 90
Accident Dcp’t, 180,267 23

Falmouth Hotel, P. E. Wbcclcr, Propri-

TS

Bcnj. W. Stone,

w

Accident Department.

Proprietor.
Albion House, 117 Federal St.J.G Ferry,
Proprietor.
American Honsc, India St. J. SI. Dodge,
Proprietor.
City Hotel, Cor. Congress and Green St.

Proprietors.
St. 'Julian Hotel, Cor. middle and Plnm
Sts. G. E. Ward, Proprietor.
17. S. Hotel, Junction of Congressaud Federal Sts. E. Cram A Co., Proprietor.
Walker House, Opp. Boston Bcpot, Geo.
Bndghum Jr., Proprietor.

Glasgow,

Stages lor Cap# Breton.

R.

TIME.

Tho 8.30 a. m. from No. Conway connocts with
afternoon trains for BoRlon, via Eastern or Boston &
Maine It. R’s., and the E00 p. m. train arrives in
Portland in season to connect with Steamers for Boston.
Ticket Office in Portland at Depot of M. C. R. K.

leaves Halifax on TUESDAYS, at 4 P. M.
Fare, including Stato room,
57 00
aaa further
information apply"
* to J
B. COYLE, Jr., Atlantic
Wharf, or
oc2stf
JOHN POKTEOUS. Acent.

DIRECTORS,
Samuel Gould,
Walter Hastings,
Beal,
Homy C. Hutchins,

at 4 P. M.,
FOR HALIFAX DIRECT.
Making close connections with the Nova Scotia
Railway, for Windsor, Truro, New Glasgow and
I ictou, ami steamers foi Prince Edward’*
Island; also at New

J. IS.

Life Depart meet.

Robbiuson,

PORTLAND.
Adams Honsc,Temple St.Charles Adams

THF,

'•••;/"•

&

three and lire years.

00
84
56

Number oi Life Policies 'written in 1872,
9,36r
Whole uumberwrittcu to date,
15,6911
CaininNot Premiums orcr 1671.
948,696 14
Wholo Number of Death Losses Paid to
date, 165
Amount paid in Death
Losses,
$388,036 13

PHILLIPS.

Honsc, Adnms
Proprietors

ISisks,

B.

1

in the Chest and Side,
Liver Complaint, Bleeding
at the Lungs, &c. "Wistar’s
Balsam does not dry up a
Cough, and leave the cause
behind, as is the case with
most preparations, but it
loosens and cleanses the
lungs, and allays irritation,
thus removing the cause of
the complaint.

Leave Portland,
7.15
3.15
Leave N. Conway, 8.30
1.00
The 7.t5 a. m. and 1 00 p. m. Trains will be Freight
with passenger cars attached.
STAKES
Connect daily with 3.15 1’. M.,
For Cornish, lvczav Falls, Porter, Freedom, Denmark, Bridgton, Lovell,and North Lovell.

Every Saturday,

Furniture Insured for

No. 1 Eicliango

Real Estate owned by the Company,
$ 50,000
Cash in Bank and hands of
Agents,
235,770
Loans on First Mortgages Real Estate,
784,797
Deterred Premiums (being balance of SemiAnnual and Quarterly Premiuns).
61,321
Accrued Int erest (not due),
24,959
Taxes on Stock owned by non-residents,
922
United States Government Bonds,
353,960
State and Municipal Bonds,
127,800
Railroad Stocks and Bonds,
143,280
Bank Stock,
321 130
Railway Passengers Assurance Co.’s Stock, 156*000

Btniigticg of the $

Corrected by W. E. Wood, Broker, 67 Exchange.
Par Value. Offered Ashed.
Descriptions

Gold,-

one,

and

TICKET

Travelers Insurance Co.

Surpluses regardsPolicy-holders,

PARIS HIEE.
Hubbard Hotel, H. Unhbar.l, Proprieto
Bnrdcu

75
60
50
58
90
68

Portland Daily Press Stock f.ist.
For the week ending Feb. 12,1872.

^EACH.

Willard House, C- S.
prietors.

91

(a,

@
1140

Fire & Marine

Sore

On and after Monday, Nov. 4th, and
flirthcr notice, trains will run
follows:
A.M.
P. M.

1_rTvirg

The favorite steamship CAKLOTTA, Capt. E. I). Mulligan,
►leaves Portland

prepared t« Fnsnre

n«w

QGDENSBURG

A

ASMIUIU,

ness

F. CHASE
Supt. Portland Division.

CHANGE OF

ARRANGEMENT.

ATLANTIC WHARF,

liabilities.
ur.ajustod and not duo,

NORTH STRATFORD N. II.
Bailey A Co. Pro-

40
45
75
Japan,. 40 65
Do. choice... 55 ffl 95

WINTER

NATH’L. F. Hf-lEIMPrC, Agent.

dlw&wlt

PORTLAND &

/I

JUUUUI12U,

f*

no30tf___

Cap-

$500,000,
I*

Office 49 1-3 Exchange Street.

etor.

10J

with a pairi-np Cash
ital of

JAMES J. GOODRICH, Secretary.

fe^7

T,ho

DIRECT!

SAMUEL GOULD, President

General Agent for Maine and New

etors.

„.

Coah,. 2 25 @5 50
73 Furniture,
15040250
9
wool.
23 Fleece washed 5) @ 68
15
do. unwaslid 40 @ 50
Pulled,Super 55 (ffi 75
9| Pelts,......
75® 12

I.ai d.

NORRIDGEWOCK.
Dauforth House, D. Danforih. Proprieto

OED ORCHARD

Fives and Tens,
Best Brands, 65 (ffl
5j Medium,... 55 ffl
8J Common,_60 @
9 Half lbs.60 (ffl
23 Nat’l Leaf,.80 ffl
15 Navy lbs.50 ffl
8
Varnish.
10
none.

.5®
83a
22 @
12 40

-+
NAPLES
Elm House, Nathan Church & Sons, Pro-

NORTH ANSON.
Somerset Hotel. Rrevrn Sc nil ton, Propri-

6#

Company,

T

rives

or J. B. COYLE
Jr., Portland.
WM. P. CLYDE, & CO., Gen’l Managers,
12 So. Delaware Avenue
janll ly
Philadelphia.

ASSETS.

prietors.

4

5J

Iron,

English,W.

R-

4}@

Bartlett, LL.D., Actuary.

ID.IlStTIaJE,

W.

u

10

This

Croup, Whooping Cough,

tFoflt Express.
1 he Pullman Sleeping Car Express Train arat and departs from the Dei** of the Maine
Central Railroad, in Portland.
7*co
auJ 3.20. P. M. trains
from Portland, make close connections to New
York by one or other of the routes from Boston.
Passenger* ticketed through by either route.

.£Gp

PEARCE,

AgeuV12iWashington SUBoston,

dom fails to effect a speedy
cure
in the most severe
eases of Coughs, Bronchitis,

tAccommodation train.

luces are

w?.^>riIlc^)al

eod3w

9.03 A.

morning.

givon to
.uu'w‘u.
Philadelphia and all points reached oy tlie Penn.
Central and the Phil. &
Reading R. R>s., and to all
ciii°s in the South and Southwest. No
Wharfage. No Commission for forwarding.
Full information given by WALDO A.

No. 59 State Street, Boston.

STATEMENT, JAN. 1,1873.

Proprietor.

ini

ul
'iii
,}*

NORWAY.
Beal’s Hotel, E. B. Weeks, Prop.
Elm House, NIain St. W. W. Wbifuiarsh

Now is tlie time to snbserihe.

48
35
21

Tin.
ffl 30 00
Gunpowder.
Straits,,....... 38 @ 39
4
50
00
5
38 ffl 39
(ffl
Blasting.
English,.
Shipping,.... 4 50 ffl 5 00 Char. I. C.,.. 14 00 (ffl 11 50
Char.
16
50
Bay.
ffl 17 00
I.X.,..
Pressed,ptonl7 00 @ 20 00 Antimony,_
ffl 200
00
20
00
ffl
Loose,.17
Tobacco.
Straw.12 00 ffl 13 00

Sheet

NORTH W1NBHAM.
Neiunsket House, XV. W. Stanley, Propri-

..

It—

W. K- C.

,,

Running between Providence
and Philadelphia every WED►NESDAY aud SATURDAY gives
direct communication to and
and all other points in Maine, with

FIRE & MARINE INS. CO. For Halifax, Nova Scotia.

James H.

John M. Stuart, Secretary.

of Steamers !

t.r:,

MANUFACTURERS’

71

Syrups,.....' )n zL
Eagle Sugar ’‘icfineiw-nnciy.
Yellow.

Muscatel.. 2 90

10

[Granulated,..

,

Proprietors.

1873.

PORTLAND.

„„

f^r$land

Portsmouth and Boston, (Sun-

excepted) at *1.30 A. M. 17.00 A.
M., f3.20 P. M., t 6.15 P.

M.,

to

cure of all Lung complaints,
and is offered to the public,
sanctioned by the experience
of over forty years. When
resorted to in season it sel-

«*l, 1S7‘A.

Leave Boston for Portsmouth ami Portland at t7.30
A. M..t8.30 A. M, 112.301*. M., 43.15P. M.,*8.00P. M.
Leave Portsmouth for Portland at tlO.Ou A. hi. tlO.
35 A. M., t3.(i0 P. M., 15.10 P.M., *10.05 P. M.
Leave Bi.ldeford for Portland at 8.0OA. M„ returning at 4.35 P. M.
♦Pullman sleeping car express tram. N. B.
This
(ram runs Sunday Morning, does not run
Monday

!

3

-AM? GURRKNT It-ATES.

FREDERICK S. WINSTON, President.
RICHARD A. McCURDY, Vico Pres’t.

for
jf- Vgffilv,
•,,-aiays

f-»nM

Dec.

a

reliablo

Faasenger trains leave Portland dal-

,ffl.u.

LIBBY,

Monday,

by

stand-

bo the most
preparation ever introduced for the relief and

physicians

ARRANGEMENT.

Commencing

FHILABELPHIA.

.Agents,
Exchange St.,

Mo. 451

Hampshire,

FORK HARBOR.
Marshall House.—N. G. Marshall A Sons

82 to eaeh subscriber for the year

20 fai 1 25
26

[Coffee A,.

Proprietor.

paper (or

«

9®
Pearl.
^
Sugar.

Currants, new, R
7 ffl
Dates, new,.
Nigs,. 12
Prunes,. 12
Raisins,
Layer, new,2 25

a

scns.n'c people, and make It worth

Pepper?..... 25 ffl
Starch? ®

Shell,.. 20
Shelled,— 40
Pea Nnts,.... 9 *6
Soft

Val.newpib.

We intend to make

0

Ginger.
Maoc.160®

Almonds—Jordan p lb.

Citron..

3 26
50

&

m.

EASTERN AND PORTLAND, SACO, &
PORTSMOUTH R. K.
»WINTER

bo cured

timely
ard preparation, as lias been
proved by the hundreds of
testimonials received by the
proprietors. It is acknowledged by many prominent

From St. John Bangor.
&e., at 1:20 a. m.
Through Tickets are sold in Portland aud baggage
checked through to Houlton,
Calais, St. John, l?afifax, Dover, Foxcroft, Kook land, &c.
L. L. LINCOLN, Actiug
Superintendent.
Augusta, Nov 30.1872.
decStf

COFFIN

Dwellings

1872.
6.98
111© lowest of nny
Company in the
would.

w'ro™ a.UgfUsua a:id BctvJsIon at 6:35 p.

can

resort to this

are

3’12rpm

93

Clyde’s Iron Line

CONSUMPTION
which

m.

Dae at Portland.
From Augusta,. Bath and Lewiston at 9:43 a. m.
j0hn, Bangor’ alld North 111111 Bib*, at

ASD-

—

DOW,

being

STANDISH.
Standish Honsc. Capt. Chat. Thompson,

$3,383,632

Percent.

1868..
186!)..
1870. 9,2
1371. 7.1

SPRINGVAEE.
Tibbetts House, S. P. Tibbetts, Proprietor

500 00

L. <J. HENDEE. President,
J. QOODNOW, Secretary.

$23,000,000

1868:

Trains

PORTLAND

G52,418 29

86,045

Ration of Expenses to Receipts in the Mutual
Life Insurance Company or New York since

St. ANDREWS, N. B.
The ltnil Way Hotel,Michael Clarlt, Pro.
prictor.

W offer no picturca to maker f lie value ol lire Phes
ita price.

busV

Flour.
6 00 @6 58
Bonn.
7 25 ffl 7 75 Ex St’m Herd
m
xx,.. 8 25 @ 9 00 Family.
®
Rich. Winter, V 00 @9 75 No. 1,.
®
VS
XX IIS ffl 10 25
Illinois
7 25 ffl 8 20
(Spires.
*.*.16 66® 12 00 Cassia, pure.. 46 ffl
St. Louis i,.. 8 75 @ 976Cloves........
®
'•
XI, 10 00 ffl 12 50
18 ffl

73,864
12.181

The amount of Dividend Additions to
Policies is about

IQACHIAS.
Eastern Hotel.—E. E. Stoddard, Prop.

up to

Clover lb.,_10 ffl 101
1
Red Top bag, 475
325 ffl 3 50
H.Grass,
do Canada, 375

Superfine.
Spring x,...

Policies in force, January 1st, 1872,
Issued and restored during the year,

LIMERICK.
f.imcriclt House, Joseph G. Harmon, Pro-

MECHANIC FACES.
Union Hotel, P. II’ Cobb, Proprietor.

ffl
*

Seeds

POLICY ACCOUNT.

Proprietor.

Cadizjn bond 1 75 ffl 2 25

Liverpool,duty
paid,.2

HIRAM.

Year.

7i»
Rice, p lb,..
8
L’ge Shore, 5 25 @ 5 50
Salem Bs.
L’go Bank, 5 00 ffl 5 25 Salerntus, pib, 7 **
9.1
ffl
1
Small. 3 50 ffl 3 75
»„|J.
Pollock,. 2 75 ffl 3 75 Turk’s Is. p
150
2
00
Haddock,....
@
hkd.(Sbus),. 2 25 ffl 2 73
Hake,.1 00 ffl I 25 St. Martin,..
„one
Herring,
2 25 ffl 2 75
Bonaire,
Shore,|*1>1>1 4 00 @ 5 00 Cadiz,doty pd 2 50 uv 2 87i
No.

Undivided Surplus, for Dividend of 1873, 3,236,070 73
From this sum a Dividend is apportioned to each
Policy which is applied at its anniversary in 1873.

KENDALL’S HILLS.
Kendall’s Mills Hotel, Bnndall Andrews,

Kicc.

Cod, perqtL,

GREAT FALLS, IN. H.
Great Falls Hotel, O. A. Prost, Proprietor
Mt. Cutler House,—niram RnNton, Proprietor.

1STO GHROMOS,

24
51

$28G,452,79

Total,

24,000 00
29,618 33
17,5G2 30

SURPLUS.

OF

50

2,045,589 04
401,672 21

Money,
Othor Liabilities small, for printing, &c.,

154,002 65
552,475 20

Surplus over (liabilities, $5,440,699,24
During the year 1872 an extra Dividend has been
computed, bringing the Dividend accounts forward
to the anniversaries of the issue of the Policies. .The
whole sum so divided ($2,204,627 51) lias now been
credited in the usual form of reversionary insurance.

GARDINER.
Enins Hotel, O. C. Rollins, Proprietor.

prietor.

@ 19 00
ffl 18 00
@ 1G 00
ffl none
11 ffl 12

70

Halifax at 1:00 p.m.
For Lewiston, Bath and Augusta at 5.30
p.
For Lewiston via Danville at 5:25
p. m.

May 9-dtf

Borrowed

n_

FOXCllOFT.
Foxcroft Exchange.

IS 50
17 50

11

$58,550,059 42
6,809,913 14

Increase in net Assets for the year,

Reserve lor Annuities and

$5,396,380

Losses adjusted and not due,
Losses unadjusted,
Re-Insurance Fund,

00

Dexter House.

ELLSWORTH.
American House.—S. Jordan Sc Son, Prop

10
00
371,510 69
1,332,500 00
1,512,270 00
93.330 00
57,110 00
20,929 71

LIABILITIES.

113,84143

Market value of Stocks in
excess of cost,

DEXTER.

1,151,730
451,970

Total Assets,

THE GREAT REMEDY FOR

Bath, Lewiston, Rockland, Augusta,Readfield.
Winthrop, Skowbegan, Belfast, Bangor, St. John aud

every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 6 P. M-, and leave Pier GS E. 1;., New York
every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 3 P. M.
Tlie Dirigo nnd Franconia are fitted up with fine
accommodations for
passengers, making this the mosl
convenient and comfortable -route for travelers between New York and Maine.
Passage in State Room $5. Meals extra.
Goods forwarded to and from Montreal, Quebec
Halifax, St. John, and all parts of Maine. Shipuc
arc requested to send their
freight to the Steamers ar
early as 4 P. M., on the days they leave Portland.
For Freight or Passage apply to
HENRY FOX, Galt’s Wharf, Portland
J. F. AMES, Pier 33, E, R., Now York.

24

of

course

transmission,

80

$ 405,000 80

Estate,

Real

on

$56,074,484 31

--

Add:
Interest Accrued,

Clark, Proprietor.

EAST PORT.
Passamaquoddy House.—E. Taft,

Loans

RAILROAD.

For

■

FOLLOWS:

Estate*unincumbered,

CENTRAL

a. m.

_

Loans on Collaterals,
Accrued Interest,

Estate,

1,314.607, 57
Balance due from Agents,
24,100 53

DANVILLE JUNCTION.
Clark’s Dining Hall, Grand Trunk Rail-

9^,000,869

------

Interest, $2,159,863

at

up,

Cash on hand, in Bank, and in Agents
hands.
Uuited States Securities,
State, City and Town Stocks and Bonds,
Bank and Trust Co’s Stock,
Railroad Co’s Stocks and Bonds,

INVESTMENTS.

Banks and Trust

...

Fustic,.
2}ffl
Logwood,
Lam peachy,
ljffl
St. Domingo, ljffl
Neach Wood,
BJffl

Capital Stock nil Paid

Co

Steamers Dirigo anil Franconia
will, until further nolico, run as
follows:
Leave Galt’s Wharf Portland,

ot Maine.

ASSETS AS

Bonds and Mortgages.
47,002,804 37
Unitea States Stocks,
4,203,108 75
New York State, Town,
and City Stocks,
1,3*0,000 00

tors.

CitT Wa*a1 _TV

40

Pas™n'

Winter Arrangement, Cocuuiracinu Dec.
a, isra.
Trains leave Portland for Bangor,
r*** -.■■■
..
i.q
Calais and St.John at 12:15
l»5ss^|§9Houlton»
m. (sleeping and day cars on this
train.)
For Bath, Lewiston, Rockland and Augusta at 7:00

SEMI-WEEKLY lalNE

the 31st day of December, 1872, raado to the State

dood&wiy-wS

ja),13

station in Boston, Haymarket
Square
in Boston, Causeway street.

MAINE

HEW .4RRAHdil'f ENT.

Of Hartford, Conn.,
On

>§fi,eaB3as2aip

DRUGGIST.

and t-> on V XT
H- “d t3.SS0 P. M.

for' New

legislator w OxeDolobtuinixl of any

•Accommodation.
tFast Express.
W. MERIUTT,,Superintendent,
Jloston.
PAYSON TUCKER, General Agent,
353 Commercial Street, Portland.
decCtf
Dec. 2,1872.

PASSAGE, TEN DOLLARS.
Freight or Passage, apply to

Maine

iETNA INSURANCE COT,

m

_

Freight station

jn23-1 y

ANNUAL STATEMENT

$17,716,094 54

daW*
Passenger

WHITNEY & SAMPSON, Agent*,
70 Lcajj; Wharf, lSo.> ton.

ABSTRACT OF TIIE

17

YEAR:

Expenses,

Taxes and

SUMMARY OF

D.

DAMARISCOTTA.
Maine Hotel, Sanborn & Jacobs, Proprie-

...

DURING THE

For

A

trains

the rate of
; Insurance
1
sailing vessels.
for
the
West by the Penn. It. It., and South
Freight
by oonnectinj lines forwarded free of Commission.

W. ». LITTLE &-«•). Agents.

fcbl2tf

The price of the Heart
Ait per Bottle, and can be

York
gers ticketed and baggage checked through
tra‘“'’ bel"’C'''“ 1'0rtland
*
““d Boston

a. m.
one half

$205,198 79

Lowell, *7.00, *3.53

NOTE.^rhe11**.Vo" t"U*7’00^ncots at Boston w'lth

WSasarfsage.

J ion.
1

Lawrence,

For

delphia, at 10

LAMPORT, Vice-President,
CYRUS PECK, Secretary.

DISBURSEMENTS:

Cornish House,—P. Durgin, Proprietor.

YEAR

$49,264,571

by death Endowments,
Dividends, Annuities, Surrendered

CORNISH.

OFFER.

II. H.

$66,980,66571

Real

.Depot,

paid,

sinco

GEO. T. HOPE. President,

YORK,

For Premiums, Policy
Fees and Annuties, $14,380,803 81
For Interest and Premium on Gold,
3,274,980 73
For Office Building Rents,
54,250 00

CAMDEM.
Bay View House, E. H. Dcrnuth, Prop.

way

Amount

Real

Hotel,

Proprietor.

■

•

RECEIPTS

ELIZABETH.
P. Chamberlain, PropriCALAIS.
W.

International

January.

Co.,

A^v

From Long Wharf, Boston, 3 p.m.
From Pine Street Wharf, Phila-

429,91844
224,749 65

sold many tliou.-an I bottles of the Heart
and the demand is still increasing. Wire confident wo are doing the public a benefit, and
ot trying to impose on them a worthless prepara-

A

WedVy & Snt’d’y.

rnrmaHonn/theTte^rt,

We have
, Regulator,

*7.30, ts.30 A. M aud *12.30 and *3.15 P. M.
ItocTlestcr and A!ton Bay, *7.30 A. M. and t3.20
p M
Per Manchester and
Concord, N. II., via C. & P. R.
R. Junction. t3.20 P. M.
Manchester aud Concord, via
*0.53

Steamship Line.

5?

J hey say.

leave P. S. & P. IS. It. Sta-

at

PHILA ©ELPIHA

__

t

pgR|pp?atlou, Portland, fur Bostoit, at *7.00,
r-_C7~-~-^yT*0-f3 A. M., and t3.20 and «6.43 P.M.
Returning, leave Boston for Portland

—A*I>—

Leave each port every

J

K. STUBBS, Agent.

Arrangement, December il, ISJ'l.

,_Train*

A©

,,

A.

The

[eart Disease will readily yield to its use, and weave
yet to learn of any case where the Heart Keguitor has been taken properly and the party not revived a marked benefit.
Our agent, on application, will furnish you with
ur circular, giving full description of the disease,
nd alsv) a lnunher of testimonials of cures; and if
ou would like further proof from t lie parties who
avc given the tesfimonlals, writo them and see what

,

BOSTON & MAINE RAILROAD.

boston

Paid Claims

Ocean Uonsc—J.
etor.

@ 18 Laths.
2 25 @
Spruce
@ 10
Pine
3 00 @ 3 50
Coal—(Retail.)
Moluosca.
Cumberland.. .9 50@10 00
Plctou.8 50 @9 00 Porto Rico.... 50 @ 57
5000 New Subscribers in
Chestnut.8 00 @8 50 Cienfugos. 40 @ 42
Franklin.10 50@11 00 Muscovado_ 35 @ 38
none
L’ghiW.Ash. .9 50@19 00 New Orleans..
Coflee.
Mus tart.
Java,401b. 28 @ 30 Sagua,. 35 @ 33
Rio. 23 @ 24,
Mails.
Cask.5 00 @
Cooperage.
Our friends cannot confer a more acceptable Now
Hhd. Shooks ana Heads,
Mnval Stores.
Mol. City... .2 40 @ 2 50 Tar,(0 bbl.G 50 @6 75
Year’s Gift than by each sending oue or a dozen now
Pitch (C. Tar). .4 50 @4 75
Sng. City-2 25 @
subscribers.
Wil Pitch.... 6 50 @ 6 75
Sug. C'try.. .1 85 @
ltosin,. 6 00 @ 9 60
Country Rllt Mol.
Hh’d Sh’ks, 1 50 @
787x1 63
Turpentine.gl
Hh’d Headings,
Oil.
Spuco 35 in. 28 ffi
Kerosene,_
@26
28 @
Soft Pine,..
Port.Ref. Petr
@ 31
Hard Pine, 80 @
Sperm,.1 65 @ 2 00
Hoops,(14ft), 55 00 @ GO 00 Whale. 85 @ 100
K.OakStaves 50 00 @
Bank. 68 @ 75
Copper.
Shore,. 58 @ 65
45 @
Cop.Bolta.
Porgie,. 50 @ 55
Y.M. Sheathing
@27
Linseed,. 97 @ 100
Bronze do.
Boiled do.,..
@27
102 @ 105
We will send an extra copy of the Weekly Press
30 @
Y. M. Bolts,..
Lard,. 80 @ 85
to any person sending us fire new subscribers, with
Cordage.
Olive,.1 25 (a 1 75
American,$Hb, 13 @ 134 Castor,.1 40 @ 1 00
$10.
Russia,. 13l@ 14 Neatsfoot.1 25 @ 1 50
Special club rates may be obtained by applying
Manila,. 18*@ 19* Elaine,. 58 @ 60
tlie Publishers.
ManilaB’ltr’p 20j@
Paints.
Drag* and Byes. Port. Lead,.. 11 25 @
Alcohol,#gai, 2 00 @ 2 20 Pure tir’d do 11 BO ao 11 vs
zo (ffl
Arrow Boot,
oo rure Dry do 11 BO ffl
v v
7 ffl
0 Am. Zinc.... 12 00 ffl 13 00 *v
Bi-CarbSoda,
Borax. 36 ffl 37 Rochelle Yell
31 ffl
4
Oamphor,- 40 ffl
Eng.Ven.Rcd 3jffl 4
Cream Tartar 43 ffl 44 Red Lead,...
11 ffl
12
11 ffl
Indigo,.115 @ 1 40 Litharge.
12
Planter.
Logwood ex.,. 11 ffl
Madder,. 17 ffl 18 Soft, p ton,..
®3 50
Naptha, pgal 25 ffl 30 Hard,.
ffl 3 00
8
37
ffl
hla
8
00
Opium,.820
Ground,in
ffl 9 00
190 ffl 1 50 Calcined, brls 2 75 ffl 3 oo
Rhubarb
Sal Soda,.
3Jffl 4
Produce.
10 ffl 18 Beef Side,pib
Saltpetre,..
9 @ is
No efforts will be spared to make the Maine
Sulphur,. 4Jffl 51 Veal. 10 ffl 12
SeAte Press more acceptable to Its patrons. Indeed
Vltrol,. 13 ffl 14 Mutton,. 10 ffl 12
Duck.
18
Chickens,_
ffl 23
the Publishers will not relax their efforts to make
No. 1,.
@ 46 Turkeys. 18 ffl 23
the paper a necessity to those who have been accusNo. S.
ffl 42 Eggs, p doz., 32 ffl 34
No. 10,.
tomed to read it. We pledge that during the year
® 28 Potatoes,pbn 75 ffl 8(1
Ravens,
Onions,.... pbbl
@c 50
1873, the Weekly Press shall he more a NEWSPA8 oz.
24
PER than ever, so that the family that thoroughly
B oz.,-.
30
Provisions.
Mess Beer,.. 10 00 @ 12 00
reads the paper will have all the current events of the
Dycwoods.
3 ffl
Ex Mess,.. 12 50 ffl 14 50
Barirood,....
day.
Brazilwood,, 5@ 7
Plate,_ 14 00 ffl 15 50
6 ffl
7
Ex Plate,..
Camwood,....
@17 00
^

unpaid of Boston loss*,, nearly all of
are paid at the time of
issuing
this Statement. Total No. of Boston
losses 69,of which 60 have been already
all
ofthorn before maturity.)
paid,

—

Net Assets, Jan. 1, ’72,

jarnar

Winter

which

FOR THE YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31,1S72.

Proprietor.

WANTED !

OF

NEW

BRUNSWICK, ME.
P. Sc K. Dining Rooms, W. R. Field,

3 50 SS 4 00

3,433

Am-

|.f

o’clock P. M.

ai*u,uC*U(^n'*

Dividends due Stockholders and Scrip and
Scrip Interest unclaimed,
$49,790 52
Losses unpaid,
380 127 32
(This amount includes 3238.385 74 thon

Janl7dtf

Mutual Life Ins.

Hancock nouse,—J. N. Hancock, Prop.

CodarNo 1. 2 50 @ 3 00
do Shaved 6 50 @ 6 50
Pino do... 5 00 @ 7 50

17.221

S., Shellac,

N.

2 b* “Freight received on days of sailing until 4

rates given to South and West,
line 1 assengcr aecommocntions.
^
Berth and Meals to Norfolk SI" 00

00
55
30
33

652,000
108,798

in cnry immunity, au'l
warn us to sc,,k »'"no fedtaMao
ncing which
R. oasms OuiJicaHon nr Bony
V Keumatum, General JJeMitu
bmkiug of the Spirits, rains in the Side or
;1 reart,
htsty /Hlzzin sty Stugguh Circulation </ the Hood,
0 na Momentary Stoppage of the Action of the Heart.
These forms of Heart Disease have been cured by
Pr. Craves’ lienrt Regulator, and we do not
celt ate to say it will core them again. Any form ot

!■

berst.

Tlirough

LIABILITIES*

STATEMENT OF THE

BOLSTER MILLS.

do No. 1.20 00 @27 00
Piue.60 00 @65 00

on

-A-RR.A.N GEMENT.

lis, Windsor, Kentville, Halifax,

d icea West'

421,030 29

Real Estate owned by the Company.
Premiums due and unpaid,
luterest due and unpaid, (due this day)
Rents due and acorusd,

RT. Y.

Portland, Me., Jan. 1G, 1873.

prietor.

carefully collected and select

Georgia; and over the Seaboard and Peain North nud South Carolina
P" ,L to Washington and ali

11,870,00

Bond and Mortgage (on Real

Foster.

\Zktiu- £ t? ali
* °'n0

de-

*

l'hc Steamer New Brunswick
will leave Railroadwltarf, foot of State .tree
every MONBAY at G P. M. lor
Eastport and St. John.
Returning will leave St. John and Eastport evory
THUKSBAY.
Collections made at Eastport for St. Andrews,
Robbinston, Calais, Woodstock and Houlton.
Connections made at St. Jnhiefor Idgby, Annapo-

452,300 00
Estate, worth $1,342.750)
othor Stocks and Bonds owned
579,462 50
by the Company,

30 EXCHANGE STREET.

BRIDGTON CENTER, He.
Cumberland House,Marshall Bacon, Pro

its State New* is the

on

1

John, Digby,

St.

Capt. J. It. Pike,

U. S. and

AGENT,

Proprietors.
Chapman House, S. H. Chapman, Proprietor.

fuller than any other

are

Because
most

St. II. D. Parker &

—

gressional, Legislative and othci

(market value, $58,902 56) payable
*
mand,

BARNES, Jr.,

BETHEL.
Chandler House, F. S. Chandler & Co.

..

ex...

$2,284,251

07

au<l

OWE TRIPPER WEEK!

"McCteUan,"Cavi.F. M. Howes.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Washington
1 Itcamer Lady of the Lake.
Freight forwarded irom Norfolk to Pctersluro and
Richmond, by river or rail; and by tbc V«. £ Tcun.
iir Line to nil points in
Virginia, Tennessee, A/ahima and

$2,284,251 97

Proprietor.

Because its Market, Marino, Con

@100
Bin* Pod. none
Lime.
Ysllow Eyes.. .3 25 @1) 50 Roskland c’sk.l 45 @
Bax Bhaaka.
Lumber.
Ptna..
75 @ 80 Char Pine, 55 00 @56 00
Nos. 1 & 2.5U 00 @55 00
Bread.
No 3. 45 00 @46 00
Pilot Sup-10 00 @12 00
No. 4.30 00 @36 00
Pilot OX.100S) 7 50 @ 9 00
Ship. 5 50 @ 6 00
Shipping. .21 00 @23 06
OrackerspiOO 40 @ 60 Spruce.16 00 @18 00
Hemlock
Bauer.
13 00 @15 00
28 @ 34 Clapboards,
Family, 4PIb
Btore. 15 @ 18
Spruce ex. 33 00 @36 00

Collar

31,000,0*0 00
1,284,251 97

Cash on hand and lu Ranks,
3380,760 29
Loans on U. S. and other stocks and Bonds,

$775,000.

IS.

WINTER

A. Hallett

“Illnesstone," Cant. Geo. H. Hallett.
Kenned!/," Capt, Henry D.

ASSETS.

Ins. Co.,

Assets

BRYANT’S POND.'
Bryant’s Pond nouse—N. B. Crockett,

Maine;

3

Steamships
LawrenceCapt. W.

William Crane** Capt. Solomon Howes.

Total Assets,

WATERTOWN,

of

“George Apjxild,” Capt. Winslow Loretand.

L.Bic

St.

Tremont House. Tremont St. Bingham
Wrisley Sc €o. Proprietors.

larger Editorial

force than any other

si

OF

■

‘‘

YORK,

...

—

Agricultural

ctor.

Because it has a

@1.60 Sheet & Pipe.. 10 <
(looking.
Rating. .2 00 @2 75 Pig.
8@
Leather,
Pried, western 6 (el 8
7 @ 9
New York,
eastern.
do
Ashes.
Light. 30 ffl
11 @ 11*
Mid. Weight. 30 @
Psarl, v »
Pet. 9 @ 10
Heavy. 30 @

@2 40

Cash Capital,
Cash Surplus,

Loans

Revere House, Bowdoiu Square,Builincli,
Bingham, Wrisley & Co.. Proprietors
St. James note!—J. P. M. Stetson, Propri

PAPER;

Lead.

Cement.

,

Calais

Windsor aud Halifax.

Central Wharf, Boston,
Semi-Weekly. 2.30 p. M. for NOJt>FOLK and BALTIMORE.

JANUARY 1,1873.

IN THE —

—

BAT1I.
Sagadahoc House, John 8. MUlikcn, Pro!■*
pnetor.
Rath Ilotel, C. M.
Plumtuer, Proprietor

Because it is thoroughly a NEWS

4> bbl.2 35
Cheese.
Vermont,4p lb. 15
Factory. 16
N. Y. Dairy.. 15

NEW

—

RIS

Eastport,

Steamships of this Line sail from

—

MEDICAL._

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP ( 0

*

Insured at Fair Bates

prietor.

%

Which is the sweeter, flower or fruit?
Which is most prgsious? you are mute—
The dewy morning, before strife;
The glory of completed life!

@13
Mould, t>lbSperm. 35 @ 37| Shingles,

FARM

BANGOR.
Ilou.r, J.E. Hnrrimnn& Co.,
Proprietors.
Penobscot Exchange, A. Woodward, Pro-

PAPER

The craftsman to what thought his choice
of Cither wreath his tools
gave voice?
Which looks the brighter or the duller,
When wrought in monotone of color?

Candles.

AND

—

OF

I

RAILROADS.

erfolk aud Baltimore aud \Vasliiat,t«»ii,
D. C. Steamship Line.
end

tor*.

Which is the fairer garland,
say
The beauteous blossoms of a
day
Or the seed vessels which but
mask
Long floral generations? Ask

Beau*.
Pea.3 50

Proprietor.

,

—

CONTENTS

Cony Ho.ihc, G. A. A- II. Cony. Proprie-

The pea pod and the shepherd’s purse,
The crowned row of the henbane’s hearse:
The rose hip and the moon wort’s shield
The floppy’s star cup from the held.

Apples.

DWELLINGS

AUGUSTA.
BaltAugusta House, State St. Harrison

—

fair,

Corrected for the PltESS to Feb.

—

AND

of the

INSURANCE CO.,

Warren,Proprie-

AUBURN

But quainter emblems’
The left side ol the altar share,
A wreath festooned of seed capsules,
Where loving skid held graver’s tools.

Perflsad

Edmund

_

STEAMERS.

CONTINENTAL

1

tor.

Elm House, Court. St. W. S. Sc A. Young*
Proprietors.

Twined with the linden tassel blows rose
In one spring wreath wave bud ami
The freshness and fair promise sweet
Of all June mornings iu it meet.
curves as

County House,

statement

Insurance

A G E Sf (! Y

ALFRED.
In Ulm’s Domkirche high there gtai.ds
An altar carved by master band;
The loveliest forms of lcar and flower
Are wrought iu wood with cunning power,

_INSURANCE.

Consulting Office,

VYnncorb Street, Ho«tou, Tin

am

junlBdlyr
1

SURE CURE FOR SORE THROAT

BLAIS’S,

Grows’

Liiiiiiicnt

Sold by all dealers in mediclno.
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